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LOCAL AFFAIRS.
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l

Deposit your

money with the old

Hancock County Savings Bank.
(Only Snvings Rank
Resources above

liabilities

in

Ellsworth.)

more

than

Deposits are exempt from municipal
thirty-five years.

ten

taxation.

cent.

Has been

in business

BANKING
9 TO 12 A.

HOURS:

M.;

TO 3 1\ M.

I

Hancock County Savings Bank,

j

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

L

A

We will sell for you.
We will rent foi you.
We will buy for you.

SELL
YOUR
REAL
ESTATE.

We will

certify

the title.

We write all kinds of insurance.
Write us and we will call on you

immediately

C. W. & F. L. MASON,
First National Bank

Ma» Street,

FOR

Bldg.,
Ellsworth, Me.

SALE

2« ■.!n feot of land situate on south side and at loot ot Sea street. Northeast Harbor,
Maine? This lot of land Is on the shore anil title given to low.water mark.
Farm with buildings In good repair. Acres line shore property. East nluehtll, Me.

Apply to C. W. &• F. L. Mason.

O,

"W.

Real

TAPLEl,

Estate

and

Ingursnca,

IIAS FOR SALE
A farm with

MAIN ST.,

good buildings—Two dwellings in town
—A mercantile property.
ELLSWORTH,

MAINE.

The Greatest 20th Century

Our representatives are
AA'hen one of them calls

Proposition.

in the field demonstrating the machines.
on you. be sure to get a COUPON.

now

THIS LIBERAL OFFER

is made by us for the purpose
of introducing a Talking Machine into each and every home
l in this city and vicinity.
The Machines are given on
condition that you pay the small

|
|
F

expense of freight and import
duty. If you fail to get a coupon
from one of our representatives
of a
you miss the opportunity

lifetime.

WATCH FOR OUR MEN

Pianos, Organs, Talking Machines, Records

STAPLES PIANO & MUSIC GOMPANY,
31 MAIN

St., ELLSWORTH,

ME.

Whitcomb, Haynes &Co.,
ELLSWORTH’S EXCLUSIVE AGENTS
FOB

TOWN TALK
AND

Fred Studer, who has spent a vacation
of two weeks with his mother, Mrs. H. L.
D. Woodruff, returned to Brooklyn, N.
Y., Saturday. He was accompanied by
bis sister, Miss Mae Studer, who will
make an extended visit there.

1908.

|*1TT‘SS,“™!

Beckwith will leave Friday to enter Bosuniversity law school, and 8. Milton
Beck with will enter Bangor theological
seminary nes t week. David A. Foster, of
Ellsworth Falls, will enter the University
of Maine.

No. 39.

THE AMHERST FAIR.

ton

Up-River Exhibition Tuesday and
Wednesday of Next Week.
Next week the Amherst fair will dnnr

fair-goers northward, and all who go will
have a good time. This promise can safely
The Municipal Court Judgeship.
The current term of Judge Peters, of the be made on the record of previous years.
The exhibition this year will be better
District Superintendent H. B. Haskell, Ellsworth
municipal court, expires in a
than usual, as this has been a pretty good
of the Bucksport district. East Maine month or
two, and as he has been elected
for fruit afld vegetables.
Methodist conference, will live in Elis- a
representative to the legislature, he will year

For attractions there will be baseball
candidate for reappointment.
each day and a ball each evening.
those who thus far have been games
streets. He will move here from Stoning- mentioned as Mr. Peters’ successor are The Brownie troupe wiil j,ive an exhibiton about Sept. 30.
John B. Redman, Harry L. Crabtree and tion of fancy and trick bicycle riding and
tight-wire acts. The trick mule Mand*
Harry C. Austin is in Boston for a two R. E. Mason.
and the trick dog Dewey will also appear.
weeks’ course in the Barnes school of emE. J. Walsh, W. E. Whiting and F. C.
The trial of draft horses will take place
balming, in which he will take cn exami- Burrill, whose names have been mentioned,
SCHEDULE OF MAILS.
Wednesday afternoon. The baby show at
nation for a diploma Friday of next week. state that they are not candidates.
AT ELLSWORTH POSTOFFICR.
4 o’clock Wednesday will be another
In effect June 22, 1908.
He will return to Ellsworth to resame
feature.
Additional Bluehlll Premiums.
of the undertaking department at
charge
MAILS RECEIVED.
Meals will be served at the hall. If it la
In making a report of the premium
From West—*0.55 a m, *12.08, 4.30 and *6.22 Roy C. Haines’ store.
the driving stallion class was stormy either day of the fair, it will be
awards,
m.
S.
O.
with
his
p
Capt.
Moore,
daughter,
held over another day.
From East—12.20 p m; 5.42 and 11.07 p m.
Miss Margaret, of Prospect Harbor, bas overlooked. E. W. Mclrifcyre, of Bluehill,
MAIL CLOSES AT POSTOFFICE.
been spending a few days in Ellsworth took first premium with bis handsome
COMING EVENTS.
Going West—11.50 a m, *2, *5.15 and *9 p m.
with his son, L. M. Moore. Capt. Moore stallion, and H. P. Grindie, of South Petook second.
Going East—6.15 and 6.45 a m; 4 and 5.40 p m. and his
daughter will be missed in Ells- nobscot,
COUNTY.
worth the coming winter, which they will
♦Daily, Sundays included.
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Sept.
Hancock County Teachers.
No mails dispatched to or received from the
in
New
York.
spend
The annual convention of the Hancock 22, 23, 24—Hancock Baptist association at
east Sundays.
There will be no festival chorus rehearcounty teachers’ association will be held Franklin.
sal this week. Next week. Thursday evenat Bar Harbor, Friday and Saturday, Oct.
Wednesday and Thursday, Sept. 23 and
Capt. Edward Dodge is seriously ill with ing, Oct.
1, the last rehearsal before (be 9 and 10.
24—Fair of Eden 'agricultural Isociety at
typhoid fever.
festival at Bangor, will be held in the
Eden.
Mrs. Alice M. Hooper and son Harold Baptist
vestry, and all, especially those
ELLSWORTH FALLS.
Thursday, Sept. 24, at Arden Young's
are in Boston.
who intend to go to Bangor, are earnestly
Mrs.
Mary D. Jordan went to Otis on grove, Otis—Field day of Gree^Mountain
Miss Maud Goggins is in Boston for a requested to be present.
Pomona grange.
to visit relatives.
visit of two weeks.
The sixty-five-foot twin-screw gasolene Saturday
F. H. Lowell and wife went to Penobscot
Tuesday and Wednesday, Sept. 29 and 9®
There will be a dancing party at Society lannch Nanna, owned by Dr. E. E. Higgs,
—Fair of Northern Hancock agricultural
of St. Paul, Minn., a summer resident of to-day to attend the fair.
hall Friday evening.
society at Amherst.
C. J. Treworgy is adding a piazza to the
Wednesday, Sept. 30—Orland fair.
Miss Carrie Kussell is visiting friends in Bluehill, is hauled up for the winter on
the marine railway at the Ellsworth ell of his dwelling house.
Friday and Saturday, Oct. 9 and 1®—
Boston and vicinity.
and Machine Works. She is a
Foundry
Mrs.
M. M. Moore has returned from a Hancock county teachers’ association at
Miss Addie Salsbury is spending a short
Bar
Harbor.
comfortable cruising launch, equipped ten days’ trip to Boston and New York.
vacation in Somerset county.
with two forty-horse power engines.
Reuben F. Remick and wife have reMrs. S. L. Lord, of Gardiner, is the
aifotrtisenttntfc
The Maine Central has announced that turned from a visit with friends at Bar
guest of Mrs. Levi C. Beckwith.
the Knickerbocker limited will run be- Harbor.
Mrs. G. F. Campbell, of Boston, is visit- tween Mount Desert
Ferry and New York
Mrs. Sarah Jones is home from Bangor,
ing her sister, Miss Alice H. Scott.
city until October 11. The fall time-table where she has been for several weeks' reMrs. Lyman L. Lord, or Boston, is vis- will go into effect about Oct. 5, but to acceiving medical treatment.
comodate many tourists who are deferring
iting her sister, Mrs. Fred H. Osgood.
Lynch’s band will go to Eden to-day to
When we can offer
Mrs. William Watts, of Bangor, is the their departure from Maine until later in
for the fair, and to Cherryiield tothe season, the New York train will be play
guest of her daughter, Mrs. A. W. Austin.
morrow to play at the fair there.
our
continued a week later.
patrons a
Oscar A. Tompkins and wife, of Bangor,
Mrs. Aaron Salisbury was here Saturday
Dr. Harry W. Haynes, while fighting fire
line
of the
Fred
Blaisdell
and
with
M.
spent Sunday
on her way to her home at Otis, after a
near Green Lake this week, came suddenly
wife.
visit with relatives at Bucksport.
old
china in a
upon a cow moose not fifteen feet
Irving Whittaker, who has been visiting and headed toward him. The cow* away,
Mrs. Gertrude DeBeck and daughter
new
snorted,
pattern, we have
his mother, Mrs. Margaret Whittaker,
and Dr. Haynes mounted the top of the Helen, of Clifton, are guests of Mrs. Dehas returned to Boston.
Beck’s
marked
down what
sister, Mrs. Alfred Smith.
highest rock in sight to get a better view
Rev. William Forsyth, of Bucksport, other. While
David A. Foster went to Orono last week
mounting the rock he lost
china wre have on
occupied the pulpit of the Congregational sight of the moose, and when he turned to to enter the University of Maine, intendchurch last Sunday morning.
without
look for her she had
to take the full four
course.
worth the com.ng winter. He has rented
the Billington house at High and Spruce

not be

a

Among

Until Oct. 1,
large
popular

The forty-foot sloop yacht Sagamore, of
Philadelphia, Capt. Stanley, is hauled up
at C. H. Curtis & Co.’s shipyard.
Cushman, of the Union Trust
Co., and Mrs. Cushman, who have been in
Boston for a week, returned to-day.
Mrs. L. B. Lewis is at home from Massachusetts, called here by the critical illness
of her father, Capt. M. M. Whittaker.

Henry

RADIANT FLOUR.
rr=_-

HAINES,

ROV

C.

^oSb

| undertaking]

W.

E. V. Johns, who has been visiting
relatives and friends here, has gone to
Waterviile fora short stay, before returning to Boston.
Mrs.

ing

disappeared.

hand,

years’

Mrs. Fred E. Grace, of Gfeen Lake, is
big bull moose was seen yesterday
forenoon near Capt. Adelbert L. Bellatty’s here with her daughter. Mr. Grace has
house on the Surry road, in Ellsworth. gone to Patten’s pond for several weeks.
The moose came from the direction of the
Stillman S. Jordan, wife and daughter,
Triton woods across the river, and after Miss Sadie Jordan, returned Sunday
the
Head-of-the-Lane morning from a ten-days’ visit among
leisurely inspecting
settlement went off toward West Ells- relatives at St. John and
Oakham, N. B.
worth.
seen

in

Several deer have

recently

Ellsworth, evidently driven

been

out of

the woods by fire.
Tbe annual reunion of Co.

First

B. Smith and

BucksHarold,
port, were here Monday on their way
home from Otis, where they had been
over Sunday, guests of Aaron Salsbury
W.

Maine

Cavalry

regard

to cost. A full line of

A

WEDDING GIFTS.

E. F. ROBINSON.

of

son

D,
association, is and wife.
held
here
at
Grand
being
to-day,
Hiram f^amilton has just finished two
Army
L. M. Moore and wife were the recipi- hall, the use of which is given free by substantial and neat looking walks in
Wm.
Rice
H.
H.
The
members
of
post.
front of his home, having built them of
ents of a tin shower last Thursday evening at their new' home, the Stratton house, the post and relief corps have united rocks and cement, with a covering of cewith
the
Ellsworth
members
of
heartily
ment mortar.
on High street.
Co. D in entertaining the visiting memArthur Giles, of West Ellsworth, while
Repairs on the long lumber mill of
of whom are accompanied by
bers,
many
Whitcomb, Haynes & Co., which have
fighting fire in the vicinity of lower Pat- their wives. The relief
furnished
corps
been going on for the past month under
ten’s pond yesterday, saw four moose, one
dinner at noon. The business meeting
the direction of W. H. Brown, were finof them a large bull.
will be held this afternoon. There is a
ished Tuesday.
A beautiful memorial tablet, in memory
good representation of the surviving
of the late Capt. Samuel L. Lord, has been members of Co. D.
at
the
reunion.
present
placed in the church. It is the work of
CHURCH NOTES.
Mrs. Aura A. Monohon, daughter of
Frank W. Billington.
W is well and wife, of this city,
John
B.
CONGREGATIONAL.
Thomas J. Holmes has purchased of A.
died Friday, Sept. 18, of typhoid fever, at
Rev. R. B. Mathews, pastor.
F. Burnham the so-called Burnham cota
hospital in Waterbury, Conn. Mrs.
Sunday, Sept. 27 —Morning service at
tage on Third street. His son, J. Blaine
Monohon left here in the early summer, 10.30. Sunday school at 11.45. Evening
Holmes, will occupy it.
and had been employed in Waterbury but service at 7.30.
Mrs. Florence Foster, who, with her a few weeks when she was taken
Prayer meeting Friday evening at 7.30.
ill, about
her
has
been
aunt, three weeks
little daughter,
visiting
ago. Deceased was thirty-two
UNION CONG’Li ELLSWORTH FALLS.
her
has
returned
to
W.
Mrs. A.
Clark,
years of age. Besides her parents she
Rev. J. D. Prigmore, pastor.
home in Lawrence, Mass.
leaves a son, aged nine years, who is with
Sunday, Sept. 27
Morning service at
Mrs. Joseph Oakes, of Beddington, who his grandparents here. Tbe body was 10.30. Sunday school at 11.45. Evening
has been with her daughter, Mrs. J. brought here this mDrning and fun era service at 7.
Blaine Holmes, in Ellsworth, the past two services were held at the house this afterPrayer meeting Friday evening at 7.
noon.
The parents have the sympathy of
weeks, has returned home.
METHODIST EPISCOPAL.
friends.
their
who
has
the
many
Miss Florence Smith,
spent
liev. W. F. Emery, pastor.
her
with
in
Ellsworth
summer
parents,
The Ellsworth high school this week
Sunday, Sept. 27—Morning service at
M. S. Smith and wife, returned to her enrolled its first student from Uncle Sam’s 10.30. Sermon by pastor. Sunday school
week.
York
last
school in New
Junior league at 3. Evening
nearest insular possession, Porto Rico. at 11.45.
The schooner Carrie May, of Bar Harbor, Ernesto Reyes, who was one of Roy U. service at 7.30.
is on the railway at C. H. Curtis & Co.’s Haines’pupils at San Juan, was one of a
Prayer meeting and bible study Tuesday
yard, having a new deck and deck timbers party of eighty Porto Rican boys who evening at 7.30.
came to tbe United States this fall to enter
BAPTIST.
put in, and general repairs made.
Rev. P. A. A. Killam, pastor.
Charles Frazier and Morris Spillane are schools and colleges in this country.
of these boys had been in Mr.
Sunday, Sept. 27—Morning service at
at home from New York for a few weeks. Forty-two
Haines’ school.
Ernesto came to Ells- 10.30. Sermon by pastor. Sunday school
They are employed on a steamer running
worth with Mr. Haines, with whom he at 11.45. Christian Endeavor meeting at
from New York to southern ports.
will live while studying for a year in the 7. Evening service at 7.30.
Charles W. Hurley left last night for
high school and becoming acquainted
Prayer meeting Friday evening at 7.30.
Shoshone, Wyo., to be employed by the with American
customs, preparatory to
Ambursen Hydraulic Construction Co.
entering a larger school.
If thou wert worthy, thou couldst have
Ellsworth is well represented on this job.
Charles E. Jellison, formerly of Ells- no mercy.—John Mason.
Andrew M. Moor, electrician and dealer
worth, died suddenly at Boston Monday,
in electrical supplies, has moved his store
Sept. 7, of hemorrhage of the lungs. His
from the west side of the bridge to the
veteran

IMPORTANT NOTICE
TO MY CUSTOMERS.
I started in business nine years ago,
intending to sell for cash only.
In order to accommodate, I have
gradually drifted into the credit system. Bills have accumulated to such
an extent that it requires a good deal
of time to attend to the accounts.
I desire to be rid of the care of bookkeeping, and after careful consideration, I shall, after October 1, l'J08.
SELL STRICTLY FOR CASH.
This will mean a saving to you, as alt

goods will be sold as low as possibleHoping for your continued patronage,
I am.
Yours for business,

M.

M.

MOORE,

ELLSWORTH FALLS, ME.

ELLSWORTH GREENHOUSE

—

relatives here were not located and notified
until last week. Mrs. O. M. Alexander, of
this city, sister of the deceased, went to
with
L. E. Treadwell won second money
Boston last Wednesday, and returned
Kitty R., in the 2.28 class at Cherrytield with the body Saturday. Interment was
E.
owned
by
yesterday, and Lee Wilkes,
at Woodbine cemetery Saturday. Funeral
H. Greely, took third in the same race. services were conducted by Rev. W. F.
Best time, 2.3114.
Emery. Mr. Jellison was in the fortyRev. J. P. Simonton, of Stonmgton, is in eighth year of his age. He was unmarried.
Ellsworth for a few days visiting his son, He leaves a stepfather—Joshua T. Jellison,
Dr. F. F. Simonton. Mrs. Simonton, who of this city, a brother—Ellis S. Jellison, of
Is in Calais, will meet him here to-morrow New York, and a sister—Mrs. Alexander.
to return with him to Stonington Friday.
Several Ellsworth boys and girls have
Miss Clio M. Chilcott, who haB been left this week or will leave soon to enter
teaching for some years in Newburyport, or return to school or college. Howard
Mass., has received an appointment in the W. Dunn, Jr., has returned to Bates colBoston city schools. She is to teach lege; Miss Helene B. Bellatty to Colby and
French and mathematics in the Charles- Austin L. Maddox to the University of
Maine. Robert P. King and Arthur H.
town high school.
The EUsworth high school lyoeum last Parcher have entered Bowdoin college.
Friday elected offioers as follows: Harry Clarence A. Tapley has gone to Hebron
Jordan, president; Arthur Foster, llrst academy, and Donald Mayo to the East
vice-president; Carrie Morang, second Maine conference seminary. Linwood T.
store

FURNITURE

vice-president; Nina Franklin, secretary;
Barron, treasurer.

Julia

23,

Ivory

An $8 German Talking Machine FREE
Phonograph

Farm wanted.
Apples for sale.
Bnrrill Nafc’l Bank.
Mrs. Carter—Dressmaking.
Staples Piano A Music Co.
Holtz A Stan wood— Photographers.
John A. Scott—Notice of foreclosure.R C Haines—Furniture and Undertaking.
E F Robinson—Jeweler.
Ellsworth Falls:
M M Moore—Cash prices,
Bangor, Me:
Dr J W Merrow—Specialist.
C. E. Cook—Brown spaniel lost.
Southwest Harbor:
Harry A Brown, Lewis K Robinson—Dissolution of co-partnership.

»

per

NEW ADVERTISEMENT* THIS WEEK.

SEPTEMBER

street.

under the Dirigo

club,

on

Long distance telephone, 43.

Seasonable Flowers
of all kinds.

Call at the stuido of

B.

F.

JOY,

for PHOTOS of the popular
stvles and the latest novelties in mounts.
Headquarters for amateurs^
MAIN

STEAM

or

ST., ELLSWORTH

HOT WATER HEATING.
Parties desiring Steam or Hot;
Water Heating Plants installed will do well to consult me-

Estimste^GiveB.
F. W. GOGG1N9, Kllsworth.

Main

MAKE YOUR SAVINGS
WORK FOR YOU I
You’ll be surprised how rapidly a small amount laid by each week
counts up iu our savings department. We compound all interest
moneys, and beginning with our next semi-annual dividend are to pay
4 per cent. Why not open an account with us TO-DAY’ and watch
your savings pile up interest for you under this liberal interest rate?
You cau start an account here with as little as $1.

BURR1LL NATIONAL BANK,
23 MAIN

ST.,

ELLSWORTH, ME.

Commodious safe deposit boxes at low rental.

EDITED BY "ADltT

Prayer Meeting Topic For the Week
Beginning Sept. 27, 1908.
By REV. S. H. DOYLE.
Topic.—Homy missions. The cry of the
city.—Gen. xvlii. 16-33.

Most people who live in the country
and tn small towns and have traveled
but little or none at all have the impression that cities are nothing but

cesspools of sin and iniquity.

The

newspapers are to some extent reA
sponsible for these false views.
few crimes are committed, and these
are blazoned forth; a few politicians
engage in crooked work, and these
are given great headlines; a few couples apply for divorce, and prominent
places are made for these. But. after
all, how few are the criminals in
comparison to the millions in cities
who are upright and honest—howfew political rascals when placed beside the thousands who honorably
perform their civic duties! And how
few are the divik-ee cases when compared with the thousands and thousands of homes where married life is
not a failure!
Cities are well churched. anil the most active, consecrated
Christians dwell in our large cities.
The pastors of these churches are
There is
most faithful and energetic.
absolutely no comparison between the
work done by a city pastor and one
whose pastorate is in the country or
a small town.
Moreover, city pastors
do not, as many suppose, preach anything else but the gospel. The best
gospel sermons to be heard today are
These are
heard from city pulpits.
facts and need to lie emphasized liefore we look at the other side of the
picture.
While the best people as a general
thing live in the cities, so also do the
The attractions to evil are
worst.
The opportunities to successgreat.
fully commit sin and crime in great
populations is also evident, and hence
the criminal classes seek shelter in the
cities, and one of the great disadvantages to the progress of the gospel in
American cities today is the large percentage of foreigners who have con e
This Is esto them in recent years.
pecially true of New York. Chicago
and Philadelphia. Colonies of various
nationalities are herded together in
these great centers of population. This
increases the difficulty of making our
cities Christian.
There is one thing, however, about
city missions. The Christian people
who live in the cities consider the
work largely their own. and no appeals are made for money outside the
cities themselves. In the cities already
mentioned this is true and- also of Pittsburg, which is fast becoming a great
center for foreigners of all kinds. The
cry of the city is great but it has
never yet reached in our very worst
American cities what it did in Sodom
and the cities of the plain. More important still, our great cities contain
churches and Christian workers capable and willing under God to evangelise the most discouraging elements. Tn
our large cities especial efforts are frequently made to reach the indifferent
and unsaved, such as the Torrey movement and the great simultaneous evangelistic meetings held under the leadership of Chapman and Alexander.
The various religious denominations,
through their ecclesiastical bodies, labor earnestly for city evangelization.
Many individaui churches have special
missions and do splendid work. The
outlook is most encouraging. Vice and
sin are driven from the public gaze.
Life and property are defended by the
splendid police forces of our larger
ities. The gospel is making headway
Into the hearts and lives of men. Let
us trust God, therefore, and go forward to win our cities for Christ.
BIBLE BEADTX'OS.

Ps. lxxxvii, 1-6; cxxii. 1-9; cxxvii, 1;
Jonah i, 2; Acts i, 8; vii. 1-8; Luke xix,
41-44; Korn, x, 14, 15; Acts xvii, 10-21;
-Bev. xxii, 1-6.
_

What We Stand For.
This is Dr. Clark's definition of
“What Christian Endeavor stands for:”
“Christian Endeavor is a providential
movement and is promoted by societies
composed largely of young people of
both sexes found in every land and
In every section of the evangelical
Its movement for active
churches.
members demands faith in Christ, service for Christ and loy’alty to Christ’s
church. 'Its activities are as wide as
the needs of mankind, are directed by
the churches of which the societies are
an integral part and are carried on by

carefully organized committees embracing all the members. Its streugtl)
lies In She voluntary obligation of its
covenant pledge and its adaptability to
all classes and conditions of men. Its
Ideals are spirituality, sanity, enthu-

siasm, loyalty, fellowship, thorough organization and consecrated devotion.”
Educational Endeavor.
The Endeavorers belonging to Christian churches in Texas have for several years united in their efforts for
the purpose of aiding young ministers
In obtaining their education.
Their
aim now has enlarged itself, and they
have undertaken to raise in ten years
the sum of $10,000 to endow in the
Bible college of the Texas Christian
university a chair of practical Christian work. The chair will provide for
Instruction in modern methods of
work and Christian Endeavor societies
and Sunday schools as well as the
church.—Home Herald.
The Devil's

Playground.

Secretary Shaw has been stirring
Answering
things up In Kentucky.
some objections, he said, "We must rehave
no place
member that If we
which we wish to give the children lu
the work of the Master and in His
church, the devil will furnish them

Just

as

large

a

playground

as

they

need and all the work they can do.”

Iti Motto:

MADGE”.

f
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The bravest battle that ever was fought,
Shall J tell you where and when?
On the maps of the world you'll find it not:
'Twa* fought by the mothers of men.
not with cannon or battle shot.
With sword or nobler pen;
Nay. not with eloquent word or thought
From mouths of wonderful men;

Nay.

You won’t tell your family doctor
the whole story about your private
illness
you are too modest You
need not be afraid to tell Mrs. rinkham, at Lynn, Mass., the things you
could not explain to the doctor. Your
letter will be held in the strictest confidence. From her vast correspondence with sick women during the
past thirty years she may have
very knowledge that will
pined thecase.
Such letters as the folhelp your
lowing, from grateful women, establish beyond a doubt the power of
—

Bnt deep in a walled-up woman’s heart—
Of woman that would not yield.
But bravely, silently bore her part—
Lo! there is the battle-field.
No marshalling troop, no bivouac song.
No banner to gleam and wave!
But oh. these battles, they last so long—
From babyhood to the grave.

By Joaquin Miller.
by Aunt Emma.

Dear Mutuals:
of you will be looking tor a report
reunion, which was held, as appointed, at Contention Cove September 18,
but as there was scarcely time to do the
event justice before the material should be
in the hands of the printer, it was voted
by the assembled company that Aunt
Maria should report the gathering of this

Many

LYDIA E.PINKHAM’S
VEGETABLE COMPOUND

our

conquer all female diseases.
Mrs. Norman It. Barudt,of Allentown, Pa., writes:
to

Ever since 1 was sixteen years of
age I had/suffered from an organic derangement and female weakness; in
consequence I bad dreadful headaches
and was extremely nervous. My physiDear Aunt Matter and At. B.'s:
1
cian said I must go through an operaIt has just occurred to me that I may possition to get well.
A friend told me
bly reach “Naillil” and “L. E. T.” by tele- about
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
phone. Don't you think it would be fun? Iam
and
I
took
it and wrote you
Compound,
glad N. enjoyed looking over my epistle, for for
advice, following your directions
sometimes I think I am the one most interand thanks to you I am toested in my owm letters. Of course Aunt M. is carefully,
day a well woman, and I am telliag
judge of whether they are good to print or all
my friends of my experience.”
not. and if she is
that
and it will

no

doubt appear next

pleased,

means a

lots to

all, does it not?
Well, you left me at Cape Cod. You find me
now at borne, at Malden once more—Dexter
street—one of the dearest places on earth, and
kindest frends here, too. Busy? Well, yes;
but to-day I have all the big bouse to myself
and nothing special to do unless someone
calls for me to go to Revere. I’ve never been
there.
Our trip home from Cape Cod was very
pleasant indeed. At Provincetown we had
chowder again at the dear little restaurant
around the corner just convenient to the boat
wharf. We >a» Mayor Hibbard there. We
also saw the Minneapolis and about all the
crew and officers of that war ship.
The passage up was glorious, even if we had
just bad a severe storm of wind and rain for
three days. There was jnst a little easy roll
of the old swell and a fair wind. Many pleasant people are traveling now, and if there
happens to he some not as pleasant, no mat-

ownership,

FACTS FOR SICK WOMEN.
For thirty years Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound, made
from roots and herbs, has been the
standard remedy for female ills,

us

and has positively cured thousands or
women who have been troubled with
displacements, inflammation, ulceration, fibroid tumors, irregularities,
periodic pains, backache, that bear-

ing-down feeling, flatulency, indigestion,dizzine8s,ornervous prostration.

snd to scad you.

eloquent.

It

was

practical

though

M. A. 13.
*

St., Malden. Mmi.
Your descriptive letters are fine. We
all enjoy them, and the practical hints
also, which make life easier.
97 Dexter
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ter to us.
I wonder if I do wrong in picking out the
The following food letters from Sister
things I like and hurrying away from things
B. and Susan should have had a place in
that are disagreeable to me. If I am obliged
the column before.
to do a disagreeable task I can face it with a
good grace, but If I can steal away from it 1 Dear Aunt Madge:
I always do when it is not for me to better it.
I am out in the swing in the glorious breeze
Some one ssked if we bad warm weather at | and aunshine remembering you and the dear
the Cape. Some days were gloriously hot and ; column friends. You cannot remember as far
the sand dry and soft to
back as I can, but what slaves we were in
on; never too
hot for me. "I have walked o'er Afric’e sunny ! those days when the baby's diapers and every
sands,” to quote a line from one of my own old rag bad to be ironed on both sides. As 1
poems, away down below the big desert, and look back 1 don’t wonder that the women
it was not too hot for me there. You see I am scolded and kept their parlors shut up and
ahead of Roosevelt, for I’ve been there and ! the curtains pulled down to keep out thesundidn’t talk about it a year before hand. (I’ve shine and flies, for we bad no screens in those
talked enough about it since.) I had only days.
times have
Well, thank God the
twenty-four hours in which to prepare for the ! changed, in this respect at least, for the betjourney and close up my house for several ter, and with the sensible ones it is no longer
months. Had to ride eighteen miles to start a crime to wear an unironed garment or to
through snow banks that in many places were wipe on a towel just off the line or tbe grass.
over the fences and road, so that we had to go
My little city granddaughter cried a snort
in pastures and fields. Then 1 crossed the time ago because I folded the towels and pnt
them in the drawer without ironing. She said
ocean just after the worst March blizzard that
we ever had.
I hope our President will have she had rather sit up and iron them by night
than to be so slack, but I told her 1 thought
a more comfortable passage than we had for
sixteen days. We got there, and our passage too much of myself to spend my strength over
the ironing board and hot fire to iron every-day
was the quickest one ever made at that time
between the ports of Portland, Me., and St. towels where we use five or six a day in the
kitchen.
Louis, Senegal, West Coast of Africa.
I hope you are well this summer.
1 have not written what I intended to, but
With
have rambled away from the subject. I meant love,
.Sistb* B.
to tell you how happy I was picking beachplums at North East dam. They are so plentiJuly 28, 19C8.
ful there one can gather bushels of them. Dear Aunt Madqe:
Black cherries—called there rum cherries—
1 am at Long Beach, Cal., enjoying the cool
are very plentiful, too. There are fine fields of
of ocean breeze, and am entertained by music
ccrn cultivated, and just now the turnip
crop of tumbling, foaming, breaking, laughing
is coining. They tell me this is the crop at billows rolling in upon a
very long stretch of
this time of year. I need say nothing of the sandy strand. I am not alone; there are
cranberry bogs—everybody knows about Cape thousands of others here, old,'middle-aged,
Cord cranberries—but I wish I could go down young folk and Very young, the
baby from
there and pick some. Did you ever read the country and city; those from
farmland countpoem beginning, “You. who have only eaten ing-house; from plow and desk and from all
the berry”?
walks of life, all having a good time on and
I wish those who have never seen them in the sand, among the fleas and in the water.
conld see the beach plums; every shade from
1 here is a trail or pike which opens to trade
yellow or white through the greens, pinks and with every variety of ware and kind and
even blues to deep purple.
We brought home quality of edibles at stanl and in restaurant
two boxes of preserved beach plums in jars.
just above high-water mark. I have just
W’isb I could come to the reunion and bring dined here at a grill on fresh sea bass, which
one, but I have visited Maine twice this year.
puts me in mind of seashore life in Maine. I
One can’t afford to travel all the time. It can never quite forget the haddock, hake and
takes money as well as strength.
cod I used to enjoy eating there. I have never
I left friends behind in that dear old town. lost my relish for fresh fish well served; so
North Eastham, and though I may never go when I go to the coast here I avail
myself of
there again some of them have promised to fish privileges; and then this California shore
visit me in my own home in Maine next year, climate is all one could wish.
susan.
if God keeps us, as I hope he will, though
many around us are falling and we cannot
Dutch Salad—Two quarts green tomatoes,
tell who will go next.
one quart onions, a small cabbage, two green
I climbed the big rock one day while at the peppers, seeds taken out, one
cauliflower, all
Cape. I will not say that we do have rocks chopped coarse. Cook in salt water until tender: add dressing. Dressing—Three cups of
in
much
but
that was sufbigger
Maine,
very
sugar, one cup flour, eight teaspoonfuls
ficiently high for us to see Nauset lights, the mustard, two cents worth of tumeric powder,
iife-saviug station, Orleans and the ocean one quart vinegar, one quart water, cook
with passing craft, beside much of North slowly until it thickens.-— Day.
Ohctxey Sauce—(nice for cold meat)—
Eastham and the far-away Marconi wireless
Twelve sour apples, two green peppers, six
station.
green tomatoes, four small onions, one cup
I discovered or learned yesterday that Wr.
raisins, one quart vinegar, two tablespoonfuls
J. Bryan is a Methodist, and I went to the mustard seed, two tablespoonfuls salt, two
cups
sugar. Remove seeds from raisins and
Methodist church. It does not follow that I
peppers, then add to the tomatoes and chop
shall turn Methodist because he is one, though all very fine. Put vinegar, sugar and
spice on
to boil, add the chopped mixture, and simmer
I admire him greatly, but to tell the truth the
one hoar. Then add the apples, pared and
Congregational church, which is nearer, was cored; cook slowly until soft.
Keep in sealed
closed, and they are having union meetings at l»r«D*y.
the big Methodist church. I heard a fine sermon from the text, “Every man to his own
Filled Examination Successfully.
work.” I wish I coold get a copy of it to read
James Donahue, New Britain, Conn., writes:
“I tried several kidney remedies, and was
When Trifles Become Troubles.
treated by our best physicians for diabetes",
If any person suspects that their kidneys
bat did not improve until I took Yoley’s Kidare deranged they should take Foley's Kidney
ney Remedy. After the second bottle I showed
Remedy at once and not risk having Bright’s improvement, and five bottles cured me comdisease or diabetes.
Delay gives the disease pletely. I have since passed a rigid examinaa strouger foothold and you should not
delay tion for life insurance.”
Foley’s Kidney
taking Foley’s Kidney Remedy. G. A. Remedy cures backache and all forms of kidPabchkb.
ney and bladder trouble. G. A. Paiciu.
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Comment-Inn

Field day of Green
Arden Young’s

his

at

heresies

well-known

why?

just

But

now.

he has abandoned them?
He has merely placed them in

Because

Not at all.

June 22
harbor to

bar

temporary biding because their exploitation might impair his chances of election.
We defy the World or anybody eise to
All grangers tcishing to entertain the point out a sing* lntance of disavowal of
Pomona grange next year, please send any one of these precious “principles” by
notice to secretary before the annual Mr. Bryan.
meeting at Bluehill Oct. 3, Also state
What, then, would be do in the quite
month you wish to entertain, and name
probable contingency of a deficit and a
of member selected to deliver address of decline in the
treasury’s supply of gold?
welcome. M. B. Hinckley, secretary.
Would he maintain the single standard,
as
Cleveland did? Or would he direct
PENOBSCOT.
Penobscot grange met Friday evening. the payment of interest upon the millions
Only two officers were absent. About 125 of outstanding “coin” bonds in silver?
He would have the power to do so through
patrons were present, including seventyfive members of Castine and Halcyon his secretary of the treasury without let
or hindrance from Congress or the courts.
granges. Address of welcome, B. H. CushAnd would he not be justified?
man; responses, Norris Heath, William
He has “never recanted*’ the doable
Wescott and John Dority. A recess was
ordered, and all repaired to the lower hall, standard. It has simply “ceased to be an
But it would become an issue
where the ladies had prepared a bountiful issue”.
quickly enough in the event of such a hapsupper.
After recess the meeting was again pening as that to which we have alluded
called to order, and the program taken up as possible, if not, indeed, probable, during
as follows:
Piano solo, Nina Varnum; the next (our years. And what could oe
reading, Jennie Bridges; piano duet, Nina expected of Mr. Br£an? Would he give
Varnum and Nella Wardwell;
reading, the lie to every word be baa ever uttered
Lizzie Staples; duet, Mrs. G. 8. Leach and and “never recanted” respecting the true
Iva Leach;
dialogue, “Aunt Betsy's relations of the two metsls? Would be fly
Beaux;” reading, Bro. Fred Green, of Eaat in the face of the millions of free-silverites
whose apostle he has been, and who have
Bluehill.
After remarks by visiting members, all stood behind him all these years? Would
the members of both visiting granges, at he have the moral right to break faith
the motiois of the master of Halcyon with them?
And who would have a just claim upon
grange, gave a rising vote of thanks to the
host grange for entertainment. The visi- him to do otherwise than put the country
tors left at a late hour all conscious of an upon a silver basis when, with full knowledge of the fact that this has always been
evening well spent.
the cardinal principle of his creed, the
HARVEST HOME, WEST ELLSWORTH.
Deople had elected him President of the
Harvest Home grange entertained the United States, and so, according to the
county grange Saturday, with 125 in at- new interpretation, had “conferred a mandate” upon him to “carry out the people’*
An interesting day was entendance.
joyed. The inspecting deputy, Mrs. Mary will”, w ithout regard to the disposition of
Burrill, was present. Interesting remarks other branches of the gqverpment? We
should like an answer from some one—
were listened to.
At the regular evening session, seventy preferably the World—for, rest assured,
members were present, including visitors not a word will William J. Bryan say
from Alamoosook, Arbutus, Lake View, on this snbject.
Nicolin, East hluchill, firooklin, Dracut,
Highland, Halcyon and New Century
fHrtntat.
granges. There were remarks by members from all granges represented, for the
good of the order by E. W. Burrill, of New
Century grange, followed by others. The
lecturer presented a program of songs,
readings and recitations. There were That Is What They Say About
selections by the quartette. Two applicaThem in Ellsworth, and It
tions for membership were received.

They Never Fail.

|A~M1«».

Brnto

8 00

1

«p8°3

;p

mi

10 *i
10 25

....

InflQ

ban,'**

nor

of the thousand and one “remedies”
he has “discovered”.
True, he does not noisily advocate all of

Saturday, Oct. 3—Annual meeting Hancock Pomona with Halcyon grange, North
Bluehill.

to

THE BRAVEST OF BATTLES.

year,
week.

24-

Mountain Pomona
grove, Otis.

The americam,
Ellsworth. Me.

of

_

Thursday, Sept.

printed except by permission.
Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
will be rejected without good reason. Address

—Selected

reason.

DATES.

not be

Ml

anti-imperialism,
nor extension of the powers of the general
government by “judicial construction”, *«»
nor populism, nor government loans to
farmers, nor greenback inflation, nor any liar H

ment

other

communications, and Us success depends largely
on the support given It In this respect. Communications must be signed, but tbe name of

All communications

good

Never Recanted*'.

Mr- Bryan haa “never recanted,” says
the World. Most assuredly he haa not.
He haa never recanted anything. He has
never recanted 161, nor free silver, nor
initiative and referendum, nor govern-

pecially

1

* *

iHarpor^i Wrtkly, Ind.]

This column is devoted to the Grange, esto the granges of Hancock county.
The column is open to all grangers for the
discussion of topics of general interest, and
for reports of grange meetings. Make letters
short and concise. All communicstions roust
be signed, but names will not be printed except by permission of tbe writer. All communications will be subject to approval by
tbe editor, but none will be rejected without

HELPFUL
ADVICE

“Belpfnl and Hopeful.'’

The purposes of this column ere succinctly
stated In the title and motto—it It for the mntual
benefit, and aluis to be helpful and hopeful.
Being for the common good. It Is fsr the common use—a public servant, a purveyor of Information and suggestion, a medium for the Interchange of Ideas. In thJs capacity It solicits

writer will

Bryan has

3mong tl)t ©ranger*.

fflutnal Benefit fiolnmn.
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Train, leaving Ell.worth
p m. and arriving at Ell.worth
lj»
p m. connect with W»,hingtoa
(r r

atr.is

JLJ!4,**
^

•Daily Sunday. Included
■ Leave.
Sunday at Oa m.
t Stop on ftlgnal to
conductor,
q Sunday, only.

r4?£r.ta usroRKsr*
w Stop, to take hut not to
leave p
! d Slop, at Sorrento Sunday
only to
paa.euger. from point, we.t Jf HangoV "*w

Tickets for all point s south
West for sale at the M. C. H.and
B.
***■
ticket office. Ellsworth.
t rI?n?'„ormMr^0^eCt
on Main Line, V
to
trmjn*
Boston and 8t John.

»“>*«-i»h through

l’Msfngcr»
cur*

end from Portiaad
1MQ»

earnestly reqnentlT tonmtickets before entering; the train».
i^A
®*^*wor®h 10 Fall* and Fails to
are

EllTworth
F.

K. BOOTH BY, Oen'l Pass.
Agent.
Portland. M«.

EASTERN

Steamship Company.
tlOS. WILLIAM T. COBB .ml CALVIN

AUSTIN,

Receiver,.

Be.nl Deaert and Itluenlll

In 11111,3
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Is, Therefore, Sellable.
LAKE VIEW, HAPPYTOWN.

Lake View grange held

meeting Sept. 12, with

a

an interesting
good attendant*1.

Another

proof,

more

MX-TKir MEKY1CK.

evidence, Ellsworth

Commencing

Monday, May 4. steamer J T
swell the long list of local •Morse leave* Bar Haroor at ISO p m, week
day* for Seal Harbor, Northeast Harbor. Sonthwest Hat l»or. Brook tin. Peer Isle, 9edjwkk,
people w bo endorse the old (Quaker rem- Sirffutrllh
Dart Harl>--r and Rockland,cobnect!**f with steamer for Boston.
edy, Doan's Kidney Pills. Read this conSteamer leave* Bluehlil at S p m, week day*
for South BruehlU, ntoalocton ;We*t Tremont
vincing endorsement of that remarkable Mnndaya and Thursday- North Haven and
Rockland, connecting with steamer for Boston.

testimony

After business, the meeting was turned
over to the lecturer and a short program
was presented.
The next meeting w ill be
held Sept. 26.
_

GREENWOOD, EA8TBHOOK.
Greenwood grange held its

to

regular
RETURN! N(*
large attendance. preparation:
Stearner leavea Boston at
p m, weekdays
The county grange met here during the
R. T. Young, farmer, Partridge Road, fur Rockland.
day, and many remained to the evening
Leave Rockland at 5-30 « ra. or on arrival of
from Boston, dally, except Monday,
grange. The program was as follows: Ellsworth, Me., says: “Before I used steamer
for Bar Harbor and Bluehlil, via intermediate
Song, Sadie Jellison, Dallas Tracy; song, Doan’s Kidney Pills in 1902, 1 had such a landings.
First da a* fare. Bar Harbor to Boston. |4d5
Leona Wilbur; farce, “The Hough Diaone way; M round trip.
severe attack of backache that 1 could
mond;" song, Sadie Jellison, Dallas
All freight,except Hv« stock, vis steaamof
Tracy; remarks by Bros. Hall, McFarlain, scarcely move about. I think the trouble this company,
Is insured n«ainat flrv sad nsmeeting Sept.

19

with

a

Garland and Scammon.

was

caused

tracted.

RAINBOW, NORTH BROOKSVILLE.
Rainbow grange met in regular session

by

a

I heard

cold which I bad
so

fine risk.

con-

many favorable

K. S. 4. Mohs I. Areat.

re-

•aWjtrtismmu

ports about Doan’s Kidney Pills that I
Sept. 17. After business, the first and
second degrees were conferred on one can- concluded to try them and procured a box
didate. Owing to the big fire raging in
at Moore’s drug store. They brought me
Brooksville, only a small number was
prompt relief, and I continued using them
present.
with increasing benefit. I have aince
New England Food Fair.
The claim made by the management of recommended Doan’s Kidney Pills to
the secoud annual New England food fair
many of my IriendPtnd know'of several
and house furnishing exposition, which
opens at Mechanics building, Boston, who have derived the same beneficial reOct. 5, and continues to Oct. 31, that i suits from their use.”
fl00,000 will be spent for free attractions,
For sale by all dealers. Price SO cents.
can easily be believed when one considers
the list of free features already announced. Foeler-Milburn
Co., Buffalo, New York,
And there are still more to come. In their
sole agents for the United States,
endeavor to outdo the brilliant record of
last year, the management of the fair has
Remember the name—Doan’s—and take
been almost prodigal in providing free atno
other.
tractions.

|
|

Life if not so fhort but there U
time for courtesy.—gmerfo".

m

j

~

ibbcrtftrmntti.

ELLSWORTH MARKETS.
The quotations below give the range of
retail price* In Ellsworth.
Country Produce.

Butter.

Dreamery per*.S5S40

®**W..

■BBS.
Freeh laid, per don.
Poultry.

Eden's Fair.
W*ll Interest M*ay.
The Eden fair opens to-day. There is a
Every person should know that good health
is
exhibition
of
good
impossible if the kidneys are deranged.
agricultural products.
The new track will be used lor the first Foley's Kidney Remedy will cure kidney aad
disease ia every form, and will oaUd
time. The races to-day are for green bladder
up and strengthen these organs so they will
horses, a running race, 2.28 class, and a perform their functions properly. No danslow.raoe. To-morrow there will be a 2.30
of Bright s disease or diabetes if Foley**
class, a running race, a slow race, and a Eer
Jdney Remedy is taken in time. Q. A»
Pa men sa.
free-for-all.

U

Cblekens.22(20
Fowl..
Ray.
Beet loose, per

ton.15*10

Factors of Safety

Baled.16gl8

Straw.

Looee. §*]1

Bnled.i#
Vegetables.
15 Onions, b
04
Potatoes, pk
20 525 Parsnips, ft
03
02 Bunch carrots,
Turnips, &
02
Beets.
08 Cabbage 1b
02*
15 Squash, lb
Spinach pk
02
01 Tomatoes, t
Cucumoers,
04
Lettuce, head
02
05*10 Citron, ft
Sweet potatoes,ft 02 a08 e lerr, bunch
25
Green tomatoes,pk 20*25 Cauliflower,
15(20
Green corn, doz

Fruit.
Lemons dos
10 Pineapple,
Groceries.
Blue, per a
.19a.25Vluegar, gal
35 Cracked wheat,
35 Oatmeal, per a

Oranges, dos

25(50

Cantaloupe,

OoSeo-per U
Bio,
Rocha,
Java,
Ten—per a—
Japan,
.4519-65
Oolong,
,30a 65
Sugar—per a—
06
Granulated,
Tallow, O
06*0614
Powdered,
06*10
Molassee—per gal

Havana,

25*05
15*20
,06*.08
20*25

.05
.20
.04
.04
.04
02«

Buckwheat, pkg
Graham,
Bye meal,
Granulated meal,a
Oil—pergal—
Linseed,
95(.70
12
Kerosene,

.85
M
Meats and Provisions.
Pork, a.

Porto Rico,
Beef, a:
Steak,

20(35
14(30
13*15

Boasts,

Corned,
Tongues,
Tripe,

Chop,
Ham, per a
Shoulder,
Baoon,

18

06*10

Teal:

(teak,
Boasts,

Suit

Lard,

20*22
.10 *.15

Lamb

The human body is a wondefful machine, provided with
muscular, nervous and mental energy far in excess of normal
needs. In health, the organs and tissues can do double their
usual amount of work without strain or friction, because they
have stored energy to meet the extra demand.
When you feel "all tuckered out,” these factors of safety are
nearly exhausted and you need to resort to

BEECHAM’S PILLS
supply of energy, wherever it
Indigestion, bilious attacks, constipation,
vousness, dizzy spells, are warnings that the
to renew the

the stomach, liver, bowels

point

and needs to be

or

may be called for.
loss of sleep, nerfactor of safety in
is
or
brain,
low,
nearing the danger

replenished.

Beecham’s Pills increase the supply of blood, strengthen
the stomach, operate the bowels, feed the nerve cells, build
tissue, and create a reserve supply of energy, which is the only
natural and effective way to

Protect the Health

15*18

13«20

10®U
16*25
10® 13
10*14

In bwti wttfc tall dlrtetloM, tic. wS 15c.

Lnmb,
10325
05
Tongues* each
Fresh Fish.
06 Clams, qt
25
06 8callops qt
40
15
12915 Mackerel, each
25 t»had, lb
10
Flour, drain and Feed.
65
Flour—per bbl—
Oats, bu
0 0096 5') Shorts—bag—
1 fo
l 80 Mix. feed, bag 1M@l 65
Corn,looa bag
Corn meal,bag
1 80 Mlddllngs^bagi SO s 165
180
Cracked corn,
Cod.

Haddock,
Halibut,
Lobster, lb

CLUB FAIR
AT NORTH ELLSWORTH WAS A
RECORD BREAKER.

IFARHERS’
FARM

PRODUCE AND FRUIT

DISPLAYS

keepers, F. C. Burrill,

C.

H. Leland;

starter, Roscoe Holmes.
The peg race was won by Fred Smith,
James Carter, second.
Hamlin Maddocks won the running
race in 1.05^; Harold
Carter, 2; L Hall, 3.
Elmer Fiske, Bluehill, won the slow
race; EdmondF. Maddocks, UJ; A. W. Salisbury, Ellsworth Falls, 3d.
Cathleen Furlong, Packard, Hampden,

Mrs Eugene Carlisle, crazy work

(or

cover

quilt, 2,

Mabel A Shack ford, embroidered doily,
2; fine needle work, 2; men’s knit stockings, 2.
Mrs IJ Shackford, ladies’ knit stock-

ings,

1.

Mrs Sarah E Sargent, top at quilt, 1.
Mrs Hiram Danico, shadow work sofa

pillow, 2.
Mrs Mary Emery, hooked rug, 2.
Mrs A G Jellison, braided rug, 1.
Mrs B S Jellison, centrepiece, 1: emThe annual (air of the NorthfEUsworth won the 2.30 race on Thursday.
broidered hat, 1: doily, 2.
The officers of the North Ellsworth
Mrs Frank H Lowell, Mexican work
Farmers’ club was held last] Wednesday
farmers’ club afe: President, Francis Mc- sofa pillow, 1; drawn work handkerchief,
and Thursday, and in point of attendance,
1; lunch
1; silk quilt, 1; centrepiece
Gown; secretary, H. Fremont Maddocks; Mexican cloth,
work, 1.
of displays of products of the l.farm, trustees, James A. McGown, Webster M.
Mrs Mary Abbott, squares for quilt, 1.
Mrs Vira C Ellis was entitled to the
orchard and dairy, not to mention the Higgins, ChariesW. Sweeney, George E.
wedding cake offered by P H Bonzey for
William K. MoGown.
handiwork of industrious, housewives, it Davis,
best patch work quilt. She was also
PREMIUM LIST.
awarded a premium of 50c in money.
may be fsirly said that it surpassed all the
Mrs W W Treworgy, old newspaper,
H F Maddocks—apples
largest,
1;
club's previous efforts.
dutchess, 1; mildings, 1; Stark, 1; best gratuity.
CATTLE DEPARTMENT.
Ben
The attendance on Wednesday was an" display, 1;
Davis, 1; nqua*h—MarbleJenness McGown, grade Jersey cow, 2.
the first day, but on head, 1; turban, 1; warted Hubbard, 1;
average one for
best display agricultural products,
Jere Hurley, Jersey bull, 1 year, 1; Jer1;
Thursday the grounds fairly swarmed
beauty, 1; new queen, sey cow, 1; grade Jersey cow, 1.
with people from all sections of the county.
H P Carter, yoke 2 year old steers, 1;
; Rocky Mountain, 1; red cabbage, 1;
Savary, 1; Alexander, 2; watermelon, 2; mare and colt, 1.
And everybody went sway satisfied.
coin potatoes, 2; Wolf river apples,
V M Carter, buck, 1; buck 2; 3 sheep, 1;
gold
The only disagreeable feature of this
2; wealthy,2j Hubbard squash, 2; honey, 2. 3 sheep, 2.
year's fair was the insufferable dost due to
Mrs Francis McGown, brown bread, 1;
H F Maddocks, Guernsey cow, 1; Guernthe prolonged drought, made more dis- batter, 2.
sey cow, 2; Guernsey bull calf, 5 mos, 2.
C
A W Maddocks, Guernsey bull calf, 5
1.
Mary
Kincaid,
grapes,
comforting by the high winds. For these
K A
largest pumpkin, 1; sweet mos, 1; Guernsey heifer, 6 weeks, 1; grade
unwelcome conditions the managers were, corn, Bonsey,
1; white beans, 1; best pumpkin, 2. Guernsey heifer, 4 mos, 1.
Daniel Richardson, barley, 1; best turC M Whitcomb, Holstein heifer, 4 mos,
however, not responsible.
Lost year’s display of vegetables and nips, 1; Mortgage lifters, 1; wheat. 1; 1; Holstein boll, 1 year, 1; Jersey cow, 2.
table beets, 1.
Blanchard
cranberries,
1;
Maddocks, grade Jersey
fruits Was ahead ol anything of tbe kind
Harry A Maddocks, best table beets, 1; cow, 1.
seen in Hancock county laat year, but this I
2: largest turnips, 2; carrots, 2.
Webster
M
Higgins,
grade Guernsey 1
grapes,
W K McGown, ripe tomatoes, 1; warted year heifer, 1.
year’a diaplay had laat year’s “beat a mile”.
#
2.
Hubbard,
POULTRY
DEPARTMENT.
As an illnatratiou of tbe friendly rivalry
J H McGown, smoothest tomatoes, 1.
HB
Fitts, Plymouth Rock chicks, 2: R
among the farmers of this section it may
Wm E Richardson, best pumpkin, 1;
1 R fowl, 1.
be stated that there were a dozen or more Early Harvest apples, 1;
Minnesota, 1;
L Hall, Plymouth Rock chicks, 1.
Yellow
Eyes, 1; plums (Shippers
individual diaplaya, each display showing improved
Hiram Grant, R I R chicks, 1.
Pride), 1; Tolman sweets, 1; Gravenstein,
s surprisingly Urge number of articles.
HORSE DEPARTMENT.
1; muskmelon, 2; best display apples, 2;
H. Fremont Maddocka showed 32 ar- Baldwins, 2; Mortgage lifters, 2; Ben
A W Clement, stallion, 1.
Yellow
Eyes, 2.
ticles; F. M. Maddocka was s close second ; Davis, 2; Snow, 2;
G L DeWitte, Bellflower, 1; buckwheat 1.
with 30. Then came W. E. Richardson ;
Luther G Mason, parsnips, 2; crabs, 2.
Kast Mach las Mills Burned.
with 25; W. A. McGown with 23; C. C. |
Francis McGown, largest squash, 1;
The lower mill and grist mill of the
Camber with 17; Emery Maddocka with honey, 1; cauliflower, 2.
East Machias Lumber Co., at East MaWebster Higgins, Baldwins, 1.
16; A. W. Maddocka and Jenness McGown j A W
chias, were burned Thursday. The loss is
Maddocks, green Hubbard, 1.
with 14 each; L. G. Nason with 13; Daniel
I D Smith, Prolific potatoes, 1.
estimated at $20,000 on the mills and $25,000
Richardson with 10 and Carlton McGown
Mrs W K McGown, butter, 3.
! Carl W Maddocks, best 3 citron, 1; on the lumber. The insurance was only
with 9.
|9,400. The proprietors believe the fire
white beans, 2.
The domeatic manufactures department |
Mrs \V W Treworthy, butter, 1.
was incendiary.
The mills had not been
showed what the taste and skill of the
Frank Severance, Hubbard, 1.
running for two weeks, having been shut
C C Camber, Northern spy, 1; Nodhead,
women folks could do in the way of useful
down as is customary in‘the latter part of
ruta baga, 1; Bellflower, 2.
and fancy wotk so dear to the hearts of 1;
the summer for want of water. EveryJohn Clapp, cabbage, 1.
the fair sex. This department
was in
A W Clement, early rose, 1; Green Moun- thing was
dry, and the volunteer firemen,
tain, 1; beauty of Hebron, 1; Autumn assisted by an engine sent from Macnias,
charge of Mrs. Maria Gray.
The only thing that was not up to the strawberry, 1; snow, 1; tomatoes, 2; best had a hard
fight to save surrounding
three citron, 2.
standard of laat year was the exhibit of
Ornery Maddocks, trace corn, 1; pars- dwellings.
farm machinery.
nips, 1; crown jewel, 1; gold coin, 1: carThe lumber burned included 20,000 feet
Another feature conspicuous by its ab- rots, 1; yellow eyes, 1; early rose, 2; Green of
pine boards, half a million barrel staves
mountain, 2; best turnips, 2; Williams
sence was the merry-go-round, and nobody
and 300,000 laths.
favorite, 2; corn, 2,
seemed to regret it. The novelty of the 1
C J Carter, best collection preserves, 2.
»
Mrs Ida Flood, King, 1; beets, 1; plums,
occasion was the presence on Thursday of
Body of Deer Isle Victim Found.
a company o' aoldiers—Co. G., National ! 1; tomatoes, 2; largest pumpkin, 2.
Mrs Asenath McGown, white bread, 1.
of
Miss
Alice
of
WashThe
body
Pairo,
Guard of the State of Maice, of Bangor,
W A McGown, Alexandria, 1; Williams
D. C., who was drowned by the
Capt. W. E. Southard commanding. Pro- favorite, 1; crabs, 1; Northern Spy, 2; ington,
of
the
Linnie
capsizing
yacht
I$ell oft
ceeded by Lynch’s band, of Ellsworth Tompkins, 2; Stark, 2.
Jenness McGown,
1; Pound Deer Isle Sept. 1, when six others lost
Falls, it made an imposing appearance as Sweets, 1; preserves,Greenir^rs,
1; cauliflower, I; their lives, was recovered Friday by
it marched into the grounds.
Wealthy, 1; table beets, 2.
Carlton McGow'n, pears, 1; musk melon, Capt. George F. Haskell and Irving Lowe.
Exhibitions of tent pitching, drill of
This is the first body to be recovered
manual of arms, guard mounting, etc., 1; Wolf river. 1; quince, 1.
F M Maddocks, Lombard plumbs, 1; since the day of the tragedy, when two
were given at intervals duriug the day, 20-oz
apple, 1: plums, 1; largest tomatoes, were found.
and the mancevres attracted great atten- 1; Dutchess, 2; pears, 2; ripe tomatoes, 2;
The sloop Linnie Bell has been raised,
Tolman Sweets, 2; cranberries, 2; cabbage
tion.
Pound Sw'eet, 2; Nodhead, 2; but contrary to expectations no bodies
The upper atory of Agricultural hall was (best), 2;
Gravenstein, 2; Greenings, 2.
The boat
were found in the wreckage.
given over to free dancing during the day.
Mrs. Win E Richardson, white bread, 2.
100 feet of where she
Colman Bates, best agricultural product was located within
On Thursday evening there was a ball, to
Boston Marrow, 2; went dowu, by Capt. Haskell, who had
which an admiBBion fee was charged. It display, 2; pumpkin, 2;
BEST EVER—GOOD

ATTENDANCE-

PREMIUMS.

—

fotatoen—Harmony

l
I

Wilson's orchesfurnishing the music.
The lower hall was used as a diningroom, and this year was under the general
management of the club.
The horse-racing furnished lots of ex-

was

liberally patronized,

tra

citement. Following
Cathleen

is

a

summary:

2.36 Race.
Furlong, E R Packard.

Hampden.
Andrew

N. Asa Grant. Bangor.
Time: 2 40, 2.43*, 2.40*.
Oreen Horee Race.
Fred Flynn, Hampden..
Alex Gray.
Time: 3.06,3.08,8.01.

Dempsey G,

Hazel G,

Ill
2 2 2

Ill
2 2 2

Free-For-All.

Andrew N, Asa Grant.
Kitty R, Treadwell..
Time:

Ill
2 2 2

2.41, 2.48, 2.40.

The track officials were: Judges, Charles
Pikes, H. L. Vincent, P. Breanahan ; timeMillions of bottles of Foley’s Honey and
have been sold without any person ever
having experienced any other than beneficial
results from its use for,coughs, coldd and lung
trouble. Thla la because the genuine Foley s
Honey and Tar in the yellow package contains no opiatoe or other
harmful drugs.
Guard your health by refusing any but the
Tar

genuine.

G. A. Pabchbi*.

cucumber, 2.

MEASURES.
▲ bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh 60
pounds, and a bushel of Turk's Island salt shall
weigh 70 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of potatoes
tn good order and lit for shipping. Is 60 pounds,
of apples, 44 pou nds.
The standard weight of a bushel of beans In
good order and flt for shipping, Is 60 pounds;
of wheat, beets, ruta baga turnips and peas, 0u
pounds; of corn, 06 pounds; of onions 62,
of carrots, Fngl'sh turnips, rye and
dtan meal, 60 pounds; of parsnips, 45 pounds;
of barley and buckwheat, 48 pounds; of oats
32 pounds, or even measure as »v agreement.
LAW REGARDING WEIGHTS AND

Knnds;

HITTERY

TO CARIBOU.

The mill of the American Lumber Co. at

Talmage,

near

of lumber,

ing

loss of

a

Calais,

were

a large quantity
Thursday, entail-

and

burned

$150,000.

Methodist church at North-'Vassalburned Thursday, the loss being
$6,000 and the insurance $2,500. The edifice was thoroughly renovated and rededicated a year ago.
The

boro

was

Last Wednesday afternoon a fire which
set by two small boys in a pile of excelsior in the wood yard of Bacon A Robinson, Bangor, destroyed the wood yard,
burned one dwelling, gutted five others
and damaged six. Loss, $40,000.
Jealous at the alleged attentions of
another man to his sweetheart, at Eastport last Wednesday George Mitchell,
aged twenty-two, shot and instantly killed
Miss Georgia Pratt, who was about eight
years his senior, then killed himself.
was

Eugene Spencer, aged twenty-three,

Morbus
pe fruit will cause it

lyne Liilnnt will c«r;
allible

B

remedy for all
ders—cramps, colic, diarfew half-teaspoonful doses of'

1NS0N>S I
E

ring

Ittficrtisnnnita.

sore

severe cases.
It’s just
throat, coughs, colds, grip,

silitis,and kindred respiratory troubles,
cut, a bum, a bruise or other external
free application of tjie liniment will
flammation and drive out the pain
anything else. Keep a bottle in
chest for emergencies,
fed under Food and Drugs Mel,
1906.

Serial Humber 513.

9c a bottle everywhere j
S. JOHNSON 0 CO.,
Boston, Mass.

CLARION RANGES SIMPLIFY
HOUSEKEEPING.
a

of

North Bradford, was killed by an electric
He was riding on a jigger
car Saturday.
wagon, outside the track, when the horses
became frightened and backed the wagon
directly in front of the approaching car.
Hon. Albion K. P. Knowlton, of Lewiston, died Wednesday evening after a long
illness. For nearly fifty years as a princiof the Lewiston high school, and since
pal
i860 as a member of the Androscoggin bar,
Judge Knowlton had lived in Lewiston,
honored by all his associates, esteemed by
the business and the legal professions, an
influence for right living and right thinking, and a man of strong personal characteristics, devoted to the public good. He
had been seriously ill for nearly two years.

LINIMENT

elieve the most

1

They do their work so easily
and so uniformly well that the
labor of cooking is forgotten in
the pleasure of good results.
A CLARION will work for
you day in and day out for years
at smallest possible running
expense.

The new patterns
cially attractive.

1THE

imperial clarion.

established

Sold

Xomyiated by the Governor.
Among nominations by Gov. Cobb recently announced are the following in
Hancock county:
Trustee Maine school for the deaf, Henry
meu’s
men’s
1;
socks,
1;
gloves,
tens, 1;
j W. Sargent, Sedgwick.
sofa quilt, 2.
i
Helen King, finest display on best needle :
Motary public, Vernon G. Wasgatt, Bar
work, 1; pin cushion cover shadow' work, Harbor.
■'
1; fancy apron, 1.
Justice of the peace, Freeman W. Smith,
Mrs Herbert Tripp, lace trimmed apron,
Verona.
1; lace trimmed apron, 1; crochet collar
and cuffs, 1.
Mrs Lewis 1 Gray, night dress, 1.
srt&trtlMTnfMi.
Mrs R A Bonsey, knit tidy, 1; crochet
ladies’ knit
crochet
table
1;
mats,
1;
tidy,
mittens. 1: fancy tidy, 1.
A
Mrs Iaa Flood, best collection flowers, 1.
Mrs Vira C Ellis, cotton biscuit quilt, 1;
chair tidy, silk, 2; worsted quilt, 2.
DR. LEONHARDT’S INTERNAL PILE REMJulia R Higgins, scrim sofa pillow, 1.
Mrs Elias Armstrong, hooked rug, 1.
EDY MAKES » PER CENT. OF CURES.
Mrs Corace G Smith, brown bread, 2.
Dr. Leonhardt’s Hem-Roid has been
MrS Wtn E Richardson, knit bed sliptested in several thousand eases, and was
pers, 1; cut flowers, 2.
Mrs H F Maddocks, painted sofa cush- successful in all bat two per cent.
Hem-Raid’s wonderful record is due to
ion cover,*-1; painted sofa cushion cover, 2.
Mrs A H Carlisle, plush sofa quilt, 1; the fact that it is an internal remedy.
cause of piles is internal, and it is too
cover for sofa pillow,
j The
l._
much to expect to cure piles with ointments, suppositories or operations. Hemqnlflk Belief for Asthma Sufferer*.
Roid cores the internal cause.
Foley's Honey and Tar affords immediate
Sold for Rl, under guarantee by E. Q.
relief to asthma sufferers in the worst stages,
Dr. Leonhardt Co., Station B,
G. A. Moore.
and if taken in time will effect a cure.
Buffalo. N. Y., prop. Write for booklet.
Parciier.

GREAT RECORD.

Bangor, Me.

Ellsworth, Maine.

P. ELDRIDGE.

NOW IS THE TIME

I

I

t^ive

to

that furnace

Be

that it
and
then
Kineo,
will
be
sure of
you

putin.
is

sure

a

good results, great
heating efficiency,

SLADE’S

economy in fuel and

durability’.

F. B. AIKEN,

Agt.,

ELLSWORTH, ME.

sailed her.

DOMESTIC MANUFACTURES.
Mrs J D Smith, centrepiece, 2.
Mrs Maiy F Moore, hooked rug, 1;
braided rug, 2.
Mrs Howard McGown, 30c; crochet rug,
2.
Mrs Francis McGown, meu’s small mit-

espe-

If there is no CLARION
agent near you, write to us.

WOOD Cf BISHOP CO-

by J.

are

Noyes

& Nutter
Bangor,

■■

1-"

1

r,iHi

■

talk
TownFLOURIW"

Makes Bread that Combines'
HIGHEST

FINEST

COLOR.

FLAVOR.

ASK

YOUR.

GREATEST

NUTRITION, ^

GROCER,

Mfg. Co.,

Me.

«

ftl)r (gUeuortt) American.
A LOCAL AND POLITICAL JOURNAL
PUBLISHED
■VERY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON
AT

emergency currency law if he thinks
it unwise. Indeed, in a thousand
emergencies liable to confront the
nation, not only financial bnt political

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.
F. W. Rollins. Editor and Manager.
W. H. Titus, Associate Editor.

A permanent
A statesman

presidential
who

never

Business communlcstlor s should be addressed
$5. and all checks and money orders made payaWe to The Hancock County Publishing
Co, Ellsworth. Maine.

wrote a

A “peerless" leader under whose
and teachings the number
of states controlled by his party
dwindled from twenty-three to thir-

leadership

its senators from forty-eight to
2,430 teen;
thirty-one; its House members from
220 to 185.
In the North, the South, the East,
the West, the “Middle West”, and
“Enemy's country”, democrats and
republicans are again united as in 1896

WEDNESDAY SEPTEMBER 23, 1908.

REPUBLICAN NOMINEES.
NOV. 3, 1906.

and 1*00. and for the third time will
rule him out on Nov. 3,1908.
Wait and
“Shall the people rule?”

FOR PRESIDENT,

William H. Taft,

see.

OF OHIO.
The Sanford Tribune scored
mendable bit of newspaper enterprise in its election extra, issued at 6
o’clock on Tuesday morning, Sept. 15.
a com-

VICE-PRESIDENT,

FOR

Sherman',

James S.

OF NEW YORK.
Forward

or

The Tribune is a weekly paper, and
The
has no facilities for daily issue.
extra had a complete report of the

Backward?

The real question involved in the

political campaign to-day is essentially whether the people desire a party

election in York county by towns, as
well as the general result in the State.
It also bad a good report of the big
fire at Saco.
The Tribune was selling
on
the streets of Sanford three

in power which does things to enhance
the credit of the nation and develop
ite economic resources, or whether it
desires a party which only harps and

hours before any newspaper was be- j
sold In Biddeford containing an [

cavils at things done. An opposition
pMrty has its nses, and in many cases
it la fortunate that there should be a
aeesaw in the possession of power.

ing

account

of the fire.

democracy,”
however, Bryan campaign book, “are

The past twelve years,
have been years of remarkable events
in this country. They have opened
the door to an expansion of influence
and power abroad such as has not
to the United States for several
At home also they have
witnessed the creation and carrying

come

“Behind the

says the
the eter-

to

Hill, Oyster Bay, N. Y
Sept, t, 1908.
Hon. Wnt. B. McKinley, Chairman, Me publican
Congrcntional Committee, 8t. Jr met
Buildiny, Note York, .V Y.

row.

This week’s edition of The
American is 2,450 copies.

congressional committee, appeals

Sagamosb

candidate.

j

nal and irresistible forces which bring {
victory to the troth.” The democracy is bound that these forces shall
overtake it.

My Dear Sir: I have received your letter
of August 38. I agree with all that you say as
to the amount of affirmative and constructive
legislation for the social and economic benefit of our pec pie which has been accomplished
by the Congress during tbe last seven years
The law establishing a national system of
irrigation was of vital importance, and stands
in its line as second only to the homestead
law. The interstate commerce law has been
amended so as to make it a new law, with
three-fold the efficiency of the old law. Tbe
enactment of the pure food law was of almost
The creation of
or quite equal importance.
the department of commerce and labor, together with the creation of a bureau of corporations, which marks the beginning of
federal control over the huge corporations
doing an interstate business, the employers’
liability law, the safety appliance law. the
law limiting the working hours of railway
employees, the meat inspection law, the denatured alcohol law. the anti-rebate law, the
laws increasing the powers of the department
of justice in dealing with those, regardless of
wealth and power, who infract the law. the
law making the government liable for injuries to its employees, the laws under which
the Fanams canal was acquired and is being
built, tbe Philippines administered, and the
navy developed, the laws creating a permanent census bureau and reforming the consular service and tbe system of naturalization,
tbe law forbidding child labor in the District
of Columbia, the law providing a commission
udder which our currency system can be put
on a thoroughly satisfactory basis, tbe laws
for the proper administration of the forest
service, the laws for the admission of Oklahoma and the development of Alaska, the
great appropriations for the development of
agriculture, the legal prohibition of campaign
contributions from corporations—nil these
represent but a portion of what has been done
by Congress, and form a record of substantial
legislative achievement in harmony with tbe
best and most progressive thought of onr

people.

tbe standto elect Mr. Taft,
point
and a republican Congress which will supare like port him; and they seek election on a platof whale
to form which specifically pledges the party
the
alike
in
its ezecut.ve
and
legislative
without notice.
branches, to continue and develop the policies
which have been not merely professed but
is i
in
says his
acted upon during these seven years.
assured. Sure; it will be found in the
These policies can be successfully carried
through only by the hearty co-operation of
the President and the Congress In both its
Hr.
reads:
“Para- 1 branches, and it is therefore
peculiarly immount Issues Made While You Wait.” portant that there should
obtain
such
harmony between them.
=*—■
To fail to elect Mr. Taft would be a calamity
COUNTY GOSSIP.
to the country; and it would be folly, while
Mrs. F. G. Bartlett, of Northeast Har- electing him, yet at the same time to elect a
hostile to him, a Congress which
bor, writes: “Seeing in yoor lest issue Congress
under the influence of partizan leadership
that some one in Lemoine sent a rose from
would be certain to thwart and baflU him
a bush in his yard which bad been in
on every possible occasion.
bloom since Jane 10,1 am eending a roee
To elect Mr. Taft, and at the same time
and cluster of bnda from a bash in the elect s Congress pledged to support him. is
the
only way in which to perpetuate the
yard of Francis Bartlett, of this place,
which has been in bloom since about the policy of the government as now carried on
I feel that all the aid that can be given to this
same time, and still has many clusters of
policy by every good citizen should be given;
bads in all stages of development."
for this is far more than a merely partisan
matter.
Charles G. Atkins, superintendent of
Both your committee, and the national comthe government fish hatchery at East Or- mittee. of which Mr. Hitchcock is chairman,
land, has been honored by his selection as are endeavoring to secure the active co-opercorresponding secretary of the Inter- ation on the stump of senators and congressnational fishery commission, recently ap- men, party leaders and independent citizens
in urging the
generally. I most
pointed hy tbe convention between the importance of suchheartily join
co-operation.
United States and Great Britain. Tbe
I hope that every disinterested private citiregulations of the fisheries of tbe con- zen, whose sole concern in politics is to have
tiguous waters of tbis country and Canada the right kind of man carry out the right kind
w-ill be assumed by the two governments of policy, will join in backing up your comthrough tbis commission. The appoint- mittee as well as the national committee in
ment of the commission is looked upon as this movement. No service is as effective, as
the disinterested service given in
an epoch in
tbe history of American valuable, aa
such manner by men whose one concern is for
! fisheries.
the triumph of tbe principles in which they
Well, well, well! Bar Harbor, whicb has believe; and I appeal with all the strength
there is in me to such men tn give such
so lung withstood the automobile
never

It

urgently necessary,
of the ptibiic interest,

is

from

_

Bryan's political principles
price
oil—subject
oat of a great body of constructive change
policies by President Roosevelt, which
Bryan
place
bistory
Mr. Taft is pledged to continue.
To dismiss the republican party at
appendix.
tee
time from the seat of augenerations.

present

thority

would be to

turn the hand

twekward upon the clock of national
progress. The election of Mr. Bryan,
with the continuance of a great republican majority in the Senate, would
mean a deadlock between the White
House and Congress, a persistent playing of politics at Washington, and a
complete arrest of all the broad reforms and progressive steps which
have been

accomplished

or

inaugur-

ated daring the past twelve years.
Even President Cleveland, sturdy
democrat as he was, recognized that

acquisition of the.Philipfact accomplished and
that even in the Hawaiian Islands,
which were abandoned by his authority, the dnty was now imposed upon

fact that the

pines

waa

a

the United Slates of carrying out
with a firm hand the task which they
bad undertaken.
The resolute policies which Mr. Hay
and Mr. Boot inaugurated in the
state department—the maintenance
cf the open door in the Orient and the
extension of our relations with Latin
America—would be pnt in hazard by
change of administration.

Only by

carious chance did
democratic national convention
dorse a strong navy, which is an
sential factor of republican policy,
a

a

the
enes-

but

is not a natural part of the program
cf Mr. Bryan. Even,in the regulation
cf the railways and the assurance of
equal justice to' all shippers and all
citizens, the orderly and energetic

policy adopted by the present administration and the interstate commerce
commission would be jarred and confused if put in new hands, more zealous perhaps than competent.
A change in the national adminisbe a matter of indifference on some grounds but fpr two
important “its”. The first of these is
tration

might

republican party during the
past twelve years had merely marked
time without accomplishing or inthat the

augurating

any important reforms;
but the work which President Roosevelt has done should be carried on by
men who are now In the harness and
who have been partners in framing
bis policies.
The second

if is

the important one.
“safe and sane”,

If Mr. Bryan
but his efforts to establish such a reputation by promising to keep within the
limits of his platform and to respect
existing law are hardly a sufficient
were

the
kicking
guarantee against
traces and doing something reckless
end injurious to the country before its
effects could be fully realised.
The trouble about Mr. Bryan’s assuranoe that he will be bound by republican legislation as he finds it is
that much of this legislation is discretionary. Wo law can direct the
President or secretary of the treasury
«t just what moment they should intervene to avoid a panic or to save
from some great financial
the
his

over

Bryan’s sign

invasion,

is

to

have

an

automobile “rubber-neck

route”, as the sight-seeing autos are k now n
in New York parlance. A syndicate of
automobile owners has purchased the
carriage road up Green mountain, one of
the handsomest and most extensive pleasure drives at the resort.
It is theD intention to put the road in thorough repair
| before another season, and to establish a
line of sight-seeing automobiles to run to.
;
I the top of Green mountain. As this is a
private road, the anti-automobile laws of
the town will not apply to it.
At present
j the laws of the town, by the permission of
the State, prohibit the use of automobiles
! on all the pleasure drives of the town,
arranged so that it amounts to a practical
prohibition from entering Bar Harbor.
The summer cottage colony, almost without exception, wish to go still further and
prohibit their use on the entire island,
and it is the intention of two or more
societies to ask for prohibition of autos on
Mount Desert island from the next legislature.

|

|

_

Vote

Amendments.
the returns have now
been received at the office of the secretary
of state and the total vote on the two
constitutional amendments submitted to
the people September 14 show that both
were adopted by a rote a little better than
on

Practically all of

two to

one.

On the first amendment, providing for
the initiative and referendum, tbs vote
was “Yes” 51,BU and “No” 23,712.
On the
second question, providing that constitutional amendments should be voted on at
a special election In the September of the
year when there is no State election, the
vote was “Yea” 48,383 and “No” 22,155.

Little Mary was playing with her pet
kitten. The kitten scratched her and she
exclaimed: “You is a darned old kitten!”
Her mother told her she must never utter
such a naughty word again; and to be
sure to impress it on her mind, washed
her mouth out with soap and water. The
next day Mary was again playing with the
kitten, and again trouble arose, when she
Is law can oompel Mr. Bryan to was heard to remark: “You is just the
Jason circulation under the recent same kind of a kitten you was yesterday.”

[Boston Herald, fat.. Sept. 11.}

Republican Co agree* to Sup-

disinterested oitizens to join with the national republican committee and the congressional -committee in a movement to
elect William H. Taft as President and a
republican Congress to support him. The
letter follows:

statute.
A soldier who never fought a battle.
A farmer who never plowed a fur-

Advertislrg Rates—Are reasonable and will be
■sade known on application.

MATIONAL ELECTION,

lican

Bryan.

ear

a

port Taft.
President Roosevelt in • letter to William B. McKinley, chairman of the repub-

McKinley

sit in the executive chair of
and Roosevelt.

Subscription Price—$2 00 a year; $100 for six
months; SO cents for thrre months; if raid
wcrlctly In advauco. $1 50, 78 and 38 cents
voapectlrely. Single copies 5 cents. All arrearages are reckoned at the rate of $$»per

Average for the year of 1907,

Elect

and international, it is highly important that a man trained by public service and with a mind tempered by
knowledge and respect for law should

ELLSWORTH. MAINE,

The Real Bryan.

ROOSEVELT’S APPEAL.

support.

Sincerely yours,

Mr. Bryan's familiarity with the Scriptures is well established. His search of
the Good Book for political wisdom or
admonition never fails. Monday, at Chicago, be chose tor the text of his political
preachment Solomon's warning: “As a
The
man thinketh in his heart, so is he.”
pertinency of the text to the present campaign is readily apparent. The issue is of
rather than of platform promises.
men
The voters will decide between Mr. Taft
and Mr. Bryan as President tor the next
four years.
In the comparison of deeds, Mr. Bryan
is admittedly at disadvantage with his
opponent. Mr. Taft has seen much of
public life and has been in intimate touch
with great questions .of national policy.
He has tbus proved his fitness for the
office.
Mr. Bryan has bad leaa opportunity for
performance, hie official career having
been confined to two terms in Congress.
Mr. Bryan now appeals from the judgment of parties and of platforms to the
judgment of men, and seeka to take the
standard of the wise man for tbe com-
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tory will mean very little if any progress
on economic questions, so long
as
the
party is under the control of the Wall
NORTH ELLSWORTH.
street element”, and that “Mr. Parker is
as thoroughly committed to the side of
Column Bates is very ill.
the financiers as is Mr. Roosevelt"? Or
Mrs. Abbie Nason, of Portland, is visithas Mr. Bryan silenced bis own thoughts
her
Mrs.
W.
K.
ing
MeGown.
niece,
that be might accept for his party the ser- Just a few hard times
prices to
Hazel MeGown, Evelyn DeWitt and vices of
Judge Parker?
let you know.
Roy Sweeney are attending normal school
Does sir. Bryan still think that the
at Castine.
courts are corrupt and have been “packed
Half Cabinet photos, (1.25
The ladies’ church aid will meet Thurs- wit!) railroad attorneys”? Does he still
per doz. Crayon portaits,
day of this week at the home of Mrs. think that it would be proper to go to any
with frame, (2.1*8; travelCora James.
length under the constitution, by execuing agents charge double
Herbert L. Higgins, of Lynn, Mass., tive or congressional authority—even to
this price.
was here Wednesday
Also, what
and Thursday of tilling the supreme bench with justices
committed to bis cause—in order to secure
last week to attend the fair.
Pictures, Photo Supplies,
the approval o 1 his plan lor an income
Picture Frames at prices
Levi Pranks and wife, of South Brookstax?
that tempt.
ville, were here last week visiting relatives.
Mr. Bryan has entertained so many
They returned home Sunday.
Developing and printing
at
different times that
varying thoughla
for amateurs,
William Starkey, of Bangor, who is suf- the voters are at a loas
send for
to know what be
fering from muscular rheumatism, is with does think. He has now
price list.
the
recognized
his brother, Fred Starky and wife.
authority of the democratic convention,
Mrs. Walter Rapp, jr., of Brockton, and no longer talks about certain matters.
Mass., who has been at Charles Sweeney’s, Bat bss be changed the fourae of his
Nicolin lake, the past two months, re- thoughts?
turned 4pme Tuesday.
What is the evidence that he is think- MAIN ST.,
ELLSWORTH, ME.
Much anxiety has been felt hese on ac- ing more sanely and solidly on national
in
count of the fires raging near the railrtad. problems than
1888, In 1900 or even in
ELLSWORTH
At one time the station, camp parsonage, 1904? The voters are not likely to be deceived
the
candidate. They are
and several dwellings were in great danby Bryan,
ger, and every available man was called too well acquainted with Bryan the man,
be thinketh.”
out to fight the flames. At present
“»o PA*. VO WAI1U,"
they •‘as
seem to have it under control, and it is
“Millie” said the young man, at he
hoped that the danger in this vicinity la
M. B. BSTBY A CO.,
clipped the engagement ring on her Anger,
“have you tola your mother about this?” wms BSD bbidsb,
buswobtb ■
—-Yon Innocent!” exclaimed Miss Millie.
Mr. Feraald’s Majority.
“Why, Clarence, mamma knew it six
Complete unofficial returns of the State months before yon did.”
election give Mr. Fernald’s plurality aa
■aw This ?
7,966, which is seventy-eight leas than
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for
Gov. Cobb received two years ago. The
say case of Catarrh that canaot be cured bv
unofficial returns give Feraald 73,SOI, and Hall’s Catarrh Cura.
SaiMIMT wvHipsMts
flrilhtl
vNiRinn
F. J. CHSNEY *
day
Gardner, 65,818.
CO., Toledo. O.
We, the undersigned, have known F. J.
o.
A.
PARQHKR.
The total vote of the four parties for Cheney for the
last 15 years, and believe him
honorable ln nil business tranaaegovernor was about 141,803. The total two perfectly
llons, sad flaanclallv able to onrry ont any
years ago was 133,474 and in 1904, it waa obligations mads by his firm.
a* ft Mauvih.
Waldiwo,
131,486. The socialist and prohibition
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
votes this year for governor were about
Hall’s Catarrh Cura is taken
internally, actDEB and BBS, respectively, both parties ing directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces of the
Testimonial aeat free.
again losing their place on the official bal- Brice, 7Sc. persystem.
bottle, gold by all Druggists.
Take Hall a Family Pills for constipation.
lot.
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people realize that it is a Safe and Conservative Banking Institution.
Your account is

Does Mr. Bryan think in his heart, as
“\<CAN around M to look after oar business
apparently he did at t’rbana, O., in 1898, iML in this county. Special inducement
this month, permanent.
C. R. Burr A Co.
that “the democrats in 1893 played a conNurserymen, Manchester, Conn.
fidence game on the people and put a
bunco-steerer st the headof a party”, the
Sl&tjctttsnnnitsnominee of that year being Grover Cleveland? Does he think in his heart, as be
thought in 1901, that “a democratic vic-

Theodore Roosevelt.

Tr*S>W*r. I

BUSINESS

the past?
By which standard ia he to be judged, the
tlood Roads In France.
platform of faia party convention or the
The United States is constantly drawing
rule of Solomon:
“As a man thinkstb in
information from other countries through
his heart, so is be?”
its consuls, and from Consul General
Does Mr. Bryan still think, deep in his
Skinner, of Marseilles, comes a recent reheart, that the sixteen-to-ons programme port of the Prance roadway system. He
was sound financial economy?
Would be
says the French roads are generally recogapply the same principle to questions of nixed as the best and most complete in the
currency that might arise during his world. The
highways af France are good,
administration? Does be atill think, as not because of
any superiority of raw
he did in 1901, that the solution of the
materials, not because of any special talent
currency problem consists in government \ for road
building, but becauae of the inissue ot paper money without interference
tilllgent and constant supervision of its
the
and
is
he
still
to
by
banks,
opposed
department having charge of them.
the introduction of aaeet currency?
Prance has 316,89b miles of local highDoes he think, deep in his heart -at we
ways built at a coat of $308,800,000, of
assume he did on July 21, 1901, when be
which the State furnished $81,003,000 and
express id the aentimenti-that govern- the interested localities
$£27,740,000. In
ment ownership of the railroads is the !
addition to these local highways, the
ultimate
solution of tbs basinets national
only
system consists of 38,736 mile* of
problem, and that because of the neces- national
roads, which coat the nation
of
sity
maintaining stale rights at well as
$303,975,000 to build. The national routes
on account of the gigantic character of the
traverse the entire country and connect
task, that ownership should be on the the
important centers.
part of the individual states where possible? Does he still think, as he did upon
lost.
his return from his foreign trip, that
government ownership is the dominant
O K REWARD—Lout Thursday at Beal Cove
need?
♦7*J and last seen near Jamee Faunce’s,
Or doss he think as he did a little later, Centre, a email brown spaniel, white face,
breast, paws, white Up on tail; deaf and
that tbs people need to be educated up to nearly bliad.
Above reward will be paid for
the acceptance of this idea? Ia Mr. Bryan his return alive, or 11 for body, if found dead.
C. E. Cook. Bangor, Me., Tel. 761-1S.
Telephone
to be judged by these thoughts? Will he
be loyal to these thougbta if elected to the
and

i
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Albert K.

W. A. Havey.
Frank L. Hodgkins,
Barney B. Havey,
L. Klne Holmes.
Arno W. King.
Elias P. Lawrence,
Edwin G. Merrill,

Henry

be.

to his convictions which

■

niHKi.iuna:

William F. Campbell.
Dr Fred A. Chandler.

thinketh in hie heart, so is be”.
A little while ago he was not so sore about
that. Only a few weeke ago be told the
people that he was not the old original
Bryan, withtbonghtaof free silver, governmenlownership,etc. He assured the voters
that he had been divested of all these
now unpopular ideas of tbe past by the
convention at Denver, and that he was to
be
judged by tbe platform which tbe
democratic party had adopted for hie
guidance, whatever bis personal opinions
According to his belief st that time the
platform was'binding upon the candidate
as to its declarations and as to its omissions. Concerning a political candidate
he would have revised Solomon's maxim
to read: “As the expediency of a political
convention demandetb, so is he."
What are Mr. Bryan’s heart thoughts?
Does be think, in hit heart, in harmony
with the platform adopted at the Denver
convention^ forgetting and abandoning
those thing# which expediency demanded
should be forgotten? Or is he still loyal

£■***

fl.3SM20.34

a man

might
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parative measurement.
Mr. Bryan is quite sure tbet Solomon
spoke with wisdom when ke declared that
■‘as

tbe
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CAKD or THANKS,
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Oxcaa M.Bxxice.
oar recent sorrow.
Julia E. Rmict.
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CARD OF THANKS.
Charlotte Jones takes this method®
tk
expressing her profound thanks to
mayor, tbe city marshal aud all citiiensfores*
so ably assisted in extinguishing the
11
fires which threatened the destruction ot

MRS.

property.
Ellsworth, Sept. 93,190*.
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Tammany Leader, Unsmiling,
Exoressionless, Says Hardly
a Word In Response to Canlildate’s Exuberancy, but Is
Forced by Nebraskan to Pose
f or-Hamlsheking Photograph.
MR. CONNERS WILL CARRY
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William H. Taft, Republican Candidate for President, an«J Charles E.
Hughes,
Governor of New York, at the Meeting of the Ad,yisory r/.mmittw of the
Prison Ship Martyrs’ Monument Association, Droolfyn, N. Y.
VETERAN AND BONDHOLDER.
Interest Saved by a Reduction In the
Kates on Pnblic Debt a Generous
Government Awards to the
Old Soldier.
One of the most striking facts In
the history of the Republican party
is its generosity to the men who have
fought the battles of the Republic on
land and sea.
When the Civil War
ended in I860 the country was loaded
down with a debt of about $2,350.000,000. upon which interest payments
were $150,977,679.
The country a*
that time possessed a population of
about 33,000,000, or considerably less
than half the population to-day. The
accumulation of wealth was in a
much smaller ratio to
population
than the present wealth of the country. because of the tremendous increase In the power of the human
mind and hand which has come from
the development of labor-saving ma-

chinery.
Notwithstanding these facts one of
the first cares of Republican legislation was to provide adequate pensions
for the men who had fought the batThe majority
tles of the Union.
then young, some of them almost boys, and scorned the necessity
of aid from any one in carving out
Those who had retheir careers.
ceived disabilities or wounds in the
service were naturally cared for in
the beginning, and as time went on
and the ranks of the veterans thinned
the survivors of mature years and the
widows of those who had gone to the
grave from the disabilities received
In the service were provided for.
Heavy as was the burden of the public debt the interest was honorablypaid In gold, and it became possible
to reduce the rate from time to time
as the result of the enhanced credit
of the country under Republican rule.
By a sort of natural law of evolution as the need for generosity- to the
veteran grew, the obligation to the
bondholder grew less with the redemption of the debt and the reducThe retion of the rate of Interest.
sult has been that almost dollar for
dollar, as the charges for the debt
have fallen, generosity to the veteran
has grown. At last to the brave survivors of forty years and their widows
has been granted a service pension
adequate to stave off actual want in
How these
their declining days.
charges for Interest on the debt and
for pensions have compared for representative years at" intervals of ten
years is indicated by the following
table:
Year. Interest on Debt. Pensions.
were

1S67.$143,781,591.91 $20,936,551.71
1877.
97,124,511.58 27,963,752.27
1887.
47,741.577.25 75,029,101.79
1897.
37,791,110.48 141,053.164.63
1907.
24,481,158.34 139.309,51$.31
Thus, what bas been taken from
the bondholder by reducing and refunding the debt has gone to the vetwho fought the battles of the
Civil and Spanish wars.
erans

NO DOUtT ABO I T LA FOLLETTE.
(Milwaukee Journal.)
Some of the Eastern papers are
supplying their readers with a deal
of misinformation about the political
situation In Wisconsin.
One writer,'
after asserting that the outcome of
the Senatorial primary is a body blow
to Senator LaFollette, expresses doubt
as to whether he will take any part in
the work of electing Taft, and declares that the result in Wisconsin "is
construed to show the decadence of
A
LaFollette and LaFolletteism.”
Washington correspondent declares
that the LaFollette supporters are
threatening to prevent the election of
Stephenson "by making the Legislature Democratic.”
Nonsense!
Senator LaFollette is a
party man through and through. He
always haB been and is likely to continue to be.
So far as Taft Is concerned, It is no secret that LaFollette
has a high opinion of him, and is for
him In a whole hearted manner.
It Is fortunate for Mr. Bryan as
well as for us that he was defeated,
and whatever may be his present political potentiality may be ascribed to
the fact that hitherto he has not been
permitted to carry out his program.—
Governor Hughes at Youngstown,

Ohio.

In a Chicago speech Samuel Gompers advised labor to maintain its

rights at the ptills. If Gompers really meant what he said, he is not helping Bryan.

I

Shake Your Hand Again.”
Saya “Fingy”—New York
Delegation Shows Little En*

THE COAST IS IN LINE
Frank A. Leach, Director of the Mint, had this to say
in Washington recently upon his return from a business
*
trip to the West:
"Everybody In the Coast States is taking It for granted
that Bryan will be overwhelmingly defeated,” said Mr.
Leach, "and, as a result, they are not paying as much attention to politics as usual in Presidential years.
There
is widespread confidence among business men that the
good times have returned to stay, and no one who Is
solicitous for a continuance of prosperity dreams of voting
the Democratic ticket.
It Is absurd to think that California or any other Far Western State will swing into the
Democratic column.
Bryan will not carry a single Coast
State. I do not believe he has the shadow of a chance in
Nevada, which has been Democratic for a number of years
past, because this State has very largely increased her
population lately, and most of the new residents are Republicans. The same thing is true of Idaho and Montana.
Montana was the only State where I heard any Republicans cypress any doubts over the outcome of the election,
and. although it may be close there, I am satisfied that the
new
population will throw the State into Mr. Taft's
column.”
On his trip Mr. Leach visited the assay offices or mints
at Denver. Salt Lake, Boise, Helena and San Francisco.
He reports the gold production for the summer to be about
equal to that of the last few years.

—From the New York World.

William J. Bryan, Democratic Candidate for President,
Greeting Charles
F. Murphy, the Tammany Boss, in the Railroad Station in Lincoln.

thugiatm—The Candidate Repeats: "Let the People Rule”
—His Followers’ Figures.

I MR. TAFT AT COOPER UNION.

PLAYING TO THE GALLERY.

V
LINCOLN.. Mabw. July H—William
Jennings Bryan and Charles F. Murphy clasped hands hers to-day before
a battery of cameras sad under the
ayes of clearing hundreds. The Tammany '.eadsr. accompanied by Lhwls
Nixon. Francis Burton Harrison, Marti* Littleton. Orlando Thayer. Robert
E. Lucs and Daniel Cohalsn, passed
through Lincoln homeward bound at I
o'clock this afternoon.
Murphy had wired the news of hJa
coming*: and Mr. Bryan was at the
depot to meat him. The candidate
drove down from Falrview behind a
pak- of thoroughbred*, the gift of
Kentucky admirers, with Secretary
Rose beside him and Mrs. Bryan on
the back seat. It waa the hottest day
of tha season. wttti a bhatottng sun
and lifsloss air. but the master and
mistress of Fsirvlew were In high good
humor. A long night s rest had dons
wonders for them.
Promptly on time the Murphy train rolled
local
into the crcrwded depot, while two
bands struck up La Poioma.” the batMr.
Murcampaign.
of
tbs
tie hymn
end
phy's private car was at the tail dlsof the long train, and Mr. Murphy

*

|l

In his speech at Chicago on Labor Day Mr. Bryan said:
“The labor question, therefore, as it presents itself at
at this time, i3 chiefly a question of distribution, and the
legislation asked for is legislation which will secure to each
that to which his services entitles him. As legislation is
secured through the ballot, everyone should use the ballot
to obtain the legislation necessary.”
We had harbored the opinion that there are a few
things that even Mr. Bhyan would not claim could be done
by legislation, and one of them is to “secure to each that to
which his services entitle him.” The more you think of
what that proposition involves the more surprise will grow
at Mr.( Bryan's recklessness in suggesting it can be done.

Arthur Brisbane Studies the Republican Candidate at Close
Range
and Draws an Attractive
Word Picture.

Arthur Brisbane, editor of William
R. Hearst’s Evening Journal, in New
York, went to Cooper Union last winter to hear Mr. Taft speak to the
workingmen of New York City. Mr.
Brisbane was anxious to Btudy Mr.
Taft at close range.
He had never
seen him, but he had employed his
in
criticism
pen occasionally
of things
THAT TAFT PERSONALITY.
that Mr. Taft had done. After listento Mr. Taft and analyzing his iming
Judge Taft has steadily grown on the country since his
eog
nomination.
Hi3 judicial poise, his sobriety of utterance pressions, Mr. Brisbane wrote the
w»:
and his attitude of deep responsibility have all impressed following editorial in the Evening
the country. They are what is wanted to give confidence Journal:
“Mr. Taft is the kind of a man you
we
in a period of doubt and depression.
shs
The
has reached the point where it is wise would expect to find in the president's
office
of a bank, if you went in to
v<3£ to make campaign
his personality known and familiar over the countha
start an account.
His appearance
of
try.
Every Presidential campaign has its special characche
teristics and the contest of 1908 is marked by its sober would give you confidence in the
You would say to yourself.
discussion and the manifest movement of the great current bank.
hoJ
far
of public opinion toward a conservative desire to see the This man will not let the bank fail
T
if
he
can help it.
He has
possibly
great issues now opening handled with care, consideration
pride.’ You like Mr. Taft's look
and a judicial scrutiny.
appearplayed no haste in making hiswho
He has a good
first sfc
No campaign orators when you see him.
No personal charges are made.
It was Lewis Nixon
once.
BRYAN MAN PRAISES TAFT.
There is an American face, a little tired, a little
forced his way through the oheerlng tlr
are aspersing either candidate on either side.
crowd to the spot where Mr. Bryan up
older
than
it
need
be.
He has had
an
absence of the rant, the talk and the attacks on the
stood bareheaded under a sun hot- *
his share of worry. His resemblance
an eg*.
The public's present information is that this is Orator enough to poach
“money power” heard in other years. The gravity of the
shou.ed to
"Glad to eee you. Bryan,
Bourke Cockran's year for being a Bryan man; but he has the New Yorker, grasoln* the candi- M
situation is seen and the responsibility of the National de- to Grover Cleveland is remarkable.
it
dl
date’s extended hand ana shaking
been saying things at a Boston hotel which his alleged
cision appreciated, but the matter is being argued rather He is not nearly so fat as Grover
Cleveland was in his second term.
the
as
reply
was
Nixon.”
candidate will hardly relish.
As reported in a Boston
than agitated.—Philadelphia Press.
^Thinks.
around
He has a better skin, looks healthier,
Brvan’s keen eye travelled
boss. *
special to the Washington Star, he says it’s a mistake for Mr
to search of the tardy Tammany
seems to have a better temper and
I
Taft to go on the stump, since he hasn’t the eloquence or
Mr. Marphy Approaches.
BANK
DEPOSITS.
OF
better control of that temper.
GUARANTY
Bryan—"a born tribune.” Bryan will get the radical vote,
A moment later Mr. Murphy
the Wgajl.
plntrorm ,
up
“They have talked a great deal
strolling
leisurelyhe says, but Taft will get “the vote for Rooseveltlsm."
...U.m.nt
th.
ol
'.«*
RwirS tl« drak «r»y .urt
He is
Mr. Taft landed a deft blow upon Mr. Bryan’s pet about Mr. Taft as a fat man.
Taft will get twenty-five per cent, of a vote which couldn’t II* wre
'1SidIot^
low
wide-brimmed,
when
he
and a
pointed not a fat man. He has only one extra
scheme for the guaranty of bank deposits
have been touched by Knox, or Cannon, or any other Re- brand new
calm
crowned Panama. He was coldly
in
New
and
found
been
tried
and
the
had
artificial
chin
the
wanting
chin,
below
the
out that
plan
publican save Roosevelt himself. As an orator Taft isn't
now,” .hout.d Mr.
roal one is small.
He has a small, unYork from 1829 to 1842.
in Bryan's class, but he's a wonderful worker, a wonderful ‘tljSffHSSrt..
be .i.M.d tluj »lowlj. a*1'*—
Bry^n».
The conservative financial thought of the country has necessary roll in the back of the
administrator—“the greatest the country has ever seen.”
held from the first that the Bryan idea is an infallible in- neck, but that also is small. He has
As reported in the Washington paper’s Boston correThe Buffalo News nominates vitation to reckless banking through its removal of the a good, broad chest, and he stands
spondence, Bourke Cockran goes even farther than that.
To this asser- straight.
Below that chest there is
"Taft is the greatest and best qualified nominee ever Judge Taft for membership on the proper rewards for safe and sane methods.
has never given a direct an- a semi-circle.
But it isn’t the kind
offered in any republic in the world,” we find him quoted American tug-of-war team at the tion the Democratic nominee
to
he
failed
of a round stomach that comes from
again
“He is a greater man than Roosevelt.
as saying.
When next Olvmpic Games, which will swer. Yesterday, in his Topeka speech,
with
the
statement
himself
or
issue
the
contenting
Taft
by
dissipation
meet
self-indulgence. It is
Judge
surrounded by the same environment that made Roosevelt be held in 1910.
on “banking are a tax on the honest
due to the fact that Mr. Taft has a
great, he will prove a bigger man. Yes, I think Bryan a would be a great man for the that all restrictions
powerful constitution, and has not
great man, too, but he is a different kind of man from team, but the trouble is he will be banker.”
In New York in 1829 the State guaranty of deposits given that constitution sufficient exTaft.” Right you are, Mr. Cockran. He’s quite different. too busy in Washington at that
an era of wild banking speculation, the
ercise.
ff he had worked less with
started
simply
The country has noticed it.
time, thank you.
moral level of which was established not by the best bank- his head and more with his legs that
what
the
opponents stomach wouldn’t all be there.
the worst. This is exactly
That Nebraska Democrat named Shallenberger should
Mr. Bryan apparently has for- ers but by
mr. lan s race is a.nuie pale.
Nebraskan have predicted in the present case, and
He
get all the satisfaction he can out of his victory over Cow- gotten something. He has not yet of the
of evidence has a
the
to
have
great
preponderance
seem
now
manly, straightforward look.
boy Mayor Dahlman in the Gubernatorial primaries, for it attempted to show that those Ver- they
Evening
He
has
a
side.—Chicago
above
each
j
bony
their
on
bump
eyeis doubtful if the Republicans will let him have the office.
mont voters were coerced.
brow, indicating perception, and he
has
His
perception.
piustache is
THE TAFTS IN AMERICA.
MR. TAFT AT SCHOOL
FROM CHAMP CLARK’S
BANK GUARANTY FALLACY.
nearly white, his hair is brown.
It
seems
to
be a natural, youthful
descent the Tafts are English, brown? The hair in front is
In
not as
Fellow students and teachers of Article on
Inability to pick (laws in the ad“Wit, Humor and Anec- springing from the soil, flourishing thin as usual with
hard-working
ministration of the affairs of the Mr. Taft have described him at his
like the sturdy oaks of the tight little Americans of his
“Modern
in
Eloquence,"
dote,”
who
have
led
Not
Government by the Republican party studies as a species of plodder.
ag^
isle and marching down the genera- an office,
Vol. 10, Introductory, Pages
hard-working life. How old
has driven Bryan to exploiting new the painful plodder whom some may
tions in lines of clean-living, out- does he look?
Not less than fiftyHe has done it before, but recall in their schools, to whom the
XIV., XV.
theories.
breeding yeomanry and soldiers until two, not as much as sixty-two. Mr.
abandoned his theories almost as fast sojourn in academic groves was acin 1669 the stock took root in Amer- Taft's best feature
Clark
says:
Champ
is
his
nose.
The ballots companied by infinite toil and travail,
as he conceived them.
The word "taft” signifies a
After recounting his political de- ica.
it has character.
The
of the people have also each time bur- but a plodder in the sense of striking bates with General Grosvenor, Chas. clump of trees, a ‘'tuft” in old Eng-I Strong, long,
nostrils are smaller than they would
ied them beyond all resurrection. his gait and keeping it up everlasting- B. Landis and Senator Dolliver, he lish.
be
if
he
had
lived
out of doors.
Mr.
Perhaps it would be a good idea to ly, finishing each book, each lesson, says:
Addressing a Taft family reunion Taft’s head is strong at the sides. He
“My candid and well considmake a collection of his latest bub- each job thoroughly and completely. ered
is that the best Repub- nearly thirty-five years ago, Alphonso is a good brachycephalic type (you
opinion
of
limitations
not
the
This
does
imply
bles and puncture them all at once.
lican stump speech that I.heard dur- Taft, the father of William Howard, needn't look that word up, it means
It would make a great noise, loud a one-sided man, for Mr. Taft has ing the campaign was delivered by spoke as follows, with a quality of
wide-headed). There is room for a
as
He
that.
never
been
the
presents
to
drown
vapid
enough, perhaps,
unconscious prophecy which makes good, big brain in there, and there is
one of my stanchest friends, personal
as
mouthings that give expression to many useful surfaces to the world
in
to
do
the
well
farmer,
and political—a
quotation especially interesting a big brain in there. In one way, Mr.
them. Ex-Gov. Herrick, of Ohio, in a do the°splluts of a new broom—and the district which I have the honor at this time:
Taft looks like al! of our Presidents
There are no
recent speech at Cincinnati, in a few he sweeps as clean.
“Our family have not embarked j (except Chester A. Arthur) since the
to represent; he voted the Democratic
words effectually punctures Bryan’s little, short, stubby bristles poked ticket straight from Bryan down to much upon National politics, except knee
breeches
Mr.
Taft’s
days.
As
He de- away back, shirking their duty.
bank guaranty proposition.
constable—never voted anything else that they have shared in the battles trousers bag at the knees. They are
clared that the suggestion is •'analo- a boy he was earnest, purposeful, in his life.
His speech, which con- of the country when National inde- about as wrinkled as the front legs
of
tenacious of what he learned,
gous to asking all the merchants in a
sisted of only one short sentence, was pendence was to be won, and also of an elephant.
He was truthful,
he read.
town, energetic and lazy, honest and what
injected into mine, which consumed when the I’nlon was at stake. While
“Altogether, Mr. Taft is a man
dishonest, to guarantee the success of cheerful, good-humored, loyal, clean, about one hour and a half in deliv- brilliant, political careers have not ! agreeable to look at.
He is a good,
j
all, so that all might share equally in straightforward, liar-hating, gener- ery. It came about in this wise: One j been characteristic of the Tafts in the t honest, earnest, manly, better-thanand
the profits and all might be saved ous, considerate of others' rights
it is not safe to say what may average man to look at.
hot day in August (year 19001
past,
very
If the boat
He was a boy who became
from loss, regardless of the careless- feelings.
I was making a Democratic speech in j be in store for them.”
were sinking, and he could swim and
This is astonishingly father to the man he is a
ness or dishonesty of some.”
in
Taft
himself
soon
afterwards
Ralls
County, |
Judge
magnificent grove
j you couldn't, you’d hand him your
to-day.
a principle that all business men will
became prominent in National politics. $50,000—if you had it—saying, ‘Give
at a Modern woodmens picnic.
One or Mr. r an s nrsi scnooimasreadily comprehend and makes plain
Enoch G. Matson, popularly i It suggests William H. to read in the this to my wife,' and she'd get it, if
ffiend,
ters, William H.'Pabodie, of Cincin- Known as 'N'uck.' was standing direct- family history that Peter Taft (1715) he lived to
the fallacy of the proposition.
get ashore.”
him
Greek and
“We must in these matters learn nati. who taught
ly in front of me, about five feet dis- 1 was “a large, good looking man of
first to deal with the wrong; find out Latin, says:
tant. listening intently to what I had ] magnanimous disposition," and that
THK QlTliT OF CONTEXT.
"He was A No. 1 as a student. to
Define it, punish it.
what the evil is.
i was mauling the Republi- ; in the sixteenth century that was a
say.
Let me
a class of eleven boys.
Nothing leads to disaster when you He led
cans, declaring they were ignoring the | Captain William Taft who took Blar(Nebraska State Journal.)
tell you, it, was no slight honor to lead Declaration of Independence, over- j ney Castle, “by blarney quite as much
are dealing fearlessly with wrong or
John M. Thurston's declaration
Then you purge busi- that particular class, for it contained throwing the Constitution and other- j as by military prowess.”
with abuses.
that the prevailing political quiet is
but some of the brightest boys I ever wise deporting themselves in an unness, and save it by the purging,
caused by satisfaction with existing
Taft scarcely ever gave
After
un-American fashion.
when you put right and wrong to- taught. Will
seemly,
is
j
"Taft
is
no
what
!
some
conditions
and not
orator,”
by "apathy”
trouble. He seemed to realize I had been
on for about fortygoing
gether, when your plan necessarily me any
Democratic
are
of
the
papers
saying
that
squares with the best observation of
more than most boys of his age
is
which
sotto
that
proper
Matson
minutes
remarked,
five
brings together
to show that the i conditions in this part of the West.
when
they
attempt
was
and
play,
work
play
voce: ‘Well! I guess we can stand it I results of
in business and that which is impro- work was
touring the country will be [ Good nature and optimism prevail.
and that there was a time for each.
!
per, and by an arbitrary rule proceed
j as long as beef cattle are five rents on more beneficial to Bryan than to Taft. The strongest supporters of the Presiwas always ahead of his work.
"He
the
forsake
then
you
the hoof.’ That was the gist of the No, Taft is not an orator, but no man dent are neither alarmed nor
to condemn all.
men
angered
never heen one of the
I whole argument which carried the
line of reason and inevitably come to He has
Taft speak and looks into \ by the efforts to defeat Mr. Taft, bewho are harassed and pushed by their Middle and Western States for the who hears
grief.
his face can doubt that the Republl- ] cause they are satisfied that they will
of
ahead
he
a
As
boy
kept
duties.
a
“What we need In this country is
Republicans.
can candidate can say what he means.
and he has been ahead of
] come to naught. The absence of the
"I have always thought it lucky for
fearless, intelligent prosecution of his work,
Also, which is more to the point, vigor that accompanies so many Prestt ever since.”
of
honwitted
conservation
no
me
that
newspaper
and
the
quick
wrong,
every man who hears Taft will know idential campaigns may very fairly be
And if you
within earshot of 'Nuck- that he means what he
man
was
est business endeavor.
says, and will ascribed to the prevailing feeling that
is not what a man knows but when he uttered his ejaculation.
were to search the country throughlive up to his statements.
a good many essential things are setBryan
do that counts.
“If that dangerous epigram had
out for a capable, competent man. what he can
tled, and settled so firmly that they
to do
how
who
knew
been
telling
people
have
has
never
1
should
in
acumen,
ever
and
with fairness
gat
print,
William Randolph Hearst has been cannot be shaken even by a PresidenTaft heard the last of it until the polls I
the law, who was intent to correct things for twelve long years.
doing some uneloquent but truthful tial election.
so busy doing big things closed.”
«
evil, who was anxicus to devise ef- has been
speaking recently. Here is one of his
he has not
fective remedies, who had at the during that period that
best: "There is no Democratic party,
Richard Croker, the absentee landall had time to talk about them.
1
same time broad sympathies with
The Independence party is seeing to only a Bryan party, whose followers lord' of Tammany Hali, is heartily in
American interests, and who would
don’t know when they go .to bed at favor of Bryan this year.
It is only
Bryan orators are talking about a it that Candidate Hisgen will have no
conserve the good as well as destroy
than his night what they will be called upon fair to eiplaln, however, that Mr.
the bad, you would find It difficult to landslide in November. They would chance to become greater
to
to
believe
when
awake
not
blame
for
this
in the Bryan is
they
damagnot
find anyone who would share in the better buy toboggans for themselves. party. Hisgen might do that and
j morning.
ing circumstance.
i
get far.
will need them.
William Howard Taft.”
class
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His Forebears Were Ministers,
Teachers, Lawyers and

By deduction and Inference the philosophy of Bryanlsm is made clear to
the simplest understanding. To illus-

Statesmen.
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i^JUr.-Bryan is an old-tune Democrat of tlU school of Jefferson
Wattcrson.
and lildcn. lhon£h his .ooatvmy wMi of many colors.”.—HeW
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trate:
In the last years of her life Mr.
It corporations abuse their power Taft's mother, Mrs. Louisa M. Taft,
destroy them. Likewise if the plumb- who died recently, devoted mnch of
ing in your house is bad set flre to the her time to compiling the history on
building in order to rebuke the tricky this side of the water of the Taft
plumber.
family and of her own family, the
Wealth—according to Bryan—is Torreys. Mr. Taft’s first ancestor in
created by legislation, not by labor. New England, according to data gathTherefore abolish the taxing power as ered by his father, the late Judge
,a needless oppression and raise rev- Alphonso
Taft, was Robert Taft.
enues by fiat.
Robert was a housewright, who setAll monopolies are unjust and dan- tled at Menton, Mass, in 1669, going
gerous. Hence we should abolish the there from the province of Braintree.
patent laws and thus discourage the Joseph, one of hta five sons, married
development of Inventive genius.
Elisabeth
Emerson, who was the
Federal ownership of trunk line granddaughter of the first minister of
railroads is necessary. Consequently Menton.
Joseph’s second son was
there
must
be
Federal
training Captain Peter Taft, and his third son
schools for the Instruction of locomo- was Aaron, who was born In 1743.
tive engineers, firemen, brakemen. He prepared for Princeton, but alconductors, baggage masters, etc.
though he established a reputation as
There is danger, says Bryan, that a scholar, he had to leave college bethe American dollar may be made fore he graduated.
Aaron lived at
“too honest.*’
Obviously the way to Uxbridge, Maas., and Townshend, Vt.,
avoid that peril is to make the Ameri- and married Rhoda Rawson, the
dollar
can
thoroughly dishonest great-great-granddaughter of Edward
through free silver at sixteen to one.
Rawson, secretary of the MassachuLabor is insufficiently rewarded, setts Bay Colony from 1650 to 1686.
This is true generally,
says Bryan.
Peter Rawson, the third son of
but particularly as to the convict la- Aaron,
was
successively a school
bor of Democratic States in which teacher, a lawyer, Judge of the comalone that Infamous system prevails.
mon
pleas. Judge of the probate
Tariff for revenue only—meaning court. Judge of the county court of
free trade—is desirable, so Bryan Windham County, was a county comsays. By the same token low wages missioner and for many years a memfor American labor are preferable to ber of the Legislature.
He removed
high pay. trade depression is better to Cincinnati, Ohio, In 1841, where
than prosperity and the rusting ma- he died and left one son, Alphonso,
chinery of Idle mills is more beautiful the father of William H. Taft.
than the music of Industrial activity.
Alphonso Taft was born in TownThe philosophy of Bryanlsm en- shend in 1810, and was graduated
courages industrial discontent, and from Tale in 1833. He taught In an
incites strife between employer and academy at Ellington, COnn., and was
employe. It means cheap men, cheap a tutor at Tale. Following his adlabor and low wages paid in dishon- mission to the bar in 1838 he went .to
est dollars.
It is to-day precisely Cincinnati.
One of his notable cases
what it was in 1896 and in 1900, and was his appearance in the United
has never misled or buncoed the ma- States Supreme Court, where he sucjority of the people even for an hour. cessfully argued the claim of the city
The trail of the serpent is over it all.
for a bequest, which was the nucleus
of the endowment fund for the UniBRYAN’S LATEST FINANCIAL DE- versity of Cincinnati. He was United
States Minister to Austria and Russia,
LUSION.
Judge of the Superior Court of Ohio,
secretary or war in urant s cabinet
Former Secretary Shaw
Explains and an ardent abolitionist.
Some of Its Monstrous Possibilities.
Judge Taft's first wife was a daughThe address of former Secretary of ter of Judge Charles Phelps, of Townthe Treasury Leslie M. Shaw at the shend, Vt. When she died in 1851 she
Illinois Republican State Convention left two sons, Mr. Taft's half-brothbrought home with all the emphasis ers. Charles Phelps Taft Is the pro-'
of facts and figures that trained finan- prletor of the Cincinnati Tlmes-Star.
cier could command the utter folly The other son, Peter Rawson, died in
and Impracticability of the Bryan 1888. Judge Taft's second wife was
scheme for guaranteeing bank depos- Louisa Marla Torrey, whom he marHer first son died in
its.
Said Mr. Shaw: "Mr. Bryan ried in 1853.
William H. Taft was the
promised in his platform the creation infancy.
1857.
of a fund for the relief of depositors second son, being- born in
In
failed and falling institutions. Henry Waters Taft, of New York, is
the
third
Horace
Dutton
child;
Taft
The trust comState and National.
panies of New York alone lost In de- the fourth and the fifth Fanny Louise,
posits $320,000,000 In forty days, yet wife of Dr. William A. Edwards, of
no depositor has lost, or will lose, a Los Angeles. Cal.
In closing her notes. Mrs. Taft
penny, and no stockholder will realIt wrote of her son William:
ise less than par for his stock.
“The fact that Secretary
Taft
would have required $200,000,000 to
have safeguarded the b^nka of New: throughout his long and honorable
York City alone, and at least $500,- public caffeer hits received promotion
000,000 for the entire country during continuously is ample evidence of his
capability and reliability and of the
the panic of last year.
"With a fund created by assess- sterling integrity of his character.”
Mrs. Taft was a direct descendant
ment and under Government control,
directors would never sacrifice their from William Torrey, who went from
Individual fortunes, as they did last Somerset, England, to Weymouth,
winter, to save their Institutions. Mass., in 1640. He was long a memThey would throw the responsibility ber of the House of Deputies, and
of suspension and widespread disas- was invariably chosen as clerk of
Let the that body. He was a magistrate and
ter upon the Government.
Government assume ,such a responsl- a captain in the militia. Mrs. Taft’s
blllty and the Government will be grandfather, William Torrey, was the
fifth William in the line of descent.
called upon to makeiit good.
"Does the Democratic party," asked He was a veritable son of Anak, traMr. Shaw, "tntendto withdraw $500,- dition having It that he was six feet
000,000 from the channels of trade seven inches tall, and proportioned
and lock it up against the day of dis- accordingly. Samuel Davenport Toraster which comes once, perhaps, In rey was Mrs. Taft’s father.
Her
mother was Susan Holman Waters,
ten or fifteen years?”
The more the Bryan bank guaran- daughter of Asa Waters, who founded
She was a
tee scheme receives attention the the village of Armory.
more glaring not only the fallacy mid granddaughter of Colonel Jonathan
nut
who
raised a regiment durHolman,
absurdity of the scheme itself,
freakish
the
Instability of ing the Revolution, gnd fought galalso
Bryan's mental processes that permits lantly at the Battle of Saratoga.
him thus to stultify himself in-seek- Mrs. Taft's father accumulated a foring to make fools of the public. The tune in the West Indian trade, and
bank deposit guarantee scheme will retired in 1831, to Millbury, Mass.
Mrs Taft delighted in tracing in
go down in our political history as
another added to the list of financial William, and her other children, the
characteristics
delusions which have been put for- striking
which had
their
ancestors.
ward under Bryan, auspices within marked
Of her
the past twelve years to test the san- mother. Mrs. Tsft wrote:
“Mrs. Torrey was a woman of rare
ity of the American people. In every
Instance the people have proved them- endowment and character, well eduselves sane by rejecting the delusion. cated for the period, and her hichest
interest was always In the world of
thought. She had an Irresistible deNOT A MENACE TO sire to know the
best that had been
PROSPERITY.
written in literature and philosophy,
and she had the courage to follow the
Notwithstanding the careful scru- views of truth, which her active and
tiny of and vigorous policy of Presi- progressive mind attained, to their
dent Roosevelt in relation to large conclusions.
combinations of corporate wealth,
This was Mrs. Taft’s estimation of
right thinking men whose interests Mr. Taft's maternal grandfather:
are affected do not regard his activi“Mr. Torrey will be long rememties as a menace to prosperity. The bered as a man of marked individualis
from
sources
such
latest utterance
ity, of thorough business methods,
voiced by Elbert H. Gary, chairman of inflexible integrity, with a decision
of
the and type of character which left a
directors
of the board of
It lasting impression
United States Steel Corporation.
wherever he was
was made la London at a dinner given known.
It happened that he was
to him at the Reform Club by Sir called upon to assist at the burial of
Hugh Bell, president of the Iron and many of his Juniors.
In the course of his
Steel Institute.
'In a green old age,
remarks Mr. Gary took occasion to He seemed like an oak. worn bat steady.
Amid the elements, whilst the younger trees
say:
“May I digress for a moment to Fell Just around him.’
speak of our President, Mr. Roose“Belonging to the heroic age of
velt, who has sometimes been misun- New England, he never for a moment
He lost his bearing of a gentleman of the
derstood if not misrepresented?
k not an enemy to capital or of busi- old school. Without ofllce. or the deHe believes that sire for ofllce. he enjoyed the respect
ness prosperity.
right conduct is the first essential of of all. To an unusual degree he posNational health, bnt he also believes sessed
that material success and growth are
That which should accompany old age.
He does not attack indi- As honor, love, obedience, troops of
necessary.
viduals as such, be they rich or poor,
friends.’
but opposes what he conceives to be
wrong, whoever perpetrates it.”
Whatever may be his (Mr. Bryan's)
present political potentiality may be
General Jacob Coney, of Ohio, ascribed to the fact that hitherto be
whose Army of unemployed marched has not been allowed to carry out hta
to Washington only to be kicked off program.
Governor
Hughea at
the grass by a solitary policeman, is Youngstown, Ohio.
locking with Bryan this year. This
k distinctly proper and consistent
“Leaders will gather to talk with
These eminent reformers for revenue
oaly have both become wealthy by Bryan,” runs a'news headline. They
ahssf-f "Calamity!” in various tones may gather, but they will never have
a chance to talk.
•* voice
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Mr. Bryan, hermettcallyeorked up
the old Issues of freelllver. Imperialism, and government •'osrsblp
of railway*. Is scruUntztng therecord
of Republican administration wring
the past twelve years with a Mcroto
seopa to And some peg on whW»
hang an attack. It would not beala
if
whhb
party
togetber surprising
had dona so much la this period to «<1vnnce the glory and economic prcgreea of the country has made a casual
These twelve
error here and there.
years have witnessed the war with
to CuP»
freedom
which
gave
Spain,
and Porto Rico and brought the Philippines under American authorltiThey have witnessed the emergency
of the country from depression ml
financial uncertainty upon the flrm\
ground of tho gold standard, enacted \
Into law by a Republican Congress. \
They have witnessed the creation ot \
>
a navy which to carrying our flag
with honor around the world. They
have witnessed the extension of the
strong hand over the railways and
the great corporations la behalf ot
equality of treatment for ell dtitens.
In anm and substance these twelve
years have witnessed for the average
man a degree of prosperity and comon

fort never before

equalled

under any

Hag In any country tines the world
began.
In picking Haw* in tms record air.
Bryan has taken upon himself to criticise the appropriations of the last
Congress and to make the declaration
that "there was a deficit of some $60,000.000 In the last fiscal year." It
Mr. Bryan knows what he Is talking
about this reference to a deficit Is

Secretary
amastngly disingenuous.
Cortelyou punctured this particular
Bryan gaa bag effectively soon after

Copyright, 1908, by The Mail end Exprea Company.

TAFT ON THE STUMP.
“That was no ‘con’ talk. He ain't
great orator, but you bet he means
irhat he says.
Bryan wouldn't have
told us the truth as plain as that, but
he meant what hfesaid, and he's got
the nerre to tell The truth.” These
sre but a few of the comments, all of
the same tenor, which could be heard
when Judge Taft addressed 400 coal
miners recently at Athens, Ohio.
In the speech Hr. Taft declared to
the union miners that he had Issued
Injunctions. Said he: "I issued them
because the rights of the' plaintiffs
demanded it.
When I am on the
bench I enforce the law, and I have
to
offer."
After the utterno apology
ance there waa a pause of almost dramatic Intensity, and then those 400
miners broke not only into applause,
but cheers.
With the Nebraskan manipulator
of language in mind Judge Taft said
to a Sandusky audience: “I cannot
dwell In the cerulean blue, but have
Because Bryan
to deal with facta."
has more experience than any public
speaker of the day on the stump, and
this experience includes several Presidential campaigns in which he was
the candidate it was thought In some
quarters that the Republican candidate might be at a disadvantage at
this game. But Hr. Taft hasycome on
amaxingly in this regard. At llrst he
spoke from manuscript, then from
notes, and at Sandusky and Athens
he spoke extemporaneously, as he did
at various points on the route to Cincinnati, and the effect was Instantaneous in spontaneity of responsive
chord.
Bryan s ability at word painting
and to clothe glittering nothings with
poetical language, is now becoming
It is
to be regarded merely as such.
all something apart from the business
in hand. It is like play acting. Good
enough to see and hear, but very little use when we all get back to work.
All very entertaining, but no help in
the affairs of life that daily press.
For this reason Mr. Bryan's light and
airy nothings do not make the lasting
impression on his audiences which the
simple truths that Mr. Taft etpreases
with such absence of oratorical effort
make upon bis hearers.
The situation is something like the debate between Douglass and Lincoln.
The
former tickled and swayed his hearers, but they carried away what Lincoln said, and the great Abolitionist
had completely won them when they
Much in the same way
got home.
Bryan's most enthusiastic auditors
for the most part will go home and
think it all over and then vote for
Taft.
Oratory for mere oratory’s sake
with nothing behind it in the way of
suggested serious achievement is the
effect produced by the brilliant orator
of the Platte.
One has been entertained by the rhetoric of young men
emerging from a college course.
ut hardly impressed as much as by
what is said by one of distinguished
public service or of achievements In
the affairs of life.
As Judge Taft
starts out on his speechmaking campaign no misgivings need be entertained as to the outlook.
to

iust

While listening to or reading Bryan’s attacks on wealth, good Americans should not forget the example
furnished by William Howard Taft.
Ho has been a public servant many
How much
years and is still p*or.
do you suppose he could have received from any big corporation law
firm during that time for his legal
services had he been willing to lay
aside his duty to his country to feather his nest.

TAFTS CHARACTER AND BRYAN’S YALE MEN’S FEALTY TO MR. TAFT
(From the Philadelphia Press)
The difference between Judge Taft
and Mr. Bryan is precisely the difference between the policies for which
President Roosevelt and the Republican party stand, and the crasy,
half-baked proposals of Populism,
corporation haters and railroad baiters, to which Mr. Bryan Is the real
heir.
The Republican legislation of the
last four years proposed a fair, impartial court, in the Interstate Commerce Commission, where any shipper could go who thought a rate too
high and any railroad who thought a
rate too low. To this was added the
requirement of complete and accurate
reports of all railroad operations.
Justice, law and publicity are the Republican Roosevelt policy, snd Judge
Thft is its direct heir by character,
training, experience and records But
this is not what Mr. Bryan has inherited or the estate to which he has
been adjudged heir in the probate
court of public opinion.
The wholesale sweeping cut of freight rates, the
harrying of railroads, wild schemes
for Government ownership, laws denying railroads and corporations a resort to {he Federal courts—these are
the assets of the inheritance to which
William J. Bryan, Populist, agitator
and corporation baiter, la heir.
It is because the American people
propose to reform railroads and great
corporations by justice, law and publicity that the voters of the country
turn to Judge Taft as the rightful
heir of the work of the past four
years.

(From the New York Son.)
It may seem to these conservative
Republicans—and there must be conservative Democrats who are in substantially the same frame of mind—
that even granting, which we do not,
that the Republican platform Is not
superior on the whole or at least a
little lass demagogical than the Democratic, granting that the Roosevelt
policies are to win, whoever Is elected,
still ltr. Taft by his character, by his
training and experience as a lawyer
and a Judge, by his essential sobriety
and sagacity, is naturally more conservative than Mr. Bryan and more
likely to give the country an administration satisfactory to conservatives.
Somebody Is going to be disappointed
and disillusioned, no doubt, in a year
or two, but we can't believe that the
disillusion and disappointment will be
in relation to the nature of Mr. Taft.
NO

NATIONAL POLICY.

The Democrats In dealing with the
as in other matters, havb shown
that they are good critics but bad
actors.
Their platform will not declare for free trade, but they will attack the protection policy of the Republican party with arguments which,
if sound, would Justify free trade. If
entrusted with power In the Executive
offloe and both branches of Congress,
they would adopt an Illogical tariff
giving liberal protection to the industries of tbe South and grudging or
inadequate support to those not represented in that section. The fact is4
that the party has no National policy
and Is united only In distrust of the
purposes and policies of the opposi-

tariff,

tion.—Dubuque Times.

Now that Samuel Compere Is in
polities he must expect to be closely
watched by many of his followers who
are dnxlous to see whether he pill
develop' any ambitions for personal
benefit.

Rising above the comparatively unimportant and conventional considerations that surround Mr. Taft's college days, one enduring feature appeals to the attention. That Is the
absolute and unquestioning loyalty
with which his classmates, and Tale
men generally, cleave to him.
The
fealty of '78 men to Mr. Taft Is Infinitely stronger than It was when
they clasped hands for the last time
as undergraduates on commencement
day.
The reasons for this are plain. He
has flattered them by vindicating
their faith that he would go far In the
world's affairs: that, as hls father
prophesied of him as a boy. “Mediocrity will never do for W1IL" And
he has returned confidence with confidence. loyalty with loyalty, affection
for affection and trust for trust.
He
has never put aside an opportunity to
acknowledge the Indebtedness to the
men of '78 for the uplifting Impulse,
the sustaining force that their regard
for him has been In dark hours when
discouragement and balled endeavor
mocked.
Taking a leaf from hls personal experience, he narrated before the snident body of the University of Wisconsin, In a talk, on college friendships, this Incident:
‘While In Manila In 1»0J I was
alone In what they call the ‘palace.’
with only Chinese servants, and I
was on my back with a very painful
illness.
The government had not
been going just as we ail would have
liked It. The newspapers were criti-

cising,

as

they always do. but they

seemed to have more ground for criticism at that time. The shadows of
night were coming on, and the day
had just reached that period when
everything that Is burdensome or pessimistic seems to lengthen with the
shadows. I was very much
depressed,
when a cablegram was handed me.
• ate naa
been celebrating her
200th anniversary, and all the class
had gathered there to honor her In
that celebration.
I had forgotten It
In the woes I had, but when this
cablegram was opened I remembered.
b *hat It said:
'We love you.
Bill, and we are with you in everything you are doing. Yale, ’Tg.’
“Now, if the sun had returned and
shone into that room, it could not
have given me more light.
It could
not have given me more
strength to
meet the burdens which were not
light at that time, than that message
from those men. I could feel myself
standing elbow to elbow,
knew that they were my most nnir
ous
crltlcs,Ythat they would bearany
defect that a man might hare because
they knew that his heart was right;
that they would bring to bear in
their judgment of him the
charity, the
love and the deep feeling of
companwhich
ionship
nothing but a college

because"

friendship

can

give."

Mr. Taft recently was quoted
expressing himself in this way:

as

“I can’t conceive of
anything more
depressing than to be denied participation in an active campaign or to be
kept quietly in one place, depending
wholly upon necessarily fragmentary
reports as to what is going on and as
to what conditions are."
So Judge Taft said, la
speaking of
prospective speaking tour. Tkis
is characteristic of the man
Me
could not shirk if he tried.

pis

““P*1*11 buttons are In great
demand in Delaware and Maryland.
Campaign buttons do not vote, but
their wearers do.
What’s the answer?

the fiscal year closed on June 30. He
Issued a statement showing that when
the proceeds of bonds sold were added to the receipts from taxation and
miscellaneous sources, and allowance
was made for the redaction of the
public debt, there waa no deficit, but
The appearance of a dea surplus.
ficit was only arrived at by counting
all expenditures for the Panama Canal and other public works, and falling to count on theside of the receipts
the proceeds of the bonds sold for the
It is the
construction of the canal.
custom In nearly every other civilised
for all
bonds
Government to Issue
public works, bnt so large have been
the receipts of the Treasury of the
United States that It has been the
custom tp pay for these permanent
Investments of capital ont of current
receipts. It is a bad system of bookkeeping. and-.Secretary Cortelyou has
announced tkat he proposes to correct
It might have been pardonable
It.
for "the man In the street" to be misled by the present form of Treasury
statement.
It la not pardonable on
the pact of a man who pretends to be
Mr.
n student of public questions.
Bryan must either confess himself s
stupid novice in regard to public
finance or as deliberately seeking to
mislead the people as to the facts
The tremendous expansion of military and economic activity throughout the world haa undoubtedly led to
a volume of expenditures which calls
In Gertor serious consideration.
many it became necessary last spring
to issue a large loan to cover ordinary expenditures and to consider every
possible means ef Increasing tatation.
In France the ministry even pressed
through the Chambers the proposition
to tax the coupons of the public debt,
thereby taking back from the clttren
In taxes what It had promised to pay
him In Interest when he loaned his
capital. In Great Britain changes
in the rate of the Income tax afford a
ready means of adjusting income to
expenditure, but the burden fails heavily first upon the small shopkeeper
and Is shifted by him largely to the
masses whom he supplies with dally
necessities.
In all these countries
substantially all public works of a
permanent character, whether great
or

small,

are

charged

to

special

ac-

counts.
Secretary Cortelyou Baa aireau,
announced that he la having the system of bookkeeping at the Treasury
overhauled and modernised. All admlnlatrattona In the United States are
prevented from applying the pruning
knife resolutely to expenditures, because there Is not the complete control of the budget hr a single Minister
which prevails In Europe. Some steps
In this direction should undoubtedly
be taken, but few voters are likely to
be misled as'to the relative elllciency
and Intelligence In taking such steps
by a
which
shown
be
would
Bryan administration on one hand
or

a

Republican

administration

Taft on the other.
Mr. Taft in his speech or
acceptance requested the supporters
of Mr. Bryan to put their lingers on
the Items where expenditures could be
reduced. He pointed out

headed

by

Mr.

legitimately

that the Increase was due chiefly to
the enlargement of the navy, the construction of the Panama Canal, the
extension of rural free delivery, the
enforcement of the pure food ana
meat laws, which have probably saved
hundreds of lives, the rigid supervision of the railways, which has been
demanded by public opinion, the reclamation of the arid lands and the
preservation of our national forestsIf Mr. Bryan knows anything about
finance let him put his Unger on those
Items In this list which he would wipe

out from the budget of effcsndltures
materially reduce.

or

when bo buildings an threatened—ons
on the Amherst
quarter, one on township
No. a, and one on township No. 40.
State Fire-Commissioner Ring In a re
MANY MUSICIANS AMONG SUMoent statement of losses by forest Area In
MER PEOPLE.
Maine daring the year, says the Agnme
hare been greatly exaggerated. Heplaoos
they take lively uttebeet in the
the loss In Hancock county at
fg,000.
TOWN AND Am MANY LOCAL
Commiaslpner Ring will have to nvlae his
figures as far as Hancock county is connnrrmmom.
cerned. Thv-*a,000 would not cover the
luniWin Hancock county daring the early
[Theodore W. Kevin, In Pittsburg Dltpatth.]
summer, and fte Ares of the past week
have done many times that amount of * Thii
lovely little Heine village, nettling
damage. At Brooksville alone over 3,000 at the foot of Blnehill mountain, seventeen
acme have been burned
over, much of it miles away from the nearest railway
valuable timber. The Surry Are bas done station,
prides itself on the quaintnese
damage estimated at |3,000, and the and twenty of the village itself and on the
Black's meadow and Nioolin Ares as much
churning views down Blnehill bay. It
mom. This does not take into account also sets
great store on its mineral spring,
the Ares which have burned over
large the water of which is thought by many
tncts of up-river timber land or the great to be as good as some and better than
expense of Aghting the Ares.
others of the more celebrated springs of
this country.
Hiarroaic voBEsrr fixes.
Well may it be prond, for its estimate of
The forest Ares which have
raged in
Maine this year call to mind other great itself is not unwarranted-it has great
forest Ares which have attained historic beauty and it has a wonderful spring.
But the great distinction of the place—
importance. One of those most frethe unique feature-is elsewhere, at. least
quently referred to in Maine is the
in so far as the great outside public is
Miramichi An. The government
forestry
department has Just issued statistics re- concerned. Down Along the shores of the
bay below the village is a cottage comgarding that great Bn.
It began its greatest destruction about munity filled with summer visitors—"rusticators,” the townspeople call them. It
I o’clock iu the afternoon of October
7, is not a fashionable resort; it is one whose
1826, at a place about sixty miles above
the town of Newcastle, on the Miramichi citizens want rest, who really want to lead
the simple life, and who succeed in doing
river, in New Brunswick.
Befon 10
o’clock at night it was twenty miles below what they want.
The unique character of this settlement,
Newcastle.
In nine boon it had destroyed a belt of however, lies In the fact that it has become a stronghold for musicians of naforest eighty miles long and twenty-five
miles wide. Over mom than two and one- tional renown. They are present in numhalf million acres, almost every living bers, and they love the place. They rest;
absorb the beauties and pleasurA of
thing was killed. Even tbe Ash were they
their surroundings; they gain needed
afterwards found dead in heaps on the
strength for the next musical season.
river banks.
THE COUNTRY’S GREATEST.
Five hundred and
were

forest fires.

MUSICAL BLUEHILL.

county VILiaXY hanoooe
TH&BATBNED.
LAGES
BPwrato OH all non
JBSS STILL
of

sLLHWOKra—mu

build-

iifoa nun.
nnr.ng

the put week foreat Ares which
of

Ellebeen burning In the vicinity
stnee the middle ol
orth, pome of them

uaamed alarming prodr suddenly
down upon uveral
srtions, and swept
ill,!?os'

tb* bubbt raw.
began with the northwest
trouble
The
The Are which hae
Je d last Thursday.
tor weeks in the Best Sorry
en burning
and in a few
oodp, got beyond control,
thru mllu, leaping Fatjurs travelled
pond stream and crossing the North
.„d road half a mile above Sorry village,
boilt winter henew camp and hovel
were burned.
re last bv Ralph Cushman,
were aeHouses on the North Bend road
Wslv threatened, trot neighbors turned
the bnildinge.
lt and by hard work uved
change in the direction of the wind
idav took the Are dour to Barry village
d tor a time the whole village was
reatened. Buildings at Eaat Burry also
,d a narrow escape. A big crew has
and Surry now
en at work on this An,
□aiders danger put. The Are is well
ider control to-dny.
BLACK’S MEADOW FIRE.
The tire which hu bun burning at
act's meadow wu carried, by the windt
iwn upon the EUaworth-Lnmoinc road,
d several times doting the week alarms
VC been sent oat tor help to seve butlduveral of which bad
gs at Beechland,
rrow

escapes.

change in the wind,
The same Are, by
la swept down upon the West Hancock
where the Tborun, Linacott and
n

ninety buildings
Their presence here in such numbers is
burned, and a number of towns, including
Newcastle, Chatham, and Douglastown, so phenomenal that I think it is no exag[es (arm buildings narrowly escaped were destroyed. One
hundred and sixty geration to say that the entire musical
uction. The An it still burning, but
persons perished, and nearly a thousand world ot the United States, and in that I
hidings are now In immediate danger. bead of
stock. The loss from the include professionals ot high snd low
AT XKJOUH.
Miramlchi Ore is estimated at $300,000, not degree, students ot music and countless
thousands of amateur musicians, now has
Is are burning on both aide* of tbe including the value of the timber.
The FUshtigo fire of October,
toad at Nicolin. The depot and several
1871, was its attention directed toward this modest,
still more severe than the Miramichl. It quiet, quaint, little Maine village.
ms in the vicinity were saved with
This musical oolony has been a thing of
Iculty. North Ellsworth citizens turned covered an area of more than 2,000 square
t in force, and by strenuous work for miles in Wisconsin, and involved a loss in slow yet steady growth. The pioneer was
veraI days, bad the firs pn the western timber and other property of many mil- Prof. Jnnius W. Hill, of Boston, who came
de of the railroad well under control by lions of dollars. Between 1,200 and 1,500 many years ago, and who at the time was
in charge of the department music at
persons perished.
mday.
Other fires of about the same time were Wellesley college. There were only two
The tire on tbe eastern side of tbe railed is still burning fiercely. Tbe Mc- most destructive in Michigan. A strip or three summer cottages here and but
onald and Woodruff camps were threat- about forty miles wide and 180 miles long little of the shore front was taken up. So
He
■ed Monday, but it it believed the fire was devastated. The estimated loss in he had a free choice of location.
Farther up tbe Green timber was about 4,000,000,000 feet, board selected an elevated position at the head
in be held now.
measure, and in money over $10,000,000 of the outer bay, from which point is a
ke shore are tbe Uneeda Best, Woodfine view clear out to the open sea.
art and Wilson camps, and though tbe Several hundred persona perished.
In the early part of September, 1881,
Shortly after him, Wolf Fries, then
re is not near thoae camps, a crew of men
working to keep the fire from spreading great fires covered more than 1,300 square cellist of the Boston symphony orchestra,
miles in various parte of Michigan. The came to Bluehill to spend his summers in
that direction.
The lower end of this fire, in the high estimated loss, in property, in addition to the hope of improving bis health. He
ind Saturday, crossed tbe railroad and many hundred thousand acres of valuable bought a dozen or more acres ot land
>me down within one and ODe-balf miles
timber, was more than $2,300,000. Over fronting the bay. It was principally pine
f EUsworth Falls.
5,000 persons were made destitute, and the woods, only two or three acres on the shore
The Nicolin fires hive so far burned off number of lives lost is variously estimated being cleared. Mr. Fries took off his coat
and went to work. He spaded, he raked,
(teen poles of the new power trane- at from ISO to 500.
The most destructive fire of recent years he hoed, he weeded by hand the summer
liasion line from Ellsworth to Bangor.
was that which started near
Hinckley, through; be enjoyed it, and it gave him
While
the health. He then went back to his winter
Minnesota,
September
1,18M.
At North Hancock a fire started along the
area burned c-Ver was has than in some work with the orchestra, well fitted menilroad last Thursday destroyed the
other great fires, the loss of life and tally and physically for the arduous labors
mbrose Hodgkins house and barn owned
property was very heavy. Hinckley and of the season. His Bluehill summers, it is
r Isaac
Baliahnry. 8. E. Merchant’s six other towns were
added many to the years of his life,
destroyed, about 500 said,
landings in the same vicinity also caught lives were
and mote than 2,000 persons as well as gave him physical comfort to
lost,
In, but wars saved with the exception of were left
destitute. The estimated loss in enjoy them.'
l paint shop.
Next came the Thomas Tappers—Mr.
property of various kinds was $25,000,000.
BBOOKffVILLB HAS BAD FIRE.
Tapper,. the well-known lecturer and
writer on musical subjects; Mrs. Tapper,
Fire which started in the meadow near
AMUSEMENT NOTES.
“a Norwegian,” the brilliant pianist and
Walker’s pond, in Brookaville, has grown
teacher of the piano at Boa ten (now of
to alarming proportions. The fire is so
KEITH’S THEATRE, BOSTON.
New York). Their fancy ran to woods,
located that whatever direction it takes,
A show that gives promise of making an
and they bought and built in the centre of
tome village or settlement is threatened.
almost'ideal vaudeville offering has been
From time to time they
a dense forest.
Last Thursday, Buck’s Harbor was in
arranged for next week at Keith’s, the added to their
possessions, until now they
[restest danger, and since then Brooks- Eight Kellinos,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
acrob^tg,
rille. North Brookaville and West Brooks- Qardner Crane and company, Adeline have over a hundred acres of. forest land,
running from the sea back to the hills a
rille have each in turn bad tbeir anxious
and
Dunlap
company, Cameron and half mile
away. “Tapper’s Woods,” with
days.
“ChristmaB
on
the
Flanagan,
Island,” its rambling wood paths, its clifiB from
Brookaville is divided by a brook, and Carroll and
and
the
three
Weston
Cooke,
which splendid views are obtained, is one
on this tbs fire fighters have made a dessisters being among the bookings.
of the attractive places.
perate stand, fighting uigbt and day to
and
“The
“Pixley’s Prodigal Parents,”
DESERTED VERMONT WOODS.
prevent the fire spreading to tbe western Night of the Wedding,” two of the seahalf of tbe town. So far they have been* son’s new
Then along came Franz Kneisel, the
sketches, will have their initial
successful. They have a line of fire five Boston presentations. The former
by Mr. violinist, the organizer and leader of the
■lies long to fight.'
and Mrs. Crane and their company. “The most finished, most perfect quartet in the
Only two buildings have so far been Night of the Wedding" is of a different United States, if not in the world-the

S
II

burned in Brookaville-the

summer

cot-

type; the cast is made up of Adeline Dun-

tage of Prof. W. U. Touaey, of Tufts col- lap, Frank McCormack and Viola Fenlege, Mass., valued at $3,000, and tbe barn garth.
of Eugene Cousins, loss
$G00.
There is no better novelty vocal art than
lesterday a new terror waa added to “Christmas on the Island” as done by
the tires in BrooluviUe.
Two Area were Sidney Deane and his trio of assistants.
discovered ootaide the Are line, and half a Carroll and Cooke with a bright line of
mile (rom the Are, which there is every talk and some new
songs; the three Wesreason to believe were etarted by an in- ton sisters in a
dainty instrumeutal offercendiary. Fortunately they were discov- ing ; Juggling Delisle and new kinetoered promptly
by the Are patrol which haa graph pictures will help to round out the
i*en established, and were extinguished bill.
fcefort gaining great
headway. The
BOSTON THEATRE.
belief that there is a A rebag at work has
Denman Thompson's “The Old Homearoused the people of Brooksville more
than the danger from the Ares.
stead” has been played continuously,
under one management, for a longer
AT
PATTEN’, POND.
than any other play ever staged in
A lire which started on the west side of period
this country. Mr. Thompson himself is
Patten's pond about two weeks ago, has
the part of “Uncle Josh” at the
spread rapidly. It has reached the shore playing
Boston theatre, and the engagement is now
of lower Patten’s
Bros.’
near
pond
Gasper
in its fourth week. “The Old Homestead”
camp, and is spreading toward the stream
has been seen in every city of any conwhich joins upper and lower Patten’s
in this country, and has bean
Pond. Should it succeed in crossing this sequence
in New York city more than a
stream the new Foeter camp on lower played
thousand times. Plays of great merit
Phtten’s pond, and the Coughlin and
last for five or six seasons, and
Mason camps on upper Patten's pond generally
then go into the stock houses for occawould be in danger, as wall as the
upper sional representation. The one exception
“strict of the West Ellsworth settlement.
has been Mr. Thompson’s delightful play,
KBE ON NEW WALTHAM HOAD.

Saturday afternoon

and it has been on the go for many years,
this being its twenty-third season.

Are started on the
"altham road, landing from the Stabawl
fond to the old Waltham
road. The Are
*as near the
Goodell place. Then ia a
continuous stntch of thick growth between this point and the booses of SenaM*io and Chief-Jostles Emery, and the
carrying the An In that di™cti°n. A large crew of men was sent to
®™i *nd by Sunday had it under conwol.
a

famous Kneisel quartette. Mr. Kneisel
had been summering somewhere in the
Vermont woods and he liked the place.
But, unfortunately tor Vermont, he came
to Bluehill on a visit and fell in love with
it. He bought what in local circles is now
called “Kneisel’s Point”. He built his
cottage at the edge of the water, and by
improving his point, making roads and
flower beds, be made a beauty spot of
what had been a forlorn waste. He now
sits on his veranda and enjoys a lovely
view over BluehiU bay, with its background of Sargent and Oreen, and the
other mountains on Mount Desert island.
Mr. KneiBel not only finds the climate
health-giving for himSelf, but also on account of its singular dryness, good for his
beloved instrument. A violin string will
last several times as long here as anywhere
else on the coast. There is no more enthusiastic Bluehillite than Mr. Kneisel.
He has demonstrated his abiding faith in
the future of the place by becoming the
largest owner of shore property among the
summer residents.
Henry E. Krehbiel, the musical oritic,
writer and lecturer, of New York, is another who was attracted hither some years
since. He lives op on the ledges in a cottage which peeps out far enough above
the surrounding woods to give him a most
extended and inspiring view. Almost any
day when he is not out stewing on the
golf links, on the deck of a deep-sea fishing junk, or among his beautiful flowers,
he can be found either working In comfort
at hia musical work or entertaining friends
on his cool, flower-bedecked piazza. It is
not unusual to hear Brunhilde’s impassioned song high on these rocks at early
morn—it is Mrs. Krehbiel bidding her
husband god-speed on his fishing trip.

riUsl Devotion.
A Southern Congressmen tells of a darky
in a Georgia town whose best quality is
his devotion to his aged parent. Once the
Congresaman asked Pete why he hadnever
married.
“Why, boss”, explained Pete, “I’s got
I had t’ do for her, tah.
an old madder.
Ei Idoan’ buy her shoes and stockin’s.
j she doan’
none.
Now, boss, you tee ef
git
1 was t’ git married I’d-have t’ buy 'em fo’
timbeb destroyed.
be
takin’ de shoes an’
an’
dat’d
mah wife,
MBS. NEVIN’B “AIRLV BEACON”.
Pirss an still burning on all aides of stockin’s right outer my ole madder’s
Weekly.
mouf.”—Harper's
At
BlushUl Falls, perched on a massive
"“Worth, though held in check. Only a
rook against whioh the waves dash eter***** l**B of three or four days’ duntion
a mark of
nally and from which one has an exfan extinguish them. Thousands of dol- To avenge one’s self js never
tended view both up and down the bay, is
worth of woodland an being de- greatness.
•troysd dally.
It is so much easier to forget a favor “Airly Beacon”, the lovely summer home
Thna large Ana iff
of Mrs. fSthelbert Nevin, widow of the
than to forgive an injury.

.burning op-river,

|

eom^mr, to whom the place U

dedicated.
MfC Nevin has been coming here some
ehe
love* the place. She baa added
yean;
quite largely to her poearealona since her
original purchase, and now owns several
other cottages besides the one ehe occupies. To this delightful spot such musical
visitors aa David Biapham and Miss Kitty
Chant ham Journey from year to
year, aa
Mr*. Nevin still keep* np the lovely at moswhich
phete
reigned at her home during
the lifetime of her husband.
Bitting high on the ridge road called
Booth street, and having a
aweeping view
over Bluehill bey to Mt. Desert end other
islands which fringe the coast, la the handsome summer home of Mrs.
Virgil P.
Klin^ of Cleveland, O., who, as Miaa Ober,
was the able manager of the Boston Ideal
open company some years ago. .Mrs.
Kline is a true BlnehiUite,
having been
bom here.
In th* “little brown cottage" built on
the rocks with the waters of the bay beating at the foot of the porch steps at high
tide, is Dr. Horatio Parker, of Yale, the
composer of oratoripB end of the finest
church music of the day. He came here
for the first time last year, on the recommendation of his friend, Mr.
Kneiael, to
balld himself up after a severe attack of
fever.
He
typhoid
was a new man when
he left, and, like the others, an enthusiast
on tbs place.
Hie family was in complete
harmony with him on the subject, and so
they decided to come back again this summer.
He is reported to have a bad attack
of “the buying and building” fever.
A NORWEGIAN'S COTTAGE.
A tow miles down the bay, also almost
overhanging the water, snugly ensconced
in aa opening with a aoUd
background of
forest frees, is e most attractive cottage.
The American flag gaily flies from the tall
flagstaff, while motor boats, canoes and
akifls dance the waves beside the private
Sock which is immediately in front of the
veranda. It is the home of Mr. Willeke,
the new cellist of the Kneisel quartet.
Last year after Mr. Kneiael returned from
Europe, where he had been to engage the
two new members of his
organization,
Mr. Willeke and Mr. Roentgen, the entire
quartet came to BluehiU for rehearsal
purposes.
w mie many nours a
I
day were spent in
hard work, there was still time for the
individual members to get acquainted
with the country.
It reminded Mr. Willeke of Norway,
where he has spent a number of summers,
and it charmed him equally as much as
the Scandanavian fjords and mountains.
80 he decided to buy a cottage, which he
succeeded in doing last winter, and this
spring he added to his holdings by making additional purchase of shore front on
either side of him.
Miss Olive Mead, the talented violinist
and leader of the Mead quartet, has, with
her mother and sister, occupied a little
cottage hid away among the trees on a
lovely cove, one of Mr. Kneisel’s possessions. She only spends the first month
of her summer here.
Still another notable in the musical
world who is resting here and who makes
a desirable addition to the
musical colony is 0. Zach, formerly concert-meister
of the* Boston symphony
orchestra, now
leader of the St. Louis orchestra. He and
his wife and child are stopping at “The
Homestead”, a comfortable establishment
situated in the centre of the cottage com-

munity.

What with all these artists, tha musias Dr. Frank Damrosch and
Walter Damrosch, who visit them frofn
time to time during the season, and the
pupils who follow their masters hither,
there is music wafted on every breeeze.
This statement is not merely a
poetical
way of putting it-it is so in fact. Music
comes floating to you out of
cottage after
cottage; it comes over the water; it ebbs
out of shady coves and echoes out of dense
forests, from voioe, from piano, from violin, from cello.
Well may the hermit

Mala* people, aw intelligent, educated
and appreciative—they pmu oat *»
mum,
from the village
blacksmith, who ie a real
artlet in hi* trad*, to the merchant and
protection*! man. They oome iron nttr
and far. I can well remember that thaw
w*e no more intereeled
or appreciative
listener at the concert! last year or the
year tefore, or the year baton that, than
Mr. Dority, tbe characteristic
stage driver,
who drove all the way from
Sedgwick,
ten miles away, to be
And so
present.
they oome from Sedgwick, Brooklin,
Penobscot, destine and other distant
places to enjoy, really enjoy, the classical
music provided for them.
The road fund benefits and the work of
macadamizing the shorn road goes on
steadily from yeer to year. Thiz improvement is almost entirely dne to the efforts
of the moaicel colony, and it ■
peaks
volumes for their good citizenship. It is
disinterested work, and la all the mon remarkable and creditable when yon consider they are all workers and ara all
busy. They come here to rest, to be awe;
they breathe in the delicious air; they
drink tbe water; they enjoy the
bathing;
they indulge in the eea sports of Ashing
and sailing; they play golf; they drive
*nd go picnicking; they have
clambakes;
but while they do these things and thereby improve their digest ion and strengthen
their nerves, they also work—Kneisel and
hie quartet in the most exacting rehearsals on their winter programs; Tapper on a musical text-book; Mrs. Tapper
on a comprehensive work on
Orieg, her
countryman; Parker on a new musical
composition; Krehbiel on tbe English
edition of the biography of |Beethoven.
This in addition to the giving in some
cases of lessons to pupils who have
journeyed hither to be at the feet of their

masters in

lovely

THE CHIPMUNKS LISTEN.

And right here let

the
chipmunks in the Tapper woods. There
are many of them, and they have become
me

tell you of

quite tame. They even come up on the
porch and they play on the porch rail,
where they make the woods echo with
their sharp chirp. But good music charms
them, and to listen to it they are willing
to suspend their unmusical chirp. On
many an occasion they have been noticed
sitting on the rail listening with rapt attention to Mrs. Tapper’s playing on the
piano. They stop their call as soon as she
starts to play and keep perfectly quiet so
she continues.
When she stops
they start up their chirping again, to be-

long

as

come

qui6t

once more

the moment she

re-

her w'ork.
These musicians not

sumes

only take pride in
improving their properties by building
sea walls, cultivating flowers and making
charming walks and driveways, but they
work lor the public good. They are public-spirited to a degree.
Probably no other village in the country of 1,000 inhabitants has had such highclass concerts as Bluehill during the past
few years—with numbers by Mrs. Tapper,
Mrs. Krehbiel, Mr. Kneisel and his quartet and Dr. Parker, and an introductory
address by the gifted Mr. Krehbiel, what
artistic entertainment could be had
desired? And what moved these artists
to give their time and skill in a public
concert at such a small place? Solely
their love for H; their sincere interest in
its welfare; their broad-minded, public
more

or

A d»e that hurts your

foot is like an ill-natured

companion—kcep$JWU

in a bad temper, loo.
A shoe that
fits
the foot is a strong aid
to solid comfort, rad
therefore to good cheer.

really

Women who weer La France
•hoe* are cheerful women ^-r*
their feet are aiway* comfortable.
They are contented women be>
came
their dues

thcyknow^that^

became La France shoeeare made
of the (inert and mart carefuly
selected materials and by wort
manship which has no wperior in
the thoe-malring industry—therefore they wear far longer than you
would expect such dainty shoes
to last you.
I

C— hillrTW a patrol Him h—
aha** at Ua —» am opportunity.

c. L MORANO,
ELLSWOBT H, HE.

Cherry Jelly from Apples.
To make cherry Jelly oat of apples,
throw a handful of cherry leaves into the
while boiling. After the leavea have
jelly
boiled some time they can easily be lifted
out. Jelly made this way tastes exactly
like cherry Jelly.— Ifoman't Bone Com-

panion.
He is

no

less

a

faithful friend who di-

vulges the secret that yon could not keep
yourself.

MARINE LIST.
Hancock Connty Porta.
Wmt Sullivan—Sid Sept 17, sch Willie L
Maxwell, Philadelphia.
Sid Sept 18, sch Lavolta, Bostcn.
Ar sch Emily B White.

BORN.
BARTLETT—At Bluehill, Sept 20, to Mr and
Mrs Charles L Bartlett, a son.
BROWN—At Elleworth, Sept 16, to Mr and
Mrs Erbern Brown, a son.
BUNKER—At Ellsworth, Sept 16, to Mr and
Mrs Lewis M Banker, a son.
CAERON—At Stonlngton, Sept 16, to Mr and
Mrs Aagueto Caeron, a daughter. [Teresa.J
HUTCHINSON—At Stonington, Sept 18, to
Mr and Mrs John Hutehinaon, s son.
STAPLES—At Tremont, Sept Ui, to Mr and
Mrs Daniel Staples, a daughter.
TREWORGY-At Surry, Sept 18, to Capt and
Mrs Solomon J Treworgy, a son.

married!
ARCHER—BROAD—At Bangor, Sept 8, by Rev
J A Woodworth, Mrs Minnie Broad to Amos
H Archer, both of Aurora.
BURRILL—LITTLE—At Dedham, Sept 16. by
Rev G W French, Miss Inez Ella Burrill, of
Dedham, to James Clarence Little, of Amesbury, Mass.
ROBINSON—HANSCOM—At Amherst. Sept
18, by J H Patten, esq, Miss Cassle M Robinson to Lafayette Hanscom, both of Amherst.
SOPEB-CONARY—At Surry, Sept 14, by G D
Garland, Mrs Ida G Soper, of Surry, to
Albert E Conary, of Orland.

American, $2.50

DIED.
BARTER—At Stonington, Sept 19, Stephen M
Barter, aged 66 years, 5 months, 20 days.
BROWN—At Orland. Sept 18, Mary E, widow
of George W Brown, aged 68 years, 5 days.
EMERSON—At West Newton, Mass, Sept 20,
Joseph Emerson, aged 71 years. 8 mouths.
Funeral at West
Newton
Wednesday.
Burial at Surry Thursday.
HUTCHINSON—At Stonington, Sept 18, infaut son of Mr and Mrs John Hutchinson.
JELLISON—At Boston, Sept 7, Charles E
Jellison, formerly of Ellsworth, aged 47
years, 5 months.
KER8TED—At Ellsworth, Sept 22, Benjamin
F Kersted, aged 67 years.
LIVINGSTON—At Bar Harbor, Sept 16, Mrs
Philip Livingston, of New York.
M’KAY—At Bluehill, Sept 19, Aileen Louise,
daughter of Mrs Donald S McKay, of New
York, aged 5 years.
MONOHON—At Waterbury. Conn, Sept 18,
Mrs Aura A Monohon, of Ellsworth, aged 32
years.
WILLIAMS—At Bucksport, Sept 21, Walter A
Williams, aged 68 years, 3 months, 7 days.
WILLIS—At Lamoine, Sept 13, Andrew W
Willis, aged 83 years, 10 days.
WILLARD—At Stonington, Sept 14, Merle
Sylvanus Willard, aged 1 year. 29 days.

day

per

and up.
The only moderate crtced hotel of repo*
tatlon aud consequence in

PHILADELPHIA.

i

|

■

|J

|

Commission jffltrdjants.

POTATOES! APPLES
AND SQUASH.

•

We charge the lowest price
for selling the above, $7 and
$10 a car, and obtain full market price. Write for particulars.
—

Providence Brokerage Co.,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

abatrtistmrnu

POULTRY WANTED.

THE—

HYDE, WHEELER CO,
(Established 1864)

CLARION.

41 North Market St.,

Whether It's a range or a fura “Clarion”, it is

Can

\

nace—if it is

to meet every

Market reports, tags, shipping certificates. stencils, etc, furnished free.

Strictly Commission.

J. P. ELDRIDGE,
Main Street.

Ellsworth

fftatnfiumai

spirit.
It was to secure a fund to improve the
WIRING.
roads leading from Parker Point—the centre of the summer colony—to the village,
Pull Lines of
that these musicians have each summer
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
given their services gratis in the concerts.
AND FIXTURES.
They have not been content to merely take ERIa«u{«a wiriii aid S-;;I1m CkMrt.ll; 111ml
ANDREW M. MOOR.
part in the program; they have In addition organised and carried on the pre- Mala St, (under Dtrtgo Club)
Ellsworth.
liminary arrangements.
It is unnecessary to say that the con- REAL
ESTATE.
certs have been a great success; artistically
it could not be otherwise; financially it
U you want to tell your shore
might not have been, but it was. The
property or other real estate, list
ft with Bay P. Eaton. 146 Maine
summer visitors know and appreciate the
St, Bruns wick, Maine. Form,
worth of these artists, and are present in
erly Register of Deeds, Cumberland County.
numbers; and the townspeople, the real

ELECTRICAL

Boston, Mass.

get top market prices and will
make prompt returns for

VEAL LAMB POULTRY EGGS
Butter and Farm Produce.

requirement.
Made by the Wood Bishop Co,
Bangor. Sold by
sure

j FRANKLIN
M.
Physician
Telephone,

ffiatfi*.

FARROW
D.

and

Optician.

2-4, West Brooksvtlle

WEST BROOKSVILLE,

J>R.

G. A.

MAINE.

PHILLIPS,

DENTIST.
Office

over W.

Lipgky’s Clothing Store,

WEST SULLIVAN, MAINE.

*

I

h

fcamuuvjmm

They are, all in all, an industrioni,
jovial, genial, gemuefMieh lot of people.
I doubt if there ie another suoh gathering
anywhers in this country. What Northfield ie to the Bible student, Chautauqua
to the
seeker after education, Cornish
(N. H.) to the artist, Biuehill soon will be
to tbe mnsician, if it is not so already.

song

who from time immemorial have held
sway in these pine forests, look to their
laurels.

___ _

ah*ccKMMoanm

masters.

cians, such

thrushes, skillful

_•__

1

a

V

hat tubtcribert at 107 j
r* r h* 117 poet-ofteet in ttuncock emai|.
tnt other paper* in the County com- I
S
M «rd dm not reach to many. The America > it not the only paper printed in
•ci neock county, and hat never claimed to
he, but it it the only paper that ean prop
tr<y he called a County paper; all the
eo*t are merely local paper*. The circulate
The American, barring the Bar
‘or Record’* evmmer lief, it larger
H
'hat of all the other paper* printed
th
(•
/ancocn county.
•

American

COUNTY NEWS.
* RANKLIN'
Mrs. Adelaide Dunn and daughter, Miss
Bernice, returned from their eastern trip
last week.
Miss Lucy Butler is at home from
Nort heast Harbor. Miss Lola Dyer is expected this week.
The drama, *‘The Country Minister,” is
Billed to be played at West Sullivan Monday evening by local talent.
Dr. H. F. Collins and daughter, Miss
Virginia, left for Washington, D. C.,
Tuesday for an indefinite stay.
Mrs. Olive Bliss left on her return to
•Kansas Friday. She will visit in Bangor,
Waterville and Boston en route.
Miss Edith Perkins,

oi >ew

York,

is

at

home to spend some time with her parents, John D. Perkins and wife.
Pearl Phillips, wife and chiJd, of Concord, N. H., will arrive this week to visit
their parents, Robert Phillips and wife.
The Baptist association here and the
fair at Cherryfleld are an attractive combination of events this week, but their dates
conflict.
Ex-Mayor Springer, of Norw ay, Mich.,
is expected this week to look after the installing of a furnace at his residence,
Green Gables.
The Epworth league, which discontinued meetings through t be summer, will
meet for

reorganization Friday evening

at

Ahe Methodist vestry. A large attendance
is desired.
Edward Perkins, with his brother Albert,
of Boston, arrived last week for a vacation,
and to accompany home Mrs. Perkins and
their infant son, who have been spending
the summer with her parents.
James Applin joined his wife and two
children here last week, they having Been
guests of Mrs. Fred Donnell. They left
for their return to Massachusetts Saturday. A disastrous fire has deprived them
of their home and its contents since Mrs.
came, and a new home will have to
Applin
be located.
The grangers arranged an attractive entertainment at town hall, Thursday evening when Mrs. Olive Bliss, oi Argentine,
Kan., was heard in several recitations,
and humorous, which delighted
Mrs. C. J. Watson was
er
hearers.
equally entertaining in her musical selections. After the literary feast, an appetizing supper was served.

Esthetic

OBITUARY.

The funeral services of Dr. Howard H.
Homer took place at the Methodist church,
Friday afternoon, Rev. M. F. Macomber
officiating. The illness of the deceased
extended back three years or more, and for
a long time he had been confined to hia
bed. He was a pbyt ician field in high
esteem by his patients, and by citizens
generally, and it was a matter of sincere
gegret to all wrhen his own physical condition forbade his response to his professional calls. During his practice he had
been an enthusiastic worker about his
home farm, as his orchard and shade trees
mutely testify.
He leaves a wife and family of nine children. The children present at the last sad
rites were Mrs. Bertha Newman, of Southwest Harbor: Mrs. Helen Snowman, of
Bucksport: Mrs. Alice McFarland, of
Salisbury Cove, and Mias 8arie, who lives
at home, and the eons, Percy, John and
Benjamin. The daughter Mary and the
eon Jay were unable to be there, though
the latter arrived home Friday evening.
Tne nonu pillows, wraaitk ana otner
flowers were beaut ifuL siieut reminders of
filial love. Pastor Macomber’s remarks
were
appropriate and appreciative of the
dead physician, which touched a responsive chord in the hearts of the assembled
townspeople whose sympathy is extended
to the bereaved family.
1
B.
Sept. a.

COUNTY N EV

carried water to the Are, and soon had it
extinguished.
Edward Butler, his mother and sister
will leave tor Jamaica Plain this week.
Mrs. Oliver Fernald will remain a few
weeks longer.
Amy.
Sept. a.

We idUUwnl

Philadelphia.
Mrs. Harry Lawton has been organist
at the Congregational church since Miss
Gladys Mayo, who served so efficiently
during the summer, has returned to her
a

school in

Kent's Hill.
Clinton Hamblen has moved his family
into the Fred Robbins house, lately vacated by Stephen Harmon, who has moved
to North Jonesport, where he is employed
in the canning factory.
Dr. George A. Neal, who was called to
Nebraska by the serious illness of his
brother Wilder, returned last week, much
his
pleased aswith his trip, reporting
brother
rapidly recovering, his mother
in excellent health, and both contented in
their new home.
Mrs. Sarah F. Rich came from Attleboro,

__

and sails to old familiar
Alfred Mayo came from Saco to
call upon his uncle, staying but a day or

with

drives

scenes.

Dr. Henry F. Fernaid baa dosed bis
cottage hare and returned to hit duties aa
inftke agricultural college at
Amherst, Mass.
Thursday a brisk Are sprang up in Mis.
Milan’s pasters, near Fedric Oilisy’i
and school children
toned at JotnedaO the hose they could
water
collect to the
pipe, then with pall*

entomologist

A Reliable

Remedy
Cream Balm
Elf'strick*
akaerkat.
it

Skttt Relief at

_

Telephone Talks

Party-Liners

_

on relatives.
Mrs. Jordan will remain for
WINTER HARBOR.
I a visit of severs! weeks witb her daughter,
Mamie Gray left Saturday for Bangor
Charles Allen, of Bar Harbor, is spendAaron
Salisbury.
for a few weeks.
ing a few days here.
Davis.
Sspt. 21.
Dwight Braman closed the Manor house
John Merchant has gone to West Sullifor the season Sunday.
van to work for Dr. Phelps.
FRANKLIN ROAD.
Mr. Hammond, of Wilton, is teaching
Henry E. Frasier left Monday for Boshigh school, which commenced to-day.
Bln. Mary Ames has returned to Boston, where he*has employment.
Mrs. Harry L. Moody and daughter
ton.
Bradley Keith, who has been employed
Eleanor returned to Newbury port SaturBln. Stella Shaw is in Bangor for a tew
at the Malvern, Bar Harbor, ia home.
day.
Mrs. Victoria Heal, who has been visit- days.
Capt. and Mrs. Allen, of Prospect Har- ing her sou, William Coombi, returned to
Miss Lucy White baa returned to her
bor, ware guests of Mrs. Moses Hawkins her home at Lincolnville Monday,
school in Boston.
over Sunday.
Janies E. Phillips and wife hare reEdna Hamilton left Monday for
Miss
The Misses Wilson, of Bangor, and Mrs.
where she will spend two turned to Toledo, O.
Rowe, of Bradford, have been recent Waterville,
weeks with her sister, Mrs. J. B. Cole.
Miss Ven Johnson spent a few days in
guests of Mrs. Charles Allen.
Franklin
J.
Anthony, wife and son, of Bar Harber recently.
Sept. a._H.
Bar Harbor, are spending a few days here,
Wallace Black and wife, of Dedham, reguests of Mrs. A. J. Flint and other rela- cently visited A. E. Tracy and wife.
MARLBORO.
tives.
Alton Houston, wife and little girl an
Rev. E. S. Drew was called to CherryMrs. Abby Bowden, who has been ill, is
fleld Sunday to conduct a fnnersl. Rev. visiting Mn. Houston's sister, Mn. A. E.
better.
Mr. Mayo supplied the pulpit of the Bap- Tncy.
Eben Kingman has gone to Eastbrook
tist church Sunday evening.
Mn. Horace McFarland and little sons,
to visit his sister, Mrs. Mary Dyer.
About 250 attended the Odd Fellows' pic- and Mn. Heath bare nturned to their
Miss Audrey Hodgkins, who went to nic and field
in Brighton, Mass.
home
exercises Saturday. The
Passadumkeag to teach, came home ill foil program day
was carried out, and a most
Mn. Blay Black, of Dedham, has nSaturday.
enjoyable outiDg ia reported by all. Music turned to her home after a week's visit
Edward Hodgkins and wife, of Goulds- was furnished by the
Winter Harbor band with her sister, Mn. A. E. Tracy.
boro, were here a few days last wee|f vis- and by Young’s orchestra.
Allie Buckley and wife, of Hew York,
iting friends.
E.
Mn. Woodruff and daughter May wen
Sept. 21.
Hamlin Kingman and James Piper, of
guests at Mn. Elizabeth Tncy’s recently.
HANCOCK POINT.
Eastbrook, were guests of S. H. Kemick
G.
Sept. 20.
and family a few days last week.
A. L. Young’s family have tboved home
a.
Are.
from
the
Point.
Sept.
AMHERST.
Mabel Allen is visiting her mother in
Mrs. Amanda Haynes, of Athol, Maas.,
her cottage at the Point.
PARTRIDGE COVE.
Grace McFarland has returned to Hol- is visiting hen.
The wells in this vicinity are all getting
W. H. Silsby, who hat been employed in
yoke college to resume her studies.
dry.
W. A. Crabtree and wife have moved the State house for the last two years, is
Mrs. F. T. Burkhart and Earle Tinker
at home to slay.
attended the North Ellsworth fair Thurs- into the Clark house for the winter.
Mias Cassie Robinson and Lafayette
Mrs. Sarah Crabtree is with her daughday.
Hanacom wen married Saturday afterE. E. McFarland and wife and Miss ter, Mrs. A. B. Crabtree, for the winter.
noon at the home of the bride's mother,
Addie Ingalls attended county grange at
Henry Ball and son Whiting and Mr. Mrs. Sarah Robinson, J. H. Patten, eaq.,
Cline have gone into a camp for a few days’
Eastbrook.
officiating. Ice-cream and cake wen
The Ore set by the train last week fishing.
served in the evening to a large number of i
W. H. Phillips and wife will attend the guests. Mn. Peter McDonald entertained
burned the Ambrose Hodgkins house and
all
the
of
S.
E.
fair
at
buildings
barn, also caught
Cherryfleld. Mr. Phillips ia one of by selections on her gnphophone. Mr.
and Mn. Hanacom received many presMerchant, but only his paint shop was the judges.
burned.
H. L. Robinson, who has been assistant ents.
O.
postmaster for the summer, left Saturday
Sept, a.E.
Sept. 21.
ness.

And the Golden Rule
Party line telephone subscribers virtually

They jointly pay for
If they
not to

a

are

co-tenants of

were

infringe

upon the

• building they would be carefu
rights of others. That same regard

acted

as

their fair share of the capacity of that line.

Lengthy conversations on uulmpoftant matters, the prattling intercourse of children, phonograph concerts, and the like
—these sometimes

congest party lines and give

cause

!j

A
I

party line telephone has been likened

main line of railroad.

telephone spur track is in

tion—when the

to a spur track on a

line is closed to traffic, not

merely

use, the entire main

to other spur tracks on the

line, but also to incoming trains consigned to any part of the
line.
for the principle of the Golden Rule will do
party line difficulties than all the rules any tele-

Ordinary regard
more

to avert

If |I || ;|.f 1
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For State Auditor:
•Charles P. Hatch, Augusta, rep... 589 006 196 75 101 93 48 164 119 94 11 157 69 110
Everett M. Mower, Augusta, dem 379 440 94 44 78 »t 5 99 282 85 26 145 68 72
James Perngo, Portland, pro.... 3
2 1
2
1
1 1
1
1
..

Representative

to Congress:

Augusta, rep 590
*fdw'.i,n«9£ur!e‘Kh’
1
Gould, Skowhegan, dem 378
™

Kobt G. Henderson, Madison, soc 14
Wm. I. Sterling, W.terville, pro.. 3

For Senator:
*Lu«re B. Deasy, Eden, rep. 576
VNa!k.er’ p»atine. rep 584
S.'. “,ar2. V.
Mm*. -No-33-dem. 389
M-A. WerdweU, Penobscot, dem 382
C. D. Gray, Eden, soc. 14
J. M. Young, Surry, soc. 14

4

|

For Gorernor:
•Ber: M. Ftrnaid, Poland, rep.... 573 562 193 73 101 93 48 158 111 91 11 147 68 103
Obadiah Gardner. Rockland, dem 391 464 95 46 76 34 5 106 271 65 26 156 69 78
Curtis A. Perry, Portland, soe.... 14 27
1
1
1
2
1
4 2
3
Jas. H. Ames, Bowdoinham, pro.. 3
3
2 1
1
1 1..
1
1
1
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C Conary, Bueksport, rep 588 537 194 75
Herbert L. Graham, Eden, dem.. 375 515 92 44

99 93
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11 152 68 108
11 153 68 110
26 147 68
71
26 149 68
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1
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3
1
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3
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42 40 204 121 11
37 40 206 136 11
1
1
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1
1
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97 109 86 10 17 132 173
98 97 130 S3 10 17 134 175
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1
1
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For County Attorney:

•Wiley

48 184 121 93 11 154 68 110
5 99 280 64 26 144 68
71

82 22 279 108 48 IS 22 58 17 100 97 110 86 10 18 133 177 100 34
38 40 192 120 11 9 24 39 34 107 58 91 61 1 21 115 160 176 14
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For Register of Probate:

'T; F. Mahoney. Ellsworth,rep....
H
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93 44
31 5 99 256 66 26 146 68

dem35‘

Fo* She riff":
•Forrest T). Silsby, Amherst, rep.. 546 583 155 88

89 93 38 163 110 92 10 148 62
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For County Treasurer:
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Chas C. Thurlow, Stonington, rep. 158 93 94 2
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•Frank P. Merrill, Bluehill, rep.;. 164 72 102
Arthur L. Young, Hancock, dem..IS 66 60
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28

MS..

•James H. Jones, Bueksport, rep.i. 256 108 44 14 a 56 17
R.P. Harriman, Bueksport, dem...a7 130 15 10 S S 36
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Joshua E. Goes, Orland, dem..
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VOTE OF HANCOCK COUNTY, SEPTEMBER 14, 1908.
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But there is this important qualifies-

..*'r~

Elected.

for pro-

test from other tenants in common.

\

•

co-tenants.

single telephone line.

for the equities should keep them from Infringing by appropriating to themselves more telephone service than can be ex-

__

_

John Whitmore arrived Sept. 16 from
Honolulu, H. T.
Mrs. Dole, of Jamaica Plain, Maaa., and
her eon, Jamee E. Dole, of Honolulu, H.
T., left Sept. 15.
Prof. E. B. Homer’i family have returned to Providence, K. I., and Dr. Archibald and wife to Newton, Man.
Miae Louies L. Fernaid left Wednesday
for bar work aa .teacher of music in the
Perkins institution for the blind, South

pages

_

two.

The grammar
Schools opened Sept. 14.
school is taught by Mrs. M. E. Trask; the
primary by Miss Annie Holmes. Principal Edw'ards attempted to enter upon his
dutiefcin the high school, but a case of
malarial fever prostrated him, and after a
week’s serious Lines* he was taken to Bar
Much
Harbor hospital for treatment.
sympathy is felt for Mr. Edwards, and
hopes are entertained for his speedy recovery. Supt. Norwood gave instruction
to the students a part of each day last
week, but the present week will find
Charles Rea in charge until Mr. Edwards
is fit for duty.
SPBAT.
Sept. a.

Mta

NORTH LAMOINB.
Mia Ethel M. Pierce, who ha epeat the
pat month et E. P. Yonng’e, will return
to Boeton Thursday.
Mrs. Abbie E. Austin will lave Thursday for Lawrence, Mass., to visit her
daughter, Mrs. Daniel Champion.
Forrest Richardson, Lester Y oung, Eunice Coggins and Mrs. Millard Rlttredg*
attended the county aiming sM Omen
Mountain Pomona at East brook Saturday.
Y.
Sept. a.

to resume bis studies at Bowdoln college.
The cilice will remain at the Point until
Oct 1.
Hie. Arthur Crabtree-and little son Alfred are home from Halifax, N. 9., where
they spent the summer.
Miss Shirley Hale, who has been visiting her grandmother, Mrs. Rebecca Hale,
has returned to her borne in Boston.
E.
Sept. a.

Once.
morning to enter Colby.
It cleanses, soothes,
Dr. S. B. Overlook, of Pomfret, Conn.,
Henry Smith, of Steuben, spent the
heals
and protects
week-end with relatives here.
is a guest of Dr. S. E. Phelps.
OTIS.
the diseased memMiss Harriet Conners, of Boston, was
Mrs. C. H. Abbott and Master Theodore,
Warren
is very poorly.
O.
O.
brane
resulting
from
here recently calling on friends.
will spend the winter in Bangor.
EAST LAMOINE.
Catarrh and drives
School began Monday, Mise Jennie*”
Prank Wakefield and wile are receiving
The drama, “A Country Minister,” will
Mr. Butler and wife, of Boston, who
of
teacher.
Johnson,
Brewer,
away a Co'.d in the
be presented to-night at K. of P. hall.
have spent the summer at William Deecongratulations on the birth of a ton.
Head quickly. KeMrs. Adalbert Crosby is visiting her lale's, lure returned to Boeton.
Dr. L L. Larrabee and wife, of EllsMiss Minnie Bunker has returned from
at Waltham.
Mrs.
Roecoe
stores the Senses
Hsslsm,
mother,
Northeast Harbor, w here she has been em- worth, spent the week-end at Dr. LarraMia* Addie Hodgkins baa returned to
George Black and Ed tally returned last Vance boro to resume teaching, attar Taste and Smell,
bee’s.
ployed.
Friday from a week’s fishing at Mt. Des- spending the summer at her home her*.
gieu or by mail. In liquid
A. B. Havey and wife, of Caribou, were
Capt. S. O. Moore and Mias Margaret ert.
Ely Brothers, .V; 'Warren Street,
bare been visiting in Ellsworth a few
week-end visitors at the home of B. B.
Bept.a.B.
I
fun
baa
returned
Aaron
Mrs.
Salisbury
days.
Havey.
few days’ visit with bar daughter, Mrs.
Miss Jane Moore has returned from a
A representative of Booth Bros., the
Bert Smith, of Bucksport.
granite contractors, of New York, was in Stenben, where she has been visiting relaDaniel Young, who has been employed
tives.
town Friday.
intervals of two veers st New York on a
Mrs. John Stinson was called to lamoine st
Dr. George A. Phillips, of Hancock, has
yacht, has returned home.
opened an office for tie practice of the last of the week by the serious illness
The Moreys, who have spent the sumof her father.
dentistry over Lipsky’s store.
mer here, cloeed their cottage Monday
Miss Ella Tracy, a recent guest at Dr.
Mrs. E. V. Smith and daughter Beatrice
and returned to New York.
have returned from Massachusetts, where Larrabee'i, leaves this morning for CaliCharles Salisbury and family, of Pittsfornia for the winter.
Mrs. Smith has been on business.
are visiting his
parents, Nathan
Mrs. Lucy E. Coombs, who has been field,
Undet the direction of Mrs. H. H.
and wife, and other relatives for
Salisbury
comHavey, a choir has been organized, lad ies spending a few weeks with her daughter a few weeks.
Keep in touch with the world
in Bluehill, is home.
posed of some of the talented young
with their
and
of the place, who will sing at the MethoSeventeen members of Winetka council, fi James Jordan and wife, of Ellsworth
E. Clough
—and see to it that the world
wife,
dist church.
;
D. of P., visited the Sullivan council SatKests,
11a, made a trip to Eddington last SunThe schbols have
commenced, with urday evening, and report a fine time.
Mrs.
to
visit
Mr.
Jordan’s
sister,
day
Clarence Haver teacher in
grammar
Mrs. W. P. Hewins and Master Murray Charles Kinney.
nay keep in touch with you.
school; Maude Colby, intermediate; Bes- have returned to their home in Dorchester.
Mrs. Wallace Tibbetts is very low. Her j
sie Uordon, primary; Flora Goodwin, the Mass. Mr. Hewina will remain until the
brother, Edmund Anderson, witb hi* wife
primary at Sullivan, and Edna Havey and close of the sardine season.
and son Ralph, of Bar Harbor, came for a
Florice Clark, at East Sullivan.
Schools open this morning. Miss Sarah few
Vox Populi.
days to visit her. Her other brother,
Sept. 21.
Harriman, of Bucksport, will continue Peter Anderson, of Bar Harbor, is expected
with the primary, and Miss Prancena
to-day.
SULLIVAN HARBOR.
Quimby, of Auburn, a student of Bates,
Mrs. Asa Flood, of Ellsworth, accomwill teach the grammar.
Mrs. Fred Clark is visiting in Bangor.
panied by her mother, Mrs. Mary Jordan,
C.
21.
Sept.
of
on
busiis
in
New
York
Bangor, was- in town Snnday, calling
;
Harvey Dunbar
WEST SULLIVAN.

studies at

Mass., where she is pleasantly located to
enjoy the reunion with her brother, John
H. Mayo, and his fapaily, of Eau Claire,
Wis., who are being happily entertained

am

PROSPECT HARBOR.
Charles Hatchings, who has been quite
ill, is improving.
Clarke Blance leaves (or Waterrille this

_

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.
Miss Jessie Lawton is visiting classmates in Pittsfield and Bangor.
John Walls has returned from Dark
Harbor, where be has been employed
through the season.
Miss Lissa Mayo, a graduate of the Bargor high school, left last week for a course
at Mt. Holyoke college.
Miss Beatrice Carroll left Saturday to
visit her brother, E. E. Lurvey, in Brooklin. Arthur Inman left by same boat for

Cmmnlp Kama

S

4 3
3 13

_

8
9

424

89

SB
838
861 128

£££ lETwuraaa
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news.

station, wbo has been visiting here, left
this week

!ty
ers

If»

here.

CertainlyDoes
\fa1ra
XVUUviD

Cooking
Easy

recently.

Mrs. Lizzie Bowden, of East Bluehill,
visited her sister, Mrs. Caroline Ames,
last week.
Vedneaday.
Miss Emma C. Wardwell leaves to-day
Hooper Barrett, who has
of her nncle, J. H. Hooper, to resume her studies in the hfjgh school
at Castine.
Tuesday.
been received announcing
Capt. Reuben Deverenx has returned
1
Miss Lulu Powers to Dr. from a trip to Rockland in the Caroline
of New York. Miss Pow- Kreifcher.
ly of this town.
Lyman Rlake. of Bangor, is spending
and boys were called
from this place to belp
Brooksville.
■rce returned to New York

%

COUNTY
For Additional

SEDGWICK.
Morgan is employed at

factory

here

Miss Grace Gray

children, of
Roger
Brookline, Mesa., and Mra. Herron and
of
last guests
D.
the
Washington,
son,
C.,
st the Harbor View, left Thursday.
JIrs.
Herron will spend a week in Portland before proceeding to her borne.
L. H. Bartlett left to-day for Boston.
His mother will remain for a while before
joining him there.
Thursday morning fire broke oat in the
ell of the J. A. Closson hoase. There had
been no fire since early morning, when
Mr. Closson bad left by steamer Pe squid
for Rockland. It is supposed to have
caught by a spark from the hotel chimney
which is hut a few feet away. There was
a strong wind blowing from the north.
That the entire village would be wiped out
seemed inevitable. The church bell was
rang, and in an incredibly abort time a
crowd collected. Mach credit is due U.
D. Thurston, I. M. Stanley, J. P. Carter,
E. J. Day and Ralph Sargent, who cut
through the roof and worked in the thickest of the smoke till the fire was extinguished. Mr. Closson, also all those
whose property waa in jeopardy, extend
thinks to the men and women who
worked so hard and effectively.
H.
Sept. 21.
SEAWALL.
The northeast gale of last week did a lot
of damage to the lobster traps along the
Seawall shore.
Thelma Dolliver, Zola Newman and
John Ward are attending high Bchool
Southwest Harbor.
Melvin Moore, of White island light

2Hriicrttsnnnit»

A GREAT DISCOVERY.
Certain Ingredient* That Really Grow
Hair When Properly Combiaed.

the development of

Philocarpin, although

new

not

germs,
a

coloring

matter

or dye, is a well-known ingredient
for restoring the hair to its natural color,
*ben the loss of hair has been caused by

disease of the scalp.
| These ingredients in proper combination, with alcohol added as a stimulant
•nd for its well-defined
nourishing prop•rties, perfect the most effective remedy
that is known for
scalp and hair troubles.
W e have a
remedy which is chiefly composed of these ingredients, in combination
*ith other
extremely invaluable medicinal
•gents.
We guarantee it to positively
•

Mabel Waite has gone to Hebron
attend the academy.
Mrs. Lois S. Eaton bas returned from a
visit to Mrs. ChUcott, in Bangor.
Mrs. F. L. Mason, of Ellsworth, is the
guest of Dr. Harry Mason and wife.
Schooner Wethebesec is loading stone at
the Settlement quarry for New York.
Schooner Adeiia T. Carleton is loading
stone at Green island for New York.
Schooner Urlinic is chartered b\ RyanParker Co., to carry stone to New York.
Rev. J. P. Si noon ton has been spending
the past week at his old home in Rock-

port.
Benvenue Co.s’

Steamer

York.
Miss Evelyn Tyler bas gone to Portland
to work in"the millinery store of Miss
Amanda Warren.
Mrs. Wiggin, with her granddaughter,
of Melrose, Mass., is visiting her son, Dr.
Chester Wiggin.
District Superintendent Haskell and
family will go to Ellsworth next week to
spend the winter.
Mrs. John Kelley, who has been visiting
her daughter, Mrs. J. P. Plunkett, has returned to New York.
Dr. George B. Noyes and Mrs. Noyes are
at home from Charleston, where they have
visiting their old home.

son's wharf.

Nelson Y. McFarland, Capt.
Frank Perkins, is at Wasson’s wharf beSchooner

ing repainted.
Miss Caroline M. Joy will leave here
Wednesday morning for Grand Forks,
N. D., for the winter.
George Kethman and family, who have
spent the summer at the Brookside,

returned to New York.
Mrs. James Varnum, who has spent
several weeks with her brother, E. E.
Mills, has returned to Revere, Mass.
Mrs. Nancy Smith has returned from
Brewer, w here she has been to attend the
funeral of her brother, Capt John Nelson
have

b^en

Joseph C. Harmon, the democratic candidate for representative, is receiving conon his election.
gratulations
Walter Moore and George Otis Tapley,
The Portland Packing Co. will open the
who have been visiting their grandmother,
The factory gives emMrs. George H. Tapley, have returned to clam factory Oct. 1.
ployment to many men and women.
Rockland.
Fred Stream and wife, who have spent
Saturday night Tapley Bros, loaded a
summer here,
leqpe next week lor
000- bushel steamer with fresh herring the
Their many friends regret their
Boston.
from their weir, and will load the second
leaving.
boat this evening.
f B. S. Thurlow and family and Ernest
Tomson.
Sept. 21.
Bates and family,* wbo have spent the
summer at McGlathery island, are home
NORTH SEDGWICK.
Lord.

are guests
of Capt. Wilillegal Nature.
P. Low e.
Miss Mary Knight is teaching at Vinal- Bor additional County s eics tee other pages' To all persons interested m either of the e*»
tates hereinafter named.
haven. Mattie Knight is attending U. of
At a probate court held at Bluehill, in »ad
M. at Orono.
gott’s Island.
for the county of Hancock, on the first
8. T. Lowe arrived home $bis week from
day of September, a. d. 1908.
Miss Teresa Fredrick left for New York
following matters having been preMarblehead, Mass., where he has been
sented for the action thereupon hereinTuesday.
yachting the past season.
School commenced Monday, Miss Vira after indicated, it is hereby ordered that noThe summer cottages are closed with the
tice thereof be given to all persons interested*
exception of the Old Manse, owned by Joyce, of Atlantic, teacher.
by causing a copy of this order to be pubMrs. Emma Hardy, of Milton, Mass.
Winfield Gross, of Orland, is visiting lished three weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper published at
Mrs. S. T. Lowe and little daughter his sister, Mrs. Laura Moore.
Ellsworth, in said county, that they may apMbs Marion Trask, of Atlantic, is visit
Gertrude, who have guests of Mrs. Lowe’s
pear at a probate court to be held at EllsAlvin A. Carter and wile, in
worth. in said county, on the sixth day off
ing her sister, Mrs. Charles Harding.
a. d.
at ten of the clock in ths
October,
ockland, three weeks, are home.
Amos W. Staples has chartered the forenoon, and 1908,
be heard thereon if they see
Miss Grace Hatch, of Somerville, Mass.,
sloop Jessie, and will lobster m her this cause.
who has been spending a few weeks at S.
fall.
Catherine A. Coney, late of Eden, in said
T. Somes’, has gone to South Deer Isle for
county, deceased. A certain instrument
The
short visit before returning to Somer*heavy spa of Thursday badly porting to be the last will and testamentpurof
\I aville.
wrecked Philip Moore’s weir just as he said deceased,
together with petition for prowas having a good run of fish.
bate thereof, presented by John J. Coney, the
Capt. A. F..- Holden, of yacht Eugenia,
All the boarders left Hillside this week executor therein named.
owned by Col. Morrell, of Philadelphia,
Margaret A. Martiu, late of Sullivan, in said
to return to their homes- Mr. Bently and
mfcde a short visit home recently on his
county, deceased. A certain instrument purfamily for Chicago, and Mr. and Mrs. porting to be the last will and testament
of
way from r^ar Harbor to Bristol, R. 1., Fawver
for
New
\ork.
said
deceased, together with petition for prowhere he will haul up for the winter.
M.
V. Babbidge chartered Capt. I. L. bate thereof, presented by Charles H. Wood,
L.
the executor therein named.
Sept. 17.
Gott and the sloop Tramp, to go to EllsPriscilla G. Torrey, late of Winter Harbor,
worth and get the new Storm King fur- in said
DEER ISLE.
A certain instrucounty, deceased.
which w’ill soon be set up m the ment purporting
to he the last will and tesDr. Small went to the hospital with a nace,
tament
of said deceased, together with petichurch vestry.
tbis
week.
patient
tion for probate thereof, presented by RodChips.
Sept. 19.
erick M Torrey. the exeentor therein named.
Mrs. A. W. Greene and David Eaton, of
Maud L. Higgins, late of Bucksport, in aaid
Boston, are having houses built. Harold
Petition
that
county, deceased.
Gerry
has
both
contracts.
Joyce
Kly*»Cream Balm has been tried and not Bridges or some other suitable person
be
The three-master Elm City, Capt. George | found wanting in thousands of homes all over appointed administrator of the estate of said
presented by George F. Higgins,
J Torrey; is laid up in his harbor, as business the country. It has won a place in tbefamiiy deceased,
husband of safd deceased.
medicine closet among the reliable household
j is so dull there are few paying freights.
James Parker, late of Southwest Harbor, in
Capt. Ed. Richardson has raised his remedies, where it is kept at hand for use in said county, deceased. Fi st account of
building five or six feet, put a piazza treating cold in the head just as soon as some 1 Luere B. Deasy, administrator, filed for settlement.
around the front, and made other immember of the household begins the prelimi8. Greene, late of Bluehill, in said
which greatly improve the
| James decessed.
or snuffing. It gives immediate
Final account of T. Iff.
nary
sneezing
county
ooks of his place.
relief, and a day or two treatment will put a Coombs,O.administrator, filed for settlement.
Irene
Alley, late of Edeu, in said county,
The’sloop Linnie Bell, on which seven stop to a cold which
might, if not checked, deceased. First account of Frank O. Alley
Iversons were drowned, has been located
Albion P. Alley, administrators, filed for
by a diver, raised and brought into the become chronic and run into a bad case of and
settlement.
i harbor. One of the bodies, that of Miss catarrh.
winneia u. campoeii,
late or Amnerst, m
Pairo, was found floating by Irving Dow.
said cdunty, deceased. First and final account
| The
of Carr e A. Campbell, administratrix, filed
body was sent Saturday to her former
Banking.
home in Philadelphia. None of the other
for settlement.
Cordelia E. S'over, late of Blnebill, in said
bodies except the two found at first have
connty, deceased. First account of Forreat'B.
| been recovered, although diligent search
Snow,
administrator, filed for settlement.
has been made every day since the acciu
Amanda M. Emerson, late of Bncksport, ia
j dent.
said connty, deceased.
First account of
Elijah P. Emerson, administrator, filed for
Rex.
Sept. 21.
Is what
will

THE

Sirents,

{movements

6®/
/o

If

settlement.
Mary A. Maromber, late of Ellsworth, ia
said county, deceased. First account of William E. Whiting, administrator, filed for settlement.
Eben R. Tracy, late of Hancock, in said
county, deceased. First and final account of
Elizabeth Tracy, administratrix, filed for settlement.
Stanley W. Gray, and Everett C. Gray,
minors, of Bluehill, in said county. Petition
filed by Ruble E. Gray, guardian, for license
to sell certain real estate of said minors, aa
described in said petition.
Alpheus Herrick, late of Penobscot, in said
county, deceased. Petition filed by Milton W.
Herrick, administrator, for license to sell certain real estate of said deceased, as described
In said petition.
Frank V. Grindle, late of Castine, in Baid
connty, deceased. Petition filed by Helen N.
Grindle, widow, for an allowance out of the
personal estate of said deceased.
Amanda M. Emerson, late of Bucksport, in
said county, deceased.
Petition filed by
Augusta Pierce that the amount of collateral
inheritance tax upon the estate of said deceased be determined by the judge of probate.
Nancy W. Clay, a person of unsound mind,
of Bluehill, in said county. Third account of
G. Welland Clay, guardian, filed for settleent.
James 8, Greene, late of Bluehill, in said
filed by T. M.
connty, deceased. Petition
Coombs, administrator, that an order be
issued to distribute among the heirs of said
deceased, the amount remaining in the hands
of said administrator, upon the filing of his
final account.
EDWARD E. CHASE. Judge of said Court.
A true copy of the original or< er.
Attest: T. F. Mahoney, Register.

Ellsworth Loan atfd BoiMiDg Ass’d.

GOLDEN WEDDING.

Prof. C. B. Richards, and wife, of New
The members of the Jewish colony here
will go to Boston next week to celebrate Haven, who are spending* the summer
and
famat
Crockett
the New Year. Philip
Grey Rocks, gave an informal reception
A NEW SERIES
in honor of their
Wednesday
ily will spend the time in Rockland.
anniversary. It was a is now open. Shares, SI each; monthly pay
Capt. Stephen Barter, a life-iong resi- golden wedding
Rev.
affair.
Their
George
son,
a
dent of Stonington, died Sept. 19, after
ments, 81 per share,
of Buffalo, N. Y., was present,
long illness. The funeral services will be | Richards,
held Sunday at the L. D. S. church. Mr. I this being his first visit to Maine. All ! WHY FAY RENT
of their daughters were here, one of
Barter leaves a wife anfi son. He was four
when you can borrow on your
; whom is the noted artist and illustrator,
about seventy years of age.
Miss Harriet Roosevelt Richards,
shares, give a first mortgage and
!
Nihil.
reduce it every mouth? Monthly
Sept. 19.
and interest together
j The rooms were beautifully decorated ;
payments
with flow'ers and autumn leaves, with the
will amount to but little more
NORTH DEER ISLE.
than you are uow paying for
I dates 1868-1908 over the parlor mantal.
rent, and In about ten years you
Harold Hardy is home.
| Delicious refreshments were served, in-a
will
cluding a wedding cake decorated with
Cecil Hardy arrived home last week.
i
! wreath of golden leaves. Th- cake was OWN YOUR OWN HOME.
Miss Bertha Low is home lor a short 1 cut by
the bride of fifty yea s. Rev.
stay.
George Richards entertained the company
For particulars inquire of
Mrs. Charlena Lowe has returned from with most amusing songs and imitations.
O. W. Tapley, Sec’y,
First Nat’l Bank Bldg.
Prof. Richards is one of the faculty of
Sargentville.
▲. W. Koro. Presldeut.
Edward Thompson was home last week Yale college, and he and his wife are a
an
with
interestmost
remarkable
for three days.
couple,
|
all of whom are living aud all
Gertrude Thompson has gone to Cherry- I ing family,
present. Thore were many beautiful gifts.
field to visit friends.
Y. Z.
Sept. 17.
SHERIFF’S SALE.
Prct Edward Adams has returned to
Dorchester, Mass.
State of Mains. Hancock ss.:
SWAN’S ISLAND.
her
UPON
AN EXECUTION which isis
Mrs. George W. Lane
visiting
Mrs. Effle Bridges left for Boston Tues- rpAKEN
X sued on a judgment recovered at the term
Bister, Mrs. M. C. Gray.
of the Ellsworth Municipal Court, holden at
day, on business.
Misses Jessie and Carrie Ditto, of WashMrs. Alvan Barbour has gone to Boston Ellsworth. with'D and for the County of Hancock and State of Maine, on the first Tuesington, D. C., have returned home.
! for a week or ten days.
day of August, A. D. 1908, which said judghave
Mrs. W. D. Burns and son Philip
Owen Milan and wife and Miss Willia ment bears date, the seventh day of August,
returned to their home in Germantown,
; spent a few days recently at Southwest A. D. 1908, and wherein Alexander C.
Pa.
! Harbor.
Hagerthy, of Ellsworth. Hancock County,
State of Maine, is creditor, which said execuHon. Richard Bright and his brot her
Dr. Hawkes and wife invited friends to a tion is for the sum of ninety-one dollars and
D.
for
wife
left
Washington,
Frankand
surprise party lor Mrs. Fred Morse, on forty cents damage, anr thirteen dollars aud
C., Tuesday.
her birthday. A pleasant evening was en- eighty-four cents cots of suit, aud runs
Arthur Haverland, wife and son, and j oyed by all. Cake, punch and fruit were against the goods and estate of John Torrey,
Jr., late of Surry, Hancock County, Maine,
their
returned
to
have
Burch
Bertha
Miss
; served. Among the guests were Capt. and deceased, which said goods and estate are in
home in Atlantic City, N. J.
the hands and possession of M. E. Linnekiu,
j Mrs. Barbour, Capt. and Mrs. Ed. Smith,
and
L.
Milan
of said Surry, as administrator of said good*
Dr. Grimes, who has been visiting his ; I. W. Stinson and wife, O.
Jennie and Florence j wife, B. R. Stinson and wife, E. Sprague and estate of said John Torrey, Jr., as the
siBters, Misses
; and wife, C. Gross and w ife, Mrs. Droun, property of said John Toney. Jr., in his lifeGrimes, has returned to Philadelphia.
time, all the right* title and interest which
Mrs. Torrey, Mrs. Bert Stanley,
the said John Torrey. Jr. (tnen living) had on
A very pretty home wedding took place
S.
Sept. 19.
the 6th day of April, A. D. 1907. at eleven
at the home of Capt. Frank Haskell and j
o’clock in the forenooon (when the same was
wife Monday, Sept. 14, when their daughSURE*.
attached
on the writ in the action in which
Delraont
ter, Beulah Maud, was married to
L. B. Goodw in and w ife are at Cherry- the judgment upon which said execution isClyde Torrey. Rev. L. M. Bosworth
sued was rendered) in and to the following
Mrs.
Camp- described real estate situated on Newbury
About thirty guests were field visiting their daughter,
officiated.
was
bell.
Neck, so-called, in said Surry, to wit:
present. The popular young couple
Beginning at a stake and stones by the shore
well remembered by their many friends.
is doing quite a business
Capt.
McKay
of
Union River Bay at the southeast corner
a
silver
was
berry
the
and selling it among
Among the presents
buying
of homestead formerly of Natnan Young;
of islands from his motor boat.
spoon, the gift of the Sunday school
thence running westerly on said line across
from
a
member
been
has
which the bride
John Doherty and wife, of Brewrer, the Neck to Bluehill Bsy; thence by Bluehill
!
childhood, and in which she has always | called on friends here Monday. They Bay southerly to land occupied now or formrendered valuable service.
by Charles E. Young; thence easterly by
came in an auto with Mrs.
Nunns, of erly
said Charles E. Young’s line and line of the
Portland.
Sept.
land now or formerly of the heirs of Nathaniel
Mrs. H. A. Warren, of Plainfield, N. J., Young to the road leading from South Surry
REACH.
who has been visiting her husband’s toSurrv; thence on the Tine of land now or
of Charles E. Young to the shorb of
Edith Damon, little daughter of Mrs. mother. Mrs. H. A. Gaspar, left for home formerfv
Union River Bay; thence by the said Union
last Friday.
Laura Damon, is ill.
River Bay to the place of beginning, estiRev. W. H. Dunham preached at Mil- mated to contain fifty-two acres more or less.
Miss Mina Childs and little daughter
And I shall to satisfy said execution and inare guests of Mrs. Moody Eaton.
bridge last Sunday, in exchange with Rev. cidental
charges, sell all the said right, title
ill a few days last C. J. Brewer, who is assisting in revival and interest
Mrs. Ellene was
which the said John Torrey, Jr.
at
Morgan’s
Bay.
here#nd
now.
meetings
had in and to said real estate on said 6th day
week, but is much improved
S.
21.
Sept.
of April, A. D. 1907, at eleven o’clock in the
of
son
and
MaySidney,
Frank Lowe
forenoon, takfen upon execution as aforesaid,
nard, Mass., also Robert Hatch, of Somerat
auction at the oflice of Hale & HamHives, eczema, itch or salt rheum sets you lin,public
Ellsworth, Hancock County, Maine, on
crazy. Can’t bear the touch of your clothing. Monday the 5th day of October, A. D. 1908, at
an
Foley’s Orino Laxative is a new remedy,
Doan’s Ointment cures the most obstinate ten o’clock in the forenoon.
improvement on the laxatives of former
Dated September 4th, A. D. 1908.
is
years, as it does not gripe or nauseate and
cases.
Why suffer? All druggists sell it.—
D. W. Carney,
pleasant to take. It is guaranteed. G. A. I -Aivt.
Deputy Sheriff.
Psacuxa.

j

_

SUgal Notice*.

Mrs. Grace Moor, who has been visiting
her sister, Mrs. Lizzie Woolens, at BiueB.
_

STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss:—At a probate court held at
Bluehill. in and for said county of Hancock,
on tfce first day of September, in the
year of
our Cord one thousand
nine hundred and

e!ght.

her

from here have been

lighting the big lire at Surry.
Miss Evelyn Bellatty, of East Surry,
working at Josiah Cunningham’s.

j

21._H.

quite

|

produce

CERTAIN instrument purporting to be a
will and testament of
late of Columbus, in the
of Franklin, and state of Ohio, decounty
ceased. and of the probate thereof in said
state of Ohio, duly authenticated, having been
presented to the jud*e of probate for our said
cdu ty of Hancock lor the purpose of being
allowed, filed and recorded iu the probate
court of our said county of Hancock.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to
all persons interested therein, by publishing
a copy of this order three weeks successively in the Ellsworth
American, a
newspaper printed at Ellsworth, in said
county of Hancock, prior to the sixth day of
October, a. d. 1908, that they may appear at
a probate court, then to he held at Ellsworth
in and for said county of Hancock, at ten
o'clock in the forenoon, and show cause, if
any they have, against the same.
EDWARD E. CHASE, Judge of Probate.
A true copy of the original order.
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Register.

A
cop> of the last
Jane P. Dennison,

j

SOUTH 8URBY.
Clifford Coggins is attending Bluehill
academy.

j Advt.

earn

_X.

Sedgwick.

men

your money
invested in shares of the

BASS HARBOR.

j
I
j

days last week here.
Mrs. Comfort Hooper, of Sargentville, is
visiting Mrs. Augusta Sellers.
Mrs. D. A. Bridges is visiting her
daughter, Mrs. Winnie Lufkin, at West

of the

—

j

G. M. Allen, w ife and daughter Esther
spent two days last week in Bangor visiting Mrs. Curtis Durgain.
Herbert Allen, of Haverhill, Mass., who
has been visiting at G. H. Allen’s several
weeks, has returned home.
Dwight Staples fell between the wheels
of a large cart one day last week, and one
wheel went over him. No bones were
broken, and he is now all right.
Rae.
Sept. 21.

Some

JSJhWS.

_

last week.

with

COL N il

liam

afternoon,

Rev. Eugene McPheters held special
meetings in South Bluehill every evening

Odessa Bridges is staying
father, Henry Bridges.

Ellsworth

pleasant

home.

hill, is home.
Sept. 21.

M

ville. Mass.,

for the winter.

Austin Staples is attending high school
v
in Bluehill.
Mrs. Henry Clapp, of Middleboro,
Mass., is visiting Mrs. C. M. Clapp.
Nearly all the men and boys have been
in Brooksville for three days fighting fires.
George H. Allen, who has been in New
Hampshire at work for three weeks, is

__

office*6

Francis Hyde is at the
wharf loading for New

The four-master

WEST BROOKS VILLE.

iB
dandruff and to grow hair: even
the scalp in spots is bare of hair,
[hough
“there is any vitality left in the roots, it
Mr. Wilder is here for a few days. He is
the scalp having some additions made to hiB cottage.
J‘11 positively cure baldness. Ifit’s
an
inTrampshiny appearance,
Jr® a.f?lazed,
Sept. 21.
that baldness is permanent, but in
dication
other instance, baldness is curable.
ev®jy
EDEN.
We want
everyone troubled with scalp
disease or loas of hair to try Rexall “93”
Miss C. Perry, of Caribou, is visiting her
Tonic.
If its does not cure dandruff aunt, Mrs. Lydia Rinaldo.
JJ*jr grow hair
and
to the satisfaction of the
Ferdinand Emerson, of Boston, was the
we
will, without question or quibble, guest of Rev. O. F. Bnrleigh last week.
return every cent paid us for it. We print
Mrs. Flora Allen went to Winter Harbor
:ji18 (guarantee on every bottle. It has
week to visit her sister, Mrs. C. S.
*«ected a positive cure in 93 per cent, of last
Higgins.
8
d
w.^er® Put to a practical test.
vSept. a.
“93” Hair Tonic isentiraly un®d in every particular better, than
■n
anything else we know of for the purpose
The reaction
Don’t use harsh phyaics.
We urge you weakens the bowels, leads to chronic consti{®r.which it is prescribed.
risk,
entire
our
«t
Preparation
fwy- .iBwe
Get Doan’s Regulete.
They operate
know of no better guarantee pation.
yertamly
cure constipation.—
y0a* E’ G’ Moore» C01, opp' **°8t_ easily, tone the stomach,
cure

busi-

Miss

_

vents

on

page*

to

Resorcin is one of the most effective
WEST BliOOKLIN.
germ destroyers ever discovered by science,
E. H. Bridges, who has been in Verand in connection with Beta Napthol, mont, is home.
vrhich is both germicidal and antiseptic, a
Miss Lettie Carter has gone to West
combination is formed which destroys the Tremont to teach.
Mrs. Henry Bridges and son spent a few
germs which rob the hair of its natural

nourishment, and also creates a clean
healthy condition of the scalp, which pre-

tee other

ness.

Percy V., recently purchased by
will Oapt. Benjamin Arey, is tied up at Emer-

Sherman and

Supply Co.,

>LW.\

County iVrirs

STONINGTON.
Miss Mary S. Coid is in Boston

his

loon

Miss Florence
F. C. Allen's.

County

•

vacation with his parents. Daniel
Blake and wife.
Mrs. Helen Hatch, with her children,
Freda and Merton, has been visiting her
.er spending a few weeks
home here the past week.
sr, Mrs. Idella Hill,
George Wardwell, wife and son and Mrs.
nd family, who have spent Arthur Clement, of Bucksport, were at
the Center Harbor house, Fred F. Wardwell’s last week.
;o Bedford, Mass.
Capt. Converse Grant has gone on a
lusseU and Helen Brawn, coasting trip to Boston. He was accomu employed at West Ena
by his wife and her sister, Mrs.
panied
ve gone to Bangor,
Mints Hilton.
k leaves this morning for
An old landmark, the house owned and
nter Colby college. He was occupied for many years by Capt. Jairus
Dunbar and his heirs, has recently been
f his father, Dr. F. 8. Hertaken dow n by. the present owner, Capt.
David Dodge.
Une Femme.
L.
Sept. 21.
nen

•

~

~

has spent the season at
for her home in Chatta-

Mrs.

3t>btrt!Mnuntf.
__;_

10

It is expected that the
open October 1.
School began Monday,
teacher.

FflBflHHHHHHI

Sbbotiirmniti.

for a visit to Vinal haven and
Booth bay on bis way boms.
Mrs. Lewis Newman, who has been seriously ill, is now able to sit op. All hope
SROOKUN.
to see her out soon. Mrs. Will Mitchell
worth wi* In Boston lut has been with her the
past week.
Mrs. Sadie lacount, of Goose Cove, who
who has been yachting, is haa been at the
Stanley bouse since spring,
is spending a few days with her
sister,
inley and Mrs. R. A. Flys Fannie Moore, before returning home.
in Rockland,
About 5 o’clock Saturday afternoon fire
t, of York Beach, preached was discovered in the upper part of D. 8.
hnrch Sunday.
Mooney’s cottage. Volunteer firefighters,
with the Manset and Seawall host cart
b Btanley, of Everett, Mass
and puuip were soon on the scene, hut tbe
>w months here,
fire had gained such headway that nothshome from Winter Haring could be done but deaden the flames
ms been employed,
and keep them from the bouse of William
ns hss gone to Holyoke,
Dolliver. Nothing was saved from the
b will be employed.
house but a few clothes and one or two
Bodge, who has spent the pieces of fnrni’ure. Mr. Mooney’s cart
and carriage in the barn were saved, but
rent to Boston to-day.
the rest was a total loss. There were sevwas in Rockland last week
eral tons of hay in the barn. Mr. Mooney
union of his regiment,
was bnrned about the face in
trying to
bson had the misfortune to save his
clothes, and after the excitement
njuring herself severely.
was over he was prostrated.
There was no
Foley has closed her cot- ipsurance. Much praise is due the voluniew,” and returned to Bos- teer firemen.
Sept. 21. •_ Dolly.
Phlllips, of the yacht
Clarence Stanley, are at
NORTH CASTINE.
William Dunbar has gone on a surveyto
returned
Dorchester, ing trip.
lye
after spending two weeks
Miss Gladys Redman is teaching in
Penobscot.
Gott and Mildred Smith
Miss Cirrie Witbam is teaching in the
to Washington, D. C., for
Emerson district.
Mrs. Fannie Marshall, of Port Clyde, is
Tibbetts left lor Washingvisiting relatives here.
sy, after the summer at the
Deverenx Hanson has gone to Orono,
Blaisdell has gone to where he has employment.
e
Miss Lou Whitmore is visiting her
iss., to finish learning the
cousin, Miss Gertrude Dodge.
►
School In the chapel distiic’. is taught
Thompson has closed, hi*
ist End and returned to by Miss Belle Butler, of Bluehill.
C.
Miss Lena McFarland, of Gloucester,
and wife, Mr. Bayne and Mass., is a guest at J. W. Bowden's.
e, Maaa., are at Hotel DoriCapt. Frank W. Hutchins has returned
Bks.
from a visit with relatives in Bluehill.
of
Old
and
Mrs. Seymour Wardwell, of Penobscot,
Town,
swyer,
of Harrington, are em- was the guest of Mrs. Augusta Leach

OMtUtlftm. tmoUur

|
!

|

aimtrtiasmnrt*.

Notice.
Pauper
ntracted
the

with
HAVINn
support and
need assistance
r,

woru

o

care

City of EUsfor those who

during the next five
and are legal residents of Ellsworth. I
years
forbid all persons trusting them on my aomay

count, as there is plenty of room and accommodations to care for them at the City Farm
house.
M. J. Dkummzt.
Joanna:
Gold Medal Flour is

real economy.

PsuDurafc

$
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THE CEMENT AGE.
How the Material Was Discovered
Its Widespread lrse Now.
In 1756, when the Eddy stone lighthouse,
off the coast of England, was built,
Smeaton, the engineer in charge, made
experiments to find the best of lime to
mix with Roman pozzuolana for use in the
work. He found that certain limes hardened better under water than others, and
acid found that these
on dissolving in
limes left a considerable residue of insoluble clay.
This was the first discovery that the
combination of clay and lime gives hydraulic properties. Smeaton wrote: “I
do not doubt to be able to produce a cement equal to the best Portland stone.”
From this remark the name “Portland
cement” is derived.
Soon after Smeaton’s experiments, limestones containing a high proportion of
—

clay

were

found in France and

England,

ttacrtuomts.

j COUNTY NEWS. I

of Portland cement made in the United
States was less than half a million bar- j For Additional County Sow. ooo other page$ j
rels. This year it will be over 80,000,000
barrels. This is, in fact, the cement age.
BLUEH1LL.
Hoes F. Tucker, a prominent concrete enRev. W. H. McBride is taking a two
before
in
speaking
gineer of New York,
weeks’ vacation. Rev. E. Bean is supply*
the Association of Cement Manufacturers
ing the pulpit of the Congregatina) church
said:
at Atlantic City last year,
during his abeence.
increase
“You have seen your product
Augustus P. Hinckley, who has been
nothing
in fifteen years from practically
now
away nine years, and ainoe terminating
to 45,000,000 barrels, and you cannot
bis term of service in the U. 8. navy has
; supply the demand. Engineers have only
visited different countries, arrived borne
been experimenting with Portland cement
Sept, 14.
: thus far, and have found it suitable for
Among the summer residents who have
| their work, and you may be assured that
A.
within ten years you will have to furnish lately left for their homes are Dr.
C.
at least ten times the amount of cement M. Thomas and family. New York, Dr.
Eugene Riggs, 8t. Paul, Dr. W. H. Mcyou are now making.”
Donald, Washington, D. C.f and Hervey
J. Parker and wife.
A East Saving.
Don Marino Tononta. of the ducal famThursday, Oct. 1, a harvest supper will
j ily of Torionta, of Rome, said at a dinner be served at the Baptist chapel. This is j
party in New York that a certain Ameri- an annual event, and i9 always largely atcan millionaire reminded him of the fatended, as a good supper and a pleasant
social hour are sure to be enjoyed.
j mous Roman miser, Arpaguiu.
“Let me,” said the tall young man.
The annual meeting of the ladies*
smiling, “show you what a tremendous Baptist circle was held 8ept. 17. Mrs. W. !
miser Arpagnio was. As be lay dying in G. Greene was chosen president for the

j

of

*'Governor

|

Wyoming
Pe-ru-na.
Give Pe-ru-na
Great Credit

JP

Americans

f

jh.

and the manufacture of “Roman cement”
i
“i have such confiwas begun.
It was found that if the stone
contained perhaps 25 per cent, or more of
in
perclay, and was burned at low heat, the
his cold, dark, bare palace of stone on the first six months, and Mrs. F. L. Mason is
who have used
friends
burned lumps would not slake with water, ;
Corso, his one thought w-as that since he to succeed her for the remainder of the
bpt if ground to powder a quick-setting, was too ill to
Pe-ru-na that
eat, a full lire a day was be- year. Mrs. Roee Babson is secretary and i
natural cement resulted, which hardened
i
ing saved on the food bill. The doctor treasurer.
tham
in
very well, and this product soon became
/ee/
The doctor, after feel* j
was annonnced.
The double bereavement which has falextensively used. In this country the
for
looked
a
grave.
jt is
ing Arpagnio's pulse,
manuiaciure or natural remeui, sucu us
len upon the' family of Mrs. Donald S.
‘Well,” said the miser, *bow much ]
and an excellent
Milwaukee, Louisville and Rosendale, has
McKay has awakened the sympathy of all1
live?’
have
1
to
become an important industry, though it longer
the community. Aileen Louise, who was
”
was
tne
an
hour,
ball
reply.
‘Only
has diminished with the growth of Portborn here in Bluehill five yean ago this
fire.
flashed
‘•Arpagnio's eyes
land cement manufacture.
summer, after a few days7 illness, during
John W.
*You scoundrel.’ he cried. ‘Why do
If this natural cement rock is burned at
which time every thing possibly was done
ot
Ex-Oovemor
minute
the
last
run
onto
let
things
you
& high or white heat, it melts to a slag
for her recovery, went from earth, to be
this? Do you want to ruin me? Send
which has no cement properties. If, how- like
with the father who so recently entered
for the barber at once.’
the heavenly home. Most comforting serever, we take a limestone containing less
Tne barber arrived post haste.
about
cent.,
twenty
per
vices were conducted here by the assoc-iateclay, generally
said
‘You charge,'
Arpagnio, ‘twenty
and barn at white heat and grind the
pastor of the late Dr. McKay in bis church
State
for
centesimi
shaving?’
clinker to powder, we obtain a slow-setin New York, and by Rev. E. Bean. Two
signor.’
‘Yes,
hardness
of
much
..
cement
greater
were
school
musical
selections
The
ting
given.
‘And for shaving a corpse flve.lire?”
puny is authorised to use, if n ioehowa
than the natural product. This is Portchildren in the primary department were
LIST OF PROMINENT
believing, a* I do, tha( ! v so dolngltm
‘Yes.’
land cement.
the
serinvited by Mrs. McKay to attend
be for the general good.—Wm.
Arpagnio glanced at the c ock. Seven vices
Bailey,
Tom
On the other hand, it is possible to mix
and
of
them
many
Monday forenoon,
Gml W. H. Parsons, Confederate Amy, ex-State Senator,
of the thirty minutes left him still re- \
Col. C. L. Patten.
carbonate of lime (limestone, marli or
Miss
V.
L.
andTJ.
<
came, accompanied by their teacher,
labor
D.
(X,
Organisation*
of
<
CoL
L.
Clol. C.
mained.
Patten, 5«9 T St., S. f,
Bailey, Washington,
Little Aileen lay peacefully
chalk) with just the right amount of clay,
Saunders.
I
} CoL Patten, of Washington, D C., Military and Masonic Orders.
‘Then shave me quickly,’ he gasped.
Washington, D. C., a Lieutenant in tie
and thus prepare an artificial mixture
among a profusion of blossoms, <
asleep
Parliament.
of
House
Old Guard, an exclusive organiutlos
As the operation finished, Arpagnio
Hon. H. S. By an. of Alaska, Ex-Member English
'which will stand burning at white heat
herself the fairest flower of them all.
his last breath, smiling
composed of soldiers of dlrtinchonwbe
Cale.of Alaska, well known on Pacific Mope.
and yield Portland cement of the highest died. But with
rongTfissnun
22.
M.
.r,nrt
Sept.
he murmured, while the barber
fought in the civil war, and a Thirty*
happily,
done
iu
This
was
first
by Aspdin,
grade.
w
dried his cold pale cheeks.
CASTINE.
Gen. W. H. Par sens.
years' war, may accept this voluntary second degree Mason, rite* as follont
England, in 1827, and the industry rapidly
as a
•‘I have used Peruna, and dteire la
“‘How splendid! Four lire and eighty
of
Peruna
to
the
merit*
testimonial
extended in England and Germany.
and
in
W. A. Walker
family visited
Gen. W. H. Parsons Is ex-state Sena1U recommend your remedy a< au
sense of obligation on my part tor
lnvigt*.
Portland cement was first made in this centesimi saved!’
Rockland last week.
tor and ex-Special Judge of the Supreme
wonderful efficacy.”
ating Bpring tonic; also one of the beat
In
1892
the
about
1878.
amount
country
Mrs. R. O. Parker left this morning for Court of Texas, also Brigadier General
Pal
vvm.
Bat
lev.
remedies that I ever tried for coogbi,
Isn’t This a Pretty Good Town?
in Confederate Army. In a recent letter
a short visit in Belfast.
William Bailey. 581 91., N*. E., Wash- cold* and catarrhal complaints."
How do you like the town you live in?
JtJbcrtisnnma.
D.
If.
H
Washington,
92ft
W„
from
St.,
No.
Enc.
week
Past
Col.
Noah and Merton Hooper left last
Mon. R S. Ryan
<»,
Pretty fair sort of place, isn’t it? Otherington, D. C.,
•W—-v
C., this prominent gentleman says:
Hon. R.S. Ky an, n w resit!lag In Xotw,
to attend school at W’aterville.
Union Veteran legion, and prominently
wise you d move to some other town,
wouldn’t you?
“Ppon the recommendation of per- Identified with many of the great labor Alaska, vras formerly a member of th*
James Kelley and wife are receiving conA
MINISTE
sonal friends and many strong testi- protective associations in Chicago and English House of Parliament, and SeeBut you don’t think much of this town, gratulations on the birth of a son.
monials as to the efficacy of Peruna in New York, and Secretary of one of the retary to the late Irish patriot, Charles
you say? Well, what's the matter with
Miss Carrie Perkins spent several days
the treatment of the numerous symp- largest associations in the former city, Stewart Parnell. Hi* Washington ad“For many years I have been a suf- this town? If there’s a^tbing wrong,
week
friends
in
last
with
Bucksport.
ferer from bronchial catarrh, and had let's all get together and right it.
toms of the Im grippe with which I have had for nearly thirty years been afflicted dress 1* New Willard Hotel, WashingDaring the past week a great many been afflicted for four months past, I with kidney troubles.
despaired of anything like a cure.
ton, D. C. He writes: “I have nsedPtAll of us live here, and we ought to pull
Judge of my pleasant surprise when I together. Nobody living in New Y’ork or summer people have returned to their have been induced to undergo a treat- Within a short period he has been per- rnna and can recommend roar remedy
for colds and
first used Hyomei, which brought
homes.
/
ment with this Justly ce;cbrated for- suaded to try Peruna, and his present ss a very effective eure
or St. Louis or San Francisco is
complete relief. Hyomei has been a Chicago
W’arren Hooper, wife and daughter mula. I feel a decided chxnge for the healthy condition is attributed to his catarrhal complaints.”
do
for
us.
to
going
any
pulling
veritable godsend.”
Rev. Charles
Non. Thomas Calc.
On the contrary, some of those cities are Hazel attended the fair at Monroe last better after using it only o.%e week. It Judicious use of that great remedy
Hartley, Sardinia, Ohio.
Hon. Thomas ('ale, elected toCongrw
is especially good in toning up the sfoot- Washington climate is notoriously bad
Thousands of catarrh sufferers have doing a lot of pulling from us. They not week.
la well known on the PaWill Stevens returned to his work this set and has had a decided effect upon for kidney and liver troubles, yet by a from Alaska,
given up in despair. They have tried only pall away some of our best young
I therefore feel much en- Judicious use of the remedy be is now cific slope, where he ha* resided. HI*
stomach dosing, snuff, sprays and men as the boys grow up, but they pull
morning, after spending several days in my nppetite.
douches without success, and now becouraged that I am on the road to com- quite cured and in excellent physical Washington address It 13129th St., 5.
Monroe.
away many of our good American dollars,
lieve catarrh to be incurable.
restoration.
W., Washington. D. C. He writet: “I
condition.
which ought to be spent right here, where
Williim Patterson left this morning for plete
as a
But G. A. Parcher, the druggist,
brief statement of facts, without can cheerfully recommend Peruna
numerous friends in Texas, where
This
would do the most good.
“My
they
his
annual
to
Massachusetts and
holds out hope to all distressed. He
trip
lor caught *nd
have
had
the
honor
to command a exaggeration orbyperbole, appears to telj very efficient remedy
I
is
What
favorite
book?
The
mail
your
Bella a remedy called Hyomei, which
vicinity.
brigade of her Veteran Cavalry in a four the whole story, which the PerunaComle guaranteed for catarrh, colds, order catalogue? Ah, so we thought!
Mrs. Cora Parker and family, who have
Now, suppose, just for a change, you been
coughs, bronchitis, asthma and croup.
several weeks, returned Saturaway
Hyomei (pronounced uigh-o-me) is read your local paper carefully, watch the
who have been here since August, have retarget: properly holders here,and ownl
medicated air, full of the healthy vir- advertisements, and if you don’t see what day. Mrs. Parker has been at her old turned to Portland.
ii um t>er of summer estates, including o#
home in Or land.
tues of the mountain pines. Yon
additional
|T>r
Count y Sew, »«• other
$
which is just being finished. Mrs. Uvinf
you want ask the home merchant for it.
Miss
of
Swan's
breathe in the delightful antiseptic
Gladys
Island,
Stinson,
ston was a Miss M< rri*. a daughter of oaj
During the past week the town has been
all of ua trade at home a little
who spent last week here visiting Beatrice
of the oldest Philadelphia families,aij
air, and as it passes over the inflamed Suppose
more or less excited over the fire at Back’s
SOUTH
HANCOCK.
fit
more regularly.
That
to
make
ought
help
was married to Mr. Livingston about
and germ-ridden membrane, it allays
Harbor and vicinity. Saturday and Sun- Lon*, went to Rockland to-day.
a
town.
Miss
this
better
Josie
of
teen years ago. They have no children.
is
Fenton,
the Inflammation, kills the germs,
Sullivan,
caring
Misses Nettie and Beatrice Lunt, who (or Mrs. R.
And maybe if we’d keep more of our day quite a number of men and boys went
H. Yonng.
and drives out the disease.
spent their vacation with their parents,
A complete Hyomei outfit, includ- money at home to build up the town we’d to give assistance.
BUCKS PORT.
Miss Emma McCrellia, of Norway, is a
G.
George W. Lunt and wife, left tor Boston
Sept. 22.
ing a bard rubber inbaler, costa but keep more of our boj s at home.
at 8. H. Mitchell’s.
The first Grand Banker of theseuontn
guest
•
to-day.
91, and an extra bottle of Hyomei, if
the schooner T. M. Na hol»on. UpWEST STONINGTON.
•
C. S. Colwell returned last evening from arrive,
afterwards needed, costs bnt 90 cents.
Thelma.
Sept. 21.
beater Gilley, came in Thursday
One's final judge is one’s self.
a business trip to Boston.
See G. A. Parcher about it to-day.
Miss Louise Small is employed at Fred
full fare of 3,000 quintals uf cod. up.
ana*
season on the
BLUEHILL FALLS.
H. M. Kingman and wife, of Newport, Gilley reporta a good
Sawyer’s.
and the other vessels doing well.
Mr. Dudgion and family left Friday for R. I., are visiting relatives here.
Miss Minnie Simpson visited friends
at
Walter A. Williams died Monday
their home in New York.
here this week.
Miss Anna Procter,of Roalindale, Mass., home at MiUvale, at th age of siity-«if“
Dr. McDonald, of Washington, D. C., is the guest of Mrs. F. M. Watson.
he leaves*™
Mrs. Thomas Bray, who has been quite
years. Besides his wife,
returned home last week.
and two daughters Harry L. WinaM.”
ill, is improving.
Cbpt. Daniel Hagertby and wife recently Malden; Mre Hattie K. Hood, of Son*"*
The painters and paper-hangers are at spent a few days at R. C.
Mrs. Ethel Curtis is visiting at Mrs.
Hagerthy’s.
Maaa.; ind Mias Marc,a A. of
work at the Inn for Mrs. Nevin.
Edward Johnson’s.
H. A. Brown and wife, of Bar Harbor, sister, Mrs. E. W. Harriman,
ra-W dh«
ter, Maas., and four hrolbe
Mrs. Annie Dutfee, of Seaville, visited spent
And every intelligent man and woman of the Merrow Medical and Surgical InstiMrs. J. A. Hamblen spent a few days
Saturday night and Sunday at Mrs. George O.. Frederick A., and Lbarla A,
in poor health should consult some emi- tute have the combined experience of last week
her sister, Mrs, Hannah Duffee, last week. F. M. Watson’s.
at Sunset.
ail
nent specialist and thereby avoid much both old and young men, who are able to
ofBucksport._
Mrs. Bray and daughter Grace spent
The latest departures are F. M. Watson,
suffering that must come during the cold cope with any disease in the medical and
Ralph Johnson has gone to Boston,
NORTH BROOKSYILLE
line
three
can
that
be
done
last
week
friends
with
at North New York; Mia* B. M.
surgical
days
by any phy- where he will be employed.
Wooster, Walt ham,
sician, no matter where located.
A. A. Walsh, D. D., of Wellington,
Bluehill.
Mass.; Miss Blanche Smith, Newton,
Mrs. Flossie Hendrickson and daughter,
holding meetings here.
c,
Mr. Parker, of New Haven, Conn., has Mass.
is
of Bluehill, are visiting her parents, WilMrs. Lloyd, of Orland,
returned home, after spending the sum•
liam Sweetser and wife.
Frank Kelley, of Bangor, and Miss Lucy Green this fall.
mer here.
Madeline Kelley and Mrs. Cassie Webster,
Mrs. G. M.
Mrs. Janet Bailey and nephew, Paul
Catarrh, consumption in the incipient
Crumbs.
Sept. 21.
of Hudson, N. Y., were guests at Mrs. visit to her sister, Mrs. Mar)1 is cnuwu
stage, bronchitis, asthma, rheumatism, Hanford, left for Boston Saturday, after
North Sedgwick. Mrs. Dodge
diseases of the eye, ear, nose, throat,
Susie Bishop's recently.
spending several weeks here.
1UEAST BLUEHILL.
C.
lungs, stomach, liver, kidneys, scrofula,
21.
\Y.
Sept.
Mum.
Sept. 18.
chronic blood troubles,
__
Bept. 21.
Bores, ulcers,
Mrs. John Charnley and daughter Agnes
eczema, pimples, blotches and all skin
are home from Northeast Harbor.
SOUTHWEST HABBOR.
MT. DESERT FERRY.
troubles treated and cured
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Vacation
Season Is Now Over

WIBgM
£

ALL DISEASES AND
DEFORMinES TREATED

D°d«e„baSMrar?’lto2gU**,*‘
JiticaUT

_

MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS.
Howard Greene and Homer Long came
Eben Rowe and wife, gf Dorchester,
Whereat, The grim reaper has again enMass., are expected Tuesday to visit Mrs home from Northeast Harbor Saturday.
tered our lodge and removed our brother,
debility
any cause, hy| steria, chorea,
Schools began Sept. It. Htrrf Leach
St. Vitus Dance, diseases Rowe’s uncle, E. S. Jellison.
Alvah D. Rich, therefore be it
| of
the spine, paralysis and all such disMrs. A. L. Colby and Mrs. Ethel Moon teaches the grammar, and Miss Charlotte
Reaolred, That we, as members of Rowrna
etses.
Rebekah lodge. No. »l, I. O. O. F.t do deeply
spent Wednesday at Washington Junction Thompson, of W interport, the primary.
Barron Hallkenney and wife, who have sympathize with the bereaved family of our
DISEASES OF WOMEN with Harvey Colby and wife.
beloved brother.
Ladies examined without exposure and
Hudson Kingman and wife, of Newport, been visiting Mrs. HaUkenney’a mother,
Reaolved, That while we realize the overall diseases peculiar to their sex cured,
Mrs. Richard Grindle, left for Lowell,
are visiting Mr. Kingman’s
R-1-,
sisters,
ruling providence of God, we have a deep
without the use of rings, pessaries, supMrs. Lewis Jordan and Arvilla Kingman. Maas., to-day.
sense
of our loss, but feel that our loss is his
new
and
home
porters, etc., by
pleasant
R.
Sept. 21.
methods.
eternal gain.
David Pike, a student of Hartford semiThat our

I

NERVOUS DISEASES
Nervous
from

winter
neglected. The most
remarkable offer ever made in this state
by regular physicians is made by tbe physicians of the Merrow Medical and Surgical Institute, who have made more cures
in the State of Maine and can show more
testimonial* from reputable people than
any other body of physicians in the state,
in the treatment and care of chronic and
neivou* diseases, to say nothing about the
many successful surgical operations that
have been performed without the loss of a
patient. Consult the records and you will
And that they have not signed s death certificate in nine years, notwithstanding
their offices are crowded from morning
until night, with patients suffering from
every phase of disease that human flesh is
heir to. These startling cures made with
their original methods have won for them
a reputation which but very lew in business in this part of the country or elsewhere enjoy. Their remarkable diagnosis
of disease and wonderful X-Ray examinations end by tbe use of their pbonendoecope to distinguish sound! of tbe body,
their radiocbemic substance to teat secretions (blood and urine of the body), their
electric light instruments, and their refracted magno chemic skiascope to see
organs of the body, together with their
wonderful instruments, it is easy tor the
doctors to positively determine the presence of disease in any portion ol the
human body. This absolutely perfect
method of examination is at all sufferer*’
service. If you are sick and suffering,
why should you go to the old fogy doctor,
why not go to the specialist, who has had
experience in treating thousands of diaaaaea similar to your own. The physicians
months of

if

DISEASE OF MEN

nary, whose services

were

Becured for the

preached his last sermon here in
And weaknesses, arising? from overwork,
etc., causing weak or failing memory, the Ferry schoolhouse Sunday evening.
pimples, impure blood, falling of the hair,
Sept. a.
C.
etc.

CANCERS, TUMORS
And

ATLANTIC.

summer,

BROOKS VILLE.
School is dosed in district

at

Miss Rita Staple*, who ha* been at work
Manaet, ia home.

Herbert Joyce and wife are away for a
week'* vacation. Thoma* Pinkham it
driving the mail team.
8.
Sept. 21.

No. 3 until
malignant growths, enlargements
and glandular swellings removed without after the Are scare.
the use of the knife or the loss of a drop of
Mra. E. J. Sanborn and children are at
blood. No matter what your condition is,
EAST ORLAND.
how many hospitals have given you up or home from Penobscot.
how many doctors you have tried, no
Mary E., widow of George W. Brown,
Miss Ethel Sanborn is living with Mrs.
matter what your doubts may be, there is
died Friday, Sept. 18. Mr*. Brown ia ■arF. H. Billings for a while.
rived by two daughter*—Mr*. Ella Bowhope, no matter what any one says, go or
write these physicians at once for their
Mias Marie Carter ia at home from Seal
den, East Orland, and Mia* Sadie Brown,
home self examining outfit. Office 82 Cenwhere
she
has
been employed all of -West
Harbor,
tral Street, Graham Building, office hours,
Seboia, and a ton
George
summer in a hotel.
10 to 12 a. m., and 2 to 4 p. in., every day,
Brown, of Bar Harbor.
Mra. O. J. Billings has returned to Peexcept Thursdays. Monday and Saturday
evenings the office will be open from 7 nobscot, after
spending a few days with "You talk about potter* ana
to 8.
your no*, upon the
her sister, Mrs. J. H. Billings.
fence.
22.
Sept.
A.
Bat
ain't
the
kind
o'
medium* that appeal*
they
SPECIAL

tyi

Lana, oi niewm, »uo
....ora.
him, has returned home
to Hoi
June Williams has gone
ter to teach.
.pEc.
*—

Bept.

NOTICE

_

WEST TREMONT.
W. H. Lunt, who has been sailing company at Bluehill, ia home.
Mra. W. H. Lunt, who taa been at work
at SouthWeet Harbor the past two months,
ia home.

Gapt. Card Lawson with hia ton Carl, ia
home from Rockland with his new gaeo1mm sloop, Idm L
Misses Edna S. Lunt and Julia L. Clark,

_

THE FIKE LOS® mV

over r
in the United BtaUa u
Ior
annually. The amount paid
1907, *2,300.000.000.
ffice
The receipts of
roent. 1908. were *187,Stt.,.w.
c ulation *888,865,071,.
M.
It will cost youhntf
«
of the disease of Inebriety
Maine.
Portland.
Institute in

Julia 1. Gilley,
Cabbib B. Sperling,
Committee on resolutions*

BAR HARBOR.
News has been received with regret of
the death last Wednesday, In Michigan, of
Mrs. Caroline B. Scribner, who was widely
known here and on the island, where she
speut many years of her life. Bhe was the
teacher of the first echoolhouse in Bar
Harbor, the little old building which stood
for many years at the corner of what it
now Kebo and Mt. Desert streets.
Bhe
was seventy-eight years of
age.
Philip, Livingston, of New York,
died Wedneadsy at her cottage. Silver
Birches, at Bar Harbor. Mrs. Livingston
waa aeised with an
to common tenae;
apoplectic shock FriYon may talk about your dodger*, and your day, and grew steadily worse nntil the
end.
Her
death
was
a complete surprise
circular* and rack.
to the
summer
colony, for she had
But 1 calculate they don't ***t*t an advwrtlier been in
apparently the beat of health this
much;
summer and had been one of the leading
And (epeefally In wtator, when the mow to on hostesses
during the season. Bhe had
Ik* ground,
been for a number of years ode of the soI wonder whan your potter* and yoar dodgem cial leaden and took a prominent part at
the swimming dub, the horse show and
can be foundr
Bat within the toay honeMeed, when the parlor other Institutions when society gathers.
While her cottage had been the scene of
Move** aglow,
some
brilliant social
Bhe had
The newepeper to read aloud to everyone w* been a social favorite events.
for a number of
knew.”
years. The Livingstons an among the

,

Depart-

thePog ffi«ldinc«-

Reaolved,
charter be draped in
mourning for thirty days as a token of re•Pectii that a copy of these resolutions be
placed on the records of our lodge, one sent to
the widow and mother of our departed
brother, and one to The Ellswobth American for publication.
MAEoanaT C. Tbcndy,

cw«*
K8eW

elWjntiBonnits.

An

....

Invaluable

Family

Remedy

—

If you are unable to visit the doctors in
person, you may still receive complete
effective treatment from them. Upon request the doctors will send'you their comprehensive blank and valuable book,
covering every point of infornmtion necessary to them to know for the successful
treatment of your case by mail. Those
who have never seen the doctors in person
have been cured of the worst rtisnaar* by
their mail treatment.
Address all letters to The Merrow Medical A Surgical Institute, 82 Central Street,
Bangor, Me.

J

21.

L.

“Would say in regard jo
'v'j
'nv*‘“
wood'* Bitten they are
s,d
cases of indigestion,
b« " #•
no'
would
headache, etc. I
*mlly
out them in the house f°r

biUousn^

*>urs

jgTSgW

“L. F.” Atwoods Bitters.**
W
earned a great reputationi
^
sickness and promoting *•
great
oi
physician,
are the
"family
household remedy m
homes—always nanav—ajjW
^ t*K
ways reliable and efficacious.
The

***%r*\

:

store, 3Sc.
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